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To Our Readers
The unprecedented success of the E xecutive Intel ligence Review ' s claim to have established
a decisive competitive advantage over every other existing publication - government. or
private - in the exceptional ly sensitive inform ation industry. requires a word of explanation
from its adm ittedly controversial publisher s .
.
This explanation therefore strives to answer the question often asked by corporate and \
government-service clients of the E x ecutive Intelligence Revie w , namely: " Why do I, as a
.
businessman, governm ent official. etc .. need to rely on the published product of an avo\fed ly
Marxist enterprise?" The fact that su ch a reliance has been proven to be established by the
market performance of the Executive Intell igence R eview to date. itself signifies that the
question merits an answer for reasons mor e im portant than mere curiosity.
There are two interconnected reasons for wh ich avowedly capitalist corporate managers
have repeatedly ap reciated the intelligence services supplied by the avowedly Marxist
Executive Intelligence Review.
First. ou r superiority over our competitors. both in government and the private sector, in
the information field. occurs in matters of· m e thod. p articul ar ly method of intelligence evalua
tions. The impl ications of our methodological comm itments for the client-executive who
wishes to purchase a reliable intell igence report. are twofold. One. in our ability to single out
unique special features in world developments which. months later. become leading features
that dom inate subsequent political. econo m i c. financ ial and technological trends . Our
establ ished track record includes such "success stories" as our consistent lead over every one
of our competitors in the analysis. evaluation and publication of events leading to the OPEC
led onslaught against the energy and financial em pire of the Rockefeller coalition ; the
em ergence of the European-Arab axis; the S oviet and West European comm itment to the
development of fusion power and related technologies; the establish ment of the Warsaw Pact' s
decisive marg inal strateg ic advantage over NATO strategic forces; the concerted drive of
West Europeans. Non-al igned nations and other s to replace the Bretton Woods system with a
gold-based world monetary arrangem ent; and so forth.
Equall y decisive for the corporate executive who relies on our intelligence product is our
comm itment to differ with our competitor s in the presentation and packaging of this product.
Our editorial policy is founded on the propo s i tion that the informed executive will be unable to
form competent policy judg ments unless he is presented with the entirety of the world picture
into which his particular corporate jigsaw puzzle must be fitted . Hence our deliberate decision
to present. each week. a synthesized tota l worl d picture within which our cl ient will also be
able to f ind ev ery significant intel ligen ce item perta in ing to his special area of concern and
responsibility. He thus has the option of weighing the import of such specialized intelligence
items against the global fra me.
The second rea son for our superior ity over our com petitors is the fact that the Executive
Intell igence Review relies on the servi ces of uniquely qualified vendors. They are the Intelli
gence Department of the U.S. Labor Party. the Fusion Energy Foundation. the amassed
expertise of the Labor Party ' s Legal Department. The Executive Intelligence Review also
reflects the added advantages of insight gained through the U SL P ' s political activities and
relations with every soc ial and political group of any consequence in this country and abroad .
Such groups and entities are going to be playing an increasingly decisive role in the emerging
new world econom ic order. and our established relations with them give us a decided
advantage over every one of our competitors in this key business area .
Finally. the editors of NSIPS fully share the U SL P ' s fundamental political proposition that
the capitalist necessity of maxim izing rates of capital formation can only be realized by m eans
of a socialist theoretical solution to the prob lems of accumulation imposed on the economy by
the monetarist faction . Hence our com mitm ent to making available to the industrial execu
tive, the engineering specialist and the conc erned official the quality of political and business
.
intelligence enjoyed by the U . S . Labor Party leadership itself.
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Nancy Spannaus
Editor-in-Chief

IN THIS WEEKS
EXECUTIVE INTELLIGENCE REVIEW

What did Italy's Foreign Minister Forlani and
his Soviet counterpart Gromyko discuss in
Moscow this week? We weren't allowed to
eavesdrop. but we can tell you this. On the basis
of the evidence in this week ' s Intemational
Report, Europe is awfully c lose . . . c loser than
anyone in the corridors of power will admit "for
.
the record . . . . to new world trade and monetal'J
arran,ements to replace the ruins of the dollar
monetary system . Calla,han in Britain and
Andreotti in Italy are in charge and leading the
continent toward political realignment and
economic expansion based on three-way
cooperation between the Comecon, and the
developing sector. When he comes to Wash
ington, D . C . , Callaghan will warn President
Carter that the U.S. will not be allowed to inter
fere...
*

*

*

West Germany is the key to how far and how
fast Europe will move. So far B R D industrialists
and their spokesmen inside and outside the
Scbmidt ,overnment r e m a i n s u p r e m e l y
conscious that their industrial expansion policy
is incompatible with Carter's bwerinflational'J
scbemes (See International Report).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ECONOMICS

ENERGY

Where will the USA fit it? A lot depends on
what happens in Con,ress during the coming
days . . . A number of well-connected Senators and
R epresentatives, on both sides of the aisle, are
pretty uncomfortable about the Carter economic
program . . . which they view as Naderite energy
conservation " for everything except tbe
Treasury's printing presses . ( S e e National
Report) Reprinted here are excerpts from the
testimony of Senator Harrison S ch m itt, who
wants Congress reorganized to put through a
program of re-industrializatlon and intensive

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
MILITARY

EUROPE

researcb and development to prepare ri,bt-now
for a 21st centUl'J fusion-power economy when

we need it . . . in the next decade.
*

*

MIDDLE
EAST

*

On the other hand. . . after viewing the line
emerging from the Trilateral Commission's
emergency meeting in Tokyo . . . and an extraor
dinary rump session of Carter ' s National
Security Council (both are covered in this week's
Intemational Report)... ask yourself one
que stion . . .
Will the Carter Administration b e allowed to
repeat the foreign policy of Vietnam-style "little
wars," Cbile coups, and manipulated oil and raw
materials sborta,es which characterized the

Kennedy-Johnson-Nixon years ?
Our Economics report itemizes the trade deals
which are the underpinnings of the emerging
new world economic order . . . (World Trade). It
may be hard for U . S . businessmen to believe.
looking at the Dow-Jones. but stock markets in

INTER
NATIONAL
NATIONAL

What the new world order will m ean to the
Third World . . . and to advanced sector industry
looking for markets . . . is previewed in a special
report on Nileria's drive to organize a new
Industrial revolution. (See Africa)

*

How quickly the Germans go over from
stubborn passive resistance to U . S . dictates to
active official opposition may well depend on the
outcome of recent developm ents in F rance (See
Europe). Gaullists under the banner of former
Prime Minister Micbel Debr6 are on the warpath
again . . . against the only remaining major
European government still willing to follow
blindly wherever David Rockefeller leads .
*

ter m s which are bound to m ake some people
uneasy . . .

*

...

In

a

special

*

*

section

of

this

week's

Europe are ,oin, up... (International Stocks).

International Report, U . S .
L a b o r Party
Chairman Lyndon H.LaRoucbe, Jr., explains

Our analysts also explain that latest activity on
the Gold and Forei,n Excban,e markets , in

why this policy is being peddled as an "antidote"
to the demands for imm ediate thermonuclear

AFRICA

ASIA

LATIN
AMERICA

confrontation between the US and the U S � put

forward by the Comm ittee on the Present
Danger-'Team B' hawks around Carter . . . and
why it will only bring general war closer. In a
strategic analysis which will shock many.
LaRouche demonstrates that the alleged anti
communilm of both hard and soft line factions . . .
i s being used to mask a monetarist strateD' for
llobal lootini which antedates the Bolshevik Re
volution.
*

*

*

How the Soviet Union is looking at the " Team
B vs . the softliners" faction fight is reported
under Military StrateD'. Former French
Admiral Sanplne"i. a man which close
connections to Gaullist circles. is advising
Europe not to wait for the Soviets' final
ultimatum before bolting from the leaky U . S .
defense umbrella ; reprinted here a r e the key
excerpts from his articles in Le Monde this week.
Also printed in full in this week ' s issu e - and
in no other source to date - is the complete draft
testimony which Former U . S . Ambassador to
. Chile Edward Korry delivered to the U.S. Senate
committee considering the nomination of Cyrus
Vance as Secretary of State . Naming names.
dates and places. Korry describes in detail. the
machinations of the Rockefeller-KennedY axis
which forced falCist military coups in Brazil and
Chile. then ran the phony CIA and Lockheed
scandals through the New York Tim es and else
where to discredit their political opponents in
such ventures. In remarks which will have an
important bearing on the fight currently brewing
over the nomination of Ted Sorensen as CIA
Director. Korry makes it abundantly clear that it
is the same Rockefeller-Kennedy crowd which is
now assuming the reins of power in Washington .
The complete text of his remarkable Senate
testimony is the lead item in this week' s National
Report.
*

*

*

Bringing Korry's testimony up the minute . . ..
our Latin America section documents the
current attempts to start "chain reaction" wars
on the South American continent. Inc luded are
excerpts from the newspaper articles being used
to whip up war fever. between Brazil. Chile. and
Peru . . . the think-tank computer scenarios for
war . . . the outraged reaction of Latin American
press and officials . . . and an exclusive interview
with EUot Janeway. the reporter who kicked off
this week ' s outburst of hostilities .

*

*

*

"France Frees Terrorists" screamed the head
lines in the New York press as Palestinian leader
Abu Daoud was released. What actually
occurred in the Abu Daoud affair. reported.
under Mideast. was a "black operation" aimed
at disruptinl ,rowln, Euro-Arab alUance, an
operation which backfired so badly that we can
already bring you the first excerpts from
European press reports attribu ting the whole
fracas to "The CIA . "
*

*

*

EIR also brings you exclusives on tile
following current and prospective international
"hotspots" Find out . . .
*** Why the Washington Post says Sadat of
E gypt is ready to dump the Palestinians . . . and
why he probably won·t. (See Mideast)
*** Why Carter's softliners want to get rid of
the current government of South Korea. for
years billed as the staunchest U. S. ally in Asia.
*** Who is Turkey' s 'Invisible' Prime Minister.
and what role could he play in shaping a renewed
Cyprus crisis which could bring down the
Dem irel governm ent? (See Mideast)
*** Why Andrew Young says he will defend
South Africa against the world at the United
Nations. and what the British are doing to avert
the sharply increased momentum toward war in
southern Africa.
*** Who' s Who in the current battle to control
Malaysia ' s government and natural resources.
and the implications of this fight for the future of
Japan and Indonesia. (See Asia)
*

*

*

Shortages are what happens during a war. so
let's stockpile everytbln, now so we can have the

" shortages" immediately . . . That' s what many
so-called economic experts in the U . S . are
saying. Our Commodities report demonstrates
the disastrous effect such reasoning will have ...
by design. . . on the world economy. (See
Economics) American busines s m en are alreadY
coming under heavy pressure to go along with
such schemes. . . the magic words " national
security" have been invoked. (See Corporate
Affairs).
*

*

*

Read it here
the one you won't read
anywhere else . . . Carter's Coca Cola Connec
tion . . in this week's National Report.
.
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Britain, Italy Take Lead for East-West
Trade Expansion
Taking the lead for Europe. Italy and Britain have
intensified efforts this week to ensure the basis for rapid
industrial growth and technological development in both
the advanced and developing sectors. hinging upon " tri
angular" arrangements on trade and financing between
Europe . the Third World and the Comecon. Coordinated
political and economic negotiations by Britain. Italy and
- to a lesser but no less significant extent - France
point to a tightening up of European relations with the
socialist and underdeveloped sector as the conscious
preparation for a successfu l European-Arab conference
scheduled for Feb. 1 0 .
Concomitantly. a n increasing number o f Europeans
are refusing to go along with the war fantasies of Presi
dent-E lect Carter. purposely created to undermine
growing Euro-Arab-Soviet cooperation. and have instead
issued repeated warnings in the press and elsewhere that
Carter must opt for dl!tente or risk losing America's
European allies. These moves. broadly based on the
adoption of a tough. unified European stand on a solution
to the North-South (advanced industrial versus Third
World economies) problem in conjunction with a
concerted campaign for East-West trade - pre-empting
any attempt at "coordination" by the Carter adm inistra
tion - set up the ideal political climate for the creation of
an "East-West European Bank." This proposal for
econom ic cooperation was set forth by Italian industrial
ist Sr. Ratti , and is known to have the endorsement of
government and financial circles in G reat Br itain.
Extensive "underground" discussions of the " R atti
bank". - which would set up the financial framework for
expanded trade and development with Arab funds and
facilities for discounting Soviet bills of exchange - were
pivotal to the visit of Italian Foreign Minister Forlani to
the Soviet Union this week . according to the Italian
financial daily· 1/ Sole 24 Ore. Concretely. the Forlani
visit resulted in $7 billion in trade deals between the two
countries. only $700 million of which is being made avail
able. by Italy to finance the dea ls. The balance will be
made up by "prom issory notes and other specialized
credit arrangements" to be worked out in detail and
finalized by Foreign Trade Minister Os sola during his
scheduled trip to the Soviet Union in F ebruary.
The Italian daily La R epubblica reports that Italian
Foreign Ministry official Mario Mondello. who is a well
known supporter of the transferable ruble. has been put
in charge of handling the delicate financial negotiations
4
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now underway aimed at creating the basis for "a new
kind of (econom ic and financial) collaboration" between
East and West Europe . It has been emphasized in the
Italian press that current diplomatic moves are geared
toward " institutionalizing the triangular alliance'"
involving Italy. the Soviet Union and the Third World.
which first moved into the open last month w hen
Libya purchased ten per cent of Italy's F IAT Motor
Company. This deal has come to represent the prototy pe
for other Western European countries experimenting
with similar three-way trading arrangements .
Forlani' s visit to Moscow conc luded with an emphatic
endorsement from both sides for the complete normal
ization of r elations between the European Economic
Com munity (EEC) and the socialist sector, laying the
foundation for a successful round of financial, trade and
political negotiations between the two blocs.
In conj unction with the Italian initiatives to create a
broad economic and strategic a lliance with Moscow, the
British government has m ade clear that i t also intends to
organize for united European cooperation with the E a st
bloc and Third World on a top priority basis . Foreign
Secretary Crosland, who· will be chairman of the EEC
Council of Ministers for the next six months. told EEC
officials this week that the Common Market must take a
unified position on the upcom ing North-South talks . the
Helsinki accords and on organizing for peace in the
Mideast. In emphasizing the functioning of the EEC as a
bloc in its political and economic relations with the
Comecon and the developing countries, Crosland echoed
Italy ' s sentiments . Italian Foreign Trade Minister
Ossola pressured French Prime M inister Barre in Paris
this week on the necessity for an autonomous European
solution to the North-South dialogu e where debt mora
toria and transfer of technology are the primary issues to
be resolved.
Ossola impressed upon Barre that Western Europe
could not wait for the June R ambouillet economic
su m mit with Carter to arrive at a solution. He proposed
instead a stepped-up tim etable, with a com mon EEC
stand to be ironed out during the Jan. 18 E E C Foreign
Ministers ' meeting. in time for the Feb. 10 Euro�Arab
conference.
For his part. British Prime Minister Callaghan has
performed a major coup which will at once sweep away
the remaining opponents t o his organizing for the Italian
proposed East-West European Bank. He has taken direct

t

personal control over all government m inistries involved
in trade, industry and economic p lanning, as well as the
Treasury and the Bank of E ng-land's sterling policy. In
order to spur economic recovery and insure that, his
'
strategy for industrial', regener a tion and export
expansion is carried out satisfactorily, Callaghan will
now directly oversee policy decisions relating to
Britain' s progr�m for econom ic growth, " to c lear away
dead wood and allow industry to blossom " in the words of
one official. Implicit in Callaghan ' s move , which
apparently caught London by surprise , is a diminishing
of Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healey's role. The
press reports unanimously that Healey and those who
supported him in urging an austerity policy during the
International Monetary Fund negotiations with Britain
are " living on borrowed time. "
Callaghan's assumption of command directly precedes
his visit to the U.S . , where - as the " architect of
recovery" in Great Britain - he will deliver an ulti
matum to Carter on the need to expand world trade . '
Clearly preparing the way for its own expansion of trade
with the socialist and Arab sectors , the British govern
ment announced tJ;Us week that their ceiling on guaran
teed trade credits is being extended from 1 8 . 3 billion
pounds to 40 billion pounds, contingent on Parliamentary
approval. This is an astounding increase given that the
8 . 4 billion pounds in credit extended in 1 975-76 totalled 36
per cent of total U . K . export funds. For the first time , the
government has also given the Trade office the right to
back foreign currency loans - a probable move toward
transferable ruble-financed trade.
Despite political turmoil in France and a policy by
French President G iscard d' Estaing which remains
subservient to Wall S treet, the industrial and financial
forces in the country are c learly laying the basis for a
European development perspective. Following friendly
talks between French Prime Minister Barre and his
British counterpart Callaghan, during which the need for
technological cooperation was stressed, the French
government announced a 34 per cent increase in subsi
dies to the public sector (nationalized industries ) . This
immediately sets the tone for a period of economic
expansion and raises the obvious questions of financing.
Partly due to the consolidation of Franc e ' s relationship
to the developing sector through the consolidation of
several exemplary trade deals, Arab petrodollars are
flowing into France for reinvestment use. The stock
market is buoyant. with oil is sues and chemical
industry' s stocks up 20 per cent. The French franc has

been gaining significantly, also indicating strong foreign
inflows , but F rance has yet to actively promote the Eutoruble axis.
,
. Fre,.ch Gaulli�. and their a llies in :the French
Communist Party (PCF ) , however, have echoed in
PM'tic u larly strong terms the diplomatic efforts of Italy'
and Britain to defuse the Carter war th�eat which is
deliberately designed to sabotage growing Soviet
E uropean rapprochement. Max Leon, former Moscow
correspondent of the Communist daily L' Humanit�, has
officially rallied to the efforts of anti-NATO Gaullists ,
such as Admiral Antoine Sanguinetti, who claim that the
implementation of the Schlesinger " limited nuclear
war" doctrine would incinerate Western Europe.' In a
two-part series in L'Humanit�, Leon lambasted U . S .
thinktankers who exchange strategies and "coldly
envisage an atomic massacre on our o ld continent under
the cover of 'European defense ' ." While Italian Foreign
Minister Forlani gave indications that he will respond to
S oviet public endorsement of the Warsaw Pact ' s
proposal for the mutual dissolution of the two m ilitary
b loc s , British Defense Minister F red Mulley dealt a
severe setback to the Tory warhawk faction. Countering
a Conservative vote of censure against the Labour
Government' s policy of defense cuts , and an attempt to
drag out the "Soviet war danger" line, Mulley asserted
publicly mat the Warsaw Pact military capability, by
itself, did not constitute a threat to the security of the
West. Mulley reaffirmed his government' s position not to
e mbark on massive rearma ment, emphll$izing that
although military chiefs could always find a reason to
j usti fy increased defense expenditure , this time, they
must abide by "political decisions made by Ministers
and Parliament . "
T h e motivating drive for ' these deliberate European
moves is a firm , historically-based commitment to tech
nological development as the only m eans to civilization' s
survival. This was made explicit by E E C Energy
Commissioner Brunner who demanded the passage of a
resolution at the European Parliament condemning the
E E C Council of Minister for sabotaging E uropean fusion
power development. "Europe's p atience has a limit , "
said Brunner motivating the resolution. " It d oes not
intend to sit by and witnes s the liquidation of European
fusion research. " The final resolution affirmed that only
im m ediate implementation of the program of thermo
nuclear fusion, including a decision on the site for the
j oint European Torus (JET) proj ect could help secure
the com munity' s long-term energy needs.
'

I

West German Economic Program Not Co m pati b l e
with Carter Hyperinflation
There is firm consensus in West G erman government
and industrial circ les that economic growth and real
increases in productivity-not hyperinflation-are the
only sensible goals for 1977. Although Carter' s Jan. 6

announcement of his economic program for the United
S tates has been received " politely" in official Federal
R epublic statements , there is no question that Bonn is
coordinating its 1977 economic program efforts with
I NT E R N AT I O N A L
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British, Italian and French force s , all heading for a
collision with the Carter plan.
On Jan. 1 1 , Bonn government spo kesman Armin
G ruenewald issued a
sta iem ent
to the press
characterizing Carter' s program as " i mpressive . " But
Gruenewald added that Chancellor Helmut Schmidt had
his own methods for attacking the econom ic crisis and
that the Chancellor would emphasize the role of " long
term investments " in improving econom ic conditions in
his Jan. 6 policy statem ent to Parliament.
The same day, Otto Wolf Von Am erongen, chairman of
the influential Chambers of Com m erce (DIHT) spoke at
a businessmen's conference in Cologne and called for the
creation of a government, industry and trade union
" coalition" to enable a "continuing guarantee of
growth . " In words sim ilar to G ruenewald' s , Amerongen
stressed that increases in industrial output could be
achieved only through a long-term investment policy.
The effect of the Federal Republic ' s aversion to pump
priming, non-productive " full employment" programs is
to make virtually impossible smooth implem entation of
the Carter-Trilateral Comm ission econom ic program on
an international scale. F rom the standpoint of the new
Washington administration, Bonn should inflate parallel
to Federal Reserve money-generating outlays to give the
dollar credibility as a debt-collecting instrument abroad .
The official policy of the West G erman Central Bank is
to hold expansion of the money supply (M3) to eight per
cent this year . Far below the levels desired by
Washington , the eight per cent goal has come under
attack domestically . On Jan. 8, the West German
industrial daily Handelsblatt reported on recent
recom mendations issued by the Rhein-Westfalen
Institute (RWI ) , an economic research foundation
reflecting the views of Ruhr-based industry. The RWI
has established six per cent as the uppermost limit of
money supply increases which the economy can sustain
this year, and . has determined that lowering of domestic
interest rates-as demanded by the U . S .-would be
useless , since industry ' s absence on the loan market is
due more to the poor investment clim ate than the price of
funds .
Increase Trade With Third World

The only means to improve the investm ent climate is
to increase export orders to West Germany's basic

6
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industry. On Jan. 9, Federal Development Minister
Marie Schlei stated in a radio interview that West
Germany cannot simply continue to allocate new funds to
development aid, but must sign a series of export treaties
with developing nations . She asserted that 500 ,000 new
j obs-enought to solve 50 per cent of West Germany' s
current unemploym ent-can be created this way.
S chlei' s proj ections have sparked an intensive debate
on Federal development policy in the nation�s financial
press . A leading financial correspondent asserted with
considerable demoralization today in a private interview
that he doubted seriously whether Third World nations
had the infrastructure and capacity to absorb more than
their current 10 per cent of West G ermany ' s exports . On
the other hand , Handelsblatt correspondent Eberhard
Wisdorff criticized Chancellor Schm idt in a Jan. 1 2
editorial for failing to raise the Developm ent Ministry
budget this year. Wisdorff called this "astounding for a
govern" m ent which last year realized that the North
South conflict has reached. the dimension of a leading
foreign policy issue . "
Depressed Schmidt

Leading pro-Carter newspapers , notably the New York ,
Times and the Washington Post, began this week to
peddle the line that Chancellor Schmidt is " depressed"
and " tired . " This fabrication is c losely tied to the same
j ournals' claim that Schmidt is " waiting for Carter" to
forward an economic program for the western countries.
E xemplary of such wishful thinking is the Craig Whitney
column in the Jan. 8 New York Tim es, and the absurd
caption run in the recent issue of West G ermany's Der
Spiegel magazine retailing the line that the Chancellor
has been heard muttering suicidal com m ents , such as " I
would like t o die . "
This propaganda i s directed a t West German and
E uropean circles as a signal from Carter ' s Washington
that the Adm inistration is aware of Schmidt' s line-up
behind the Europeanist program s undermining U . S .
dollar and military dominance. Bonn h a s not forgotten
that prior to the engineered resignation of Chancellor
Brandt in the first months of 1 9 7 4 , the exact same line
appeared in these journals about Brandt' s state of mind.
Brandt handed the Chancellory over to Schmidt in May
of 1 974 following a phony scandal involving revelations to
the effect that his personal secretary was an East
G erman spy.

Ca rte r Tearn Prepa res iL i tt l e.Wa rsi.'o,
Raw Materia l s Hoaxes
On Jan. 6 , members of the Carter Cabinet, under the
direction of Vice President-elect and Trila�eral
Commission member Walter Mondale, convened a
meeting of the National Security Council-designate at
NSC headquarters in Washington , D . C . The agenda of the
m eeting, prepared by former Trilateral Com mission
director Zbigniew Brzezinski, now Carter' s NSC chief,
covered every flashpoint for war on the globe , including
the simm ering "Arab-Is raeli " conflict, the Panama
Cana l , Turkey , Greece, the Soviet sector, and southern
Africa.
The rump NSC session signalled that two weeks before
Carter' s scheduled inauguration , D avid Rockefeller' s
Trilateral Com mission, which dom inates the Carter
Cabinet, began to usurp the national security functions of
the official U . S . governm ent.

o

Two days later, the Interna tional Herald Tribune
announced that the Trilateral Comm ission itself was
convening a previously unannounced em ergency plenary
session in Tokyo Jan . 9-12. The p rincipal planning item
under discussion at this meeting was identical to that of
the NSC session: a global assault on the emergent West
econom ic
for
alliance
World
European-Third
cooperation which is threatening the Carter tea m ' s
efforts t o preserve the bankrupt dollar monetary syste m .
This assault has already b e e n initiated with the
activation of the Rand Corp . ' s regional war scenarios for
southern Africa and Latin America, situations which are
to be manipulated against the oil-p roducing and Third
World allies of Western Europe in its fight to break free
of Lower Manhattan ' s control. These " little wars " are
also being used as the cover for a gigantic raw materials
hoax coordinated from the U . S . by Sen. Hubert
Humphrey's (D-Minn) Joint E conomic Com mittee of
Congress and directed against the industrial sectors of
Japan, Western Europe, and the U . S .
The code word for this policy, through which a tiny
cabal based in the major New York banks hopes to batter
U . S . allies and the Third World into submission, is
"trilateralism . "
Raw Materials

A report put forward this week by the Joint E conomic
Comm ittee-created National Com m ission on Shortages
and S upplies (NCS S ) calls on Congress to provide for
stockpiles of strategic ra w materia ls warning that the
increasing danger of " local wars and civil disturbances "
in southern Africa and Latin Am erica could result in
crucial supply shortages. Not surprisingly, Donald Rice,

NCSS chairman and framer of the report, is also the
p resident of the Rand Corporation , the California-based
think tank that authored the so-called Second War of the
Pacific blueprint for war in Latin A merica ' s Southern
cone. Arnold Saltzman, a prominent m e m ber of 'the
comm isson, is the well-known domestic corporatist
planner who is also represented on Humphrey' s
Initiative Committee for National E conomic Planning
(ICNE P ) .
The U . S . Congress has been flooded wlith studies ,
reports and proposals backing u p the Commission's
demand for a three year minimum stockpile on crucial
raw materials set by federal law. Humphrey and the
Joint E conomic Com mittee are preparing draft
legislation in line with the report, and the New York
Times and Los Angeles Times lead a press campa'ign in
fa vor of the NCSS proposal.
Raw materials stockpiling by U.S. industry and the
federal government would have i m mediate , devastating
effects on world commodity prices. Coupled with the
outbreak of war in one or more of the " hotspots , " and
coming on top of the oil and natural gas hoax shortages
and price increases this winter, the stockpiling is
designed to force U . S . , Japanese, and Western European
industry into another ratchet of bankruptcy and collapse.
At the same time, the international rise in raw materials
prices would raise the profitability of looting in Third
World extractive industry - on which the bulk of the
developing sector' s debt to Wall S treet depends - at the
expense of the industrial economies.
This aspect of the NCSS raw m aterials scheme is a
deliberate con to make way for a " Fortress America "
version of outgoing U . S . S ecretary of State Henry
Kissinger's hated International R esources Bank plan.
Am erican steel companies are being told to accept a five
per cent rise in the price of iron ore in the interests of
national security although they have iron ore stockpiled
to the ceili n g . Sim ilarly, other corporations are being
warned of a cutoff of southern African supplies of tin and
ferromanganese, and encouraged to create their own
stockpiles. This is supposed to lead to panicky runs on
supplies of these raw materials, feeding into Wall Street's
p lans to peddle Third World resources to advanced
sector industry at sky-high prices.
Like Kissinger' s IRB, the purpose of such schemes is to
maintain the pl;lper empire of dollar indebtedness to the
New York banks, at the price of the progressive
destruction of worldwide industrial and agricultural
p roductivity.
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It .is the ,dQlgerously'mistaken, wishful judgment
among certain .otherwise well-informed circ les that
Governor Averell Harriman ' s negotiations between
Moscow ilnd'the "Carter forces" bave contributed to a
l
-:
�
.
significant, aceomplishedreductioR In the probability for
"
. aft early strategicCobfroRtation. Unfortunately, without
,d�recating. the aniiable'eatures 01 Mr. Harriman ' s
••• concerns, t lte essential faetis'that thewishlul delusions
, current concerning the outcome of those negotia tions
have consi_ably increasedtIJe probability of general
war during it77.· .
�/
It is proHrly emph asized in this connection that the
cited, mista)cE!1'l citeles' have committed the same type of
';-f blunder of iMamentelthibited during 1 938 by credulous f
'
.
. . observers of the Hitle r-Chainberlain Munich Pact. It was!
.. ; ..:.. still � le�.at;"tj�HheMunleh 'Pact, to contai n! .
Hitler absolute�y. The /charade of diplomatic smiles'
demobilized the,atmosphere of containm ent; and so the
wlshfid delusions 'of that period transformed a probabl. �
'
.
general war into a certa in t y .
.
. .. TheCart � t ,·.force s of today . are governed by an:'
under iying . ',Strategic impulsio n identical to tHat
., 'determining the policies of the 1938 Hitler regime. Tbe
.
al monetary and economic crisis 01<
accumulatec!i
the Nazi "Ho'use That Schacht Built" had reached the
stage by late 1937 that only the looting of an expanded
economic base" Nazi Germany ' s neighbors, could
.,
/
stabilize' the . cancerously. expanding
mass
of
Renteninark, Mefo bill and related financial structures .
i.Today, i unless most o f the developing sector and
. ' , European and Japanese OECD countries are subjected
,', ',,:to the looting policies demanded in the self-interests of
. .' �Lower M�nhattan's debt-overhang holdings, the power of
, .. the Rockefe ller brothers and their allies is as doomed as
,.
Hitler' s would have been in 1 9 38 without the Nazi
/'
ra mpaging conquest of continental Europe. It is not
accidental that the Carter forces have come to
consciously model their present strategic and national
policies for the USA upon the m onetarist and related
conceptions of Hj almar Schacht et a l .
That i s the fundamental im pulsion leading Carter e t al.
toward general thermonuc lear war even duriqg 1977 ..
All short-term tactical shifts in Carter policies. to the
extent they represented actual retreats from such a
confrontation perspective . m ust be overwhelmed by a

countervailing impulsion flowing from the financial
desperation of Lower Manhattan Trilateral institutions . .
The strategic realities of current Carter policy are
.
Brazilian involvement in Caribex . operations . Thos e
'
,operations intersect acceleration of the " Second War of
:the Pacific " scenario proj ect in S outh America, a march
'
. toward, a Chilean " solution " in Colombia. naked. ..,
""Confrontation in Mexico , intensified pressure upon Peru, .
i threats
o f internal destabilization and' external
" interventions'into Guyana . and a " terrorist" scenario for
Pue rto Rico rooted' in the 1976 Democratic Party
'. .. P la tfo rm . The Caribex operation also institutionalizes an .
essential feature of the proposed South Atlantic Treaty
.Org nization,'an extension of NATO focused prim arily .
on . turning all of southern Africa into Jim m y Carter' s'
: " VH!tnam/' . .. -'
"
The s t rategi(! realities of the pr e sent ' period' include
:j
..Carter bloodbath operations around the Rhodesiaissue.
/
..
'
'
. Th.e y include the launching of "black operations" within ' ; ..;
Israel against Prime Minister Rabin's forces/ while .' /
. sim' u ltaneously the Carter forces conduct an attem pted"
' ... . .
i 6 ternal takeover operation in the PLO .
! In light of these and related facts. what weight ought to
be given to the "cosm etic " concession to Moscow of
kicking James Schlesinger " upstairs " to the same old
.i White House . position , form erly occuDied by.' Henry
'
KiSSinger? Must not the " adj ustment" in , Mr.
Schlesinger' s career be viewed, more narrowly, in>
.
respect of the current fight within the U . S . intelligence
com m unity? In the case of Schlesinger ' s designation and
related matters , the Carter forces have made a
purported retreat which is in fact a direct advance
toward accelerated confrontation.! Only children are
properly deceived by the osten s ible successes of Mr.
Harriman's negotiations.
.' ,
1tress
The
relevant
general
principle
we
are
obliged
t0
.
r
is that in whatever ci cumstances an . underlying
irrepressible conflict is operating among principal
forces, all actions which do not directly neutralize ,those
underlying impulsions are inevitably actions contrib
u ting to the earlier outbreak of war.
This principle is richly demonstrated in modern
history. What is, indeed, the record of sundry "non
aggression pacts , " " disarmam ent treaties , " and similar
diplomatic . charades? So long as the underlying
impulsion toward war was not reduced, each of these
diplom atic . cretinisms
performed
an
essential,
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contributing role in accelerating preparations for war.
Any treaty which is' not prem ised in an agreeable
intersection of fundam ental interests of the parties is a
farce. Furthermore , � t ought to be com mon knowledge
that a voidance of wads nt,t in itself a principled interest
of any nation or combination of na tions. Contrary to too
bright-eyed, lisping pacifists , whenever the fundam ental
interests of a national ruling political force demand goals
which cannot be achieved by means other than war, the
manifest interest of that nation ' s ruling faction is to get
to a favorable deploym ent for war-fighting by the
quickest means.
It is relevant to this specific point that the Carter
forces are not only com mitted to general war under an
e. s timated favorable correlation of strategic forces; they
are so desperate in behalf of their conceived
fundam enta l interest that they are comm itted to force a
casus belli even for those circum stances in which the
USA suffers a significantly unfavorable correlation of
strategic forces for actual war-fighting ! (That latter, of
course, is the preponderant issue of the current fight
between pro-Carter and anti-Carter forces around the
NATO military and intelligence establishments . )
The function o f treaty agreem ents , armaments
negotiations, and " cosmetic " gestures of reduced
tensions in the current perspective of the Trilateral
Com mission, New York Council on Foreign Relations ,
and so forth, is to induce the Warsaw Pact, European
OE CD nations, and the Non-Aligned nations to make
tactical retreats advantageous to the deployment of the
monetary, political, and m ilitary forces of the Carter
centered caba l. Insofar as opponents are duped into
regarding . these aspects of Carter operations as aimed at
" reducing tension s , " etc . , the danger of war is directly
increased by such foolish credulousness. The weaker the
active counter-dep loym ent against the Carter forces, the
more aggressively the Carter force s will accelerate their
deploym ent for early strategic confrontation .
The Myth of Com m u n ism

The pervasive, most com mon rationale employed by
the credulous in such connections is the thesis that the
strategic
confrontation
between
the
Trilateral
Commission and Warsaw Pact force s is essentially an
intensification of the long-stand ing, institutionalized
ideological mobi lization of the industrialized capitalist
governm ents and major parties against the Soviet Union .
By
attributing
the
pri mary
character of the
confrontation to this ideological conflict, the credulous
are able to synthesize political models of the present
conflict situation in which the " cosmetic " gestures
following Mr. Harriman's negotiations are consistently
interpreted as an abatem ent of the tempo of strategic
confrontation.
Such credulous observers have learned nothing from
the experience of World War II.
During the middle of the 1 9th century, the then
dominant monetarist faction centered upon the City of
London and the British Foreign Office developed the
genera l strategic perspective for the E uropean continent
of employing Prussia as sim ultaneously a " m archer
lord " force for contain m e nt of F rance and a battering.
ram for London ' s long-term E astern European policy.

This proj ect consistently emphasized the ' 'balkanization"
of S lavic Europe into an easily m anipulated collection of
squabbling states. Otherwise, .the principal features of
that long-standing policy were the splitting of Russia into
two principal entities , a nom inally autonomous "Great
R ussian" semi-colonial state inthe north, and a separate , '
puppet-state Ukraine placing the grain and petroleum of
the steppes and Caucasus directly under the control of '
the City of London. The City of London' s Balkan policy as
such was an extension of this same general strategic
perspective.
With the aid of the incredible Alexander Helphand
'Parvus , this British policy was introduced to the German
com mand during late 1 9 1 6 - for the initial down
payment price paid by the G erman military intelligence
of one million marks. Overall, Parvus received over 30
million marks during the war period from German
sources, and operating in coopera tion with British
controlled northern-route networks - the same British
interests Parvus had represented prior to 1 9 1 6 in
G ermany, the Balkans, and Turkey - to the purpose of
overthrowing the Czar and putting the longstanding
British policy into joint British-German practice.
It is one of the howling ironies of history that Parvus ,
operating in Bolshevik circles through his agents Karl
Radek and N. Bukharin, organized and funded the
transport of V .1. Lenin to Russia with the consent of a
British northern-route network as an intended part of the
pot-boiling effort. Lenin, who accepted Radek ' s
disclaim ers concerning the origins of the three millions
m arks , was intended to be not a British or G erman agent,
but a manipulated included element within a "grand
scenario " for furthering the Anglo-German Russian
proj ect. The "backfiring" of this attempted utilization of
" m inor figure" Lenin of course shaped subsequently the
m odern history of the world .
That Eastern European proj ect is properly seen not as
an auxiliary feature of World War I, but represents the
strategic policy for which that war included, to a certain
degree, unexpected results .
The same policy represented the overall strategic
setting for World War I I . It was that underlying policy
concerning the balance of a weakened France against
the success of the City of London' s old E astern European
perspective which prompted London and allied centers to
look favorably upon the Hitler regim e during the 1 930s .
Those forces' hatred of Lenin and Bolshevism - genuine
enough in itself - was subsumed within the determining
strategic perception of self-interests . It is a fact of
history that the Frankenstein-monster creation, Hitler's
Germ any, developed strategic implications beyond the
foresight of Hitler' s earlier patrons in the City of London.
Hence, the same monetarist factions which had funded
Hitler ' s accession to power, which had prevented F rench
occupation of the Rhineland in 1 9 3 6 , which had given
Hitler Austria and Czechoslovakia in 1938, in 1940
reversed their policy drastically, and sought and
established an alliance with the Soviet Union against the
Hitler menace.
Once Hitler was crushed, London and New York City
reactivated the old " Parvus P lan" under the auspices of
UNRRA and related arrangements. By this time, the
center of global monetarist power had been shifted from
I N T E R N ATIO N A L
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London to New York City. The old City of London
monetarist's policies became the fo�ndation for the
policy-elaborations of the Lower-Manhattan based mone
tarist forces.
The - j oint hegemonies of the City of London and Lower
Manhattan during the interwar period and New York
City's world-rule of the past 30 years have of course
institutionalized the new form s of the· old Eastern
European policy as "official anti-Com munism " of the
governm ents and leading parties of the OECD countries.
The ideological doctrine of " anti-Communism " thus
serves as the popularized rationalization, the mode of
informing the popular will, for the policy which
antedates the 191 7 R ussian R e volution.
This institutionalized "anti-Communism " has two
interconnected. significant feature s . Its appr()priateness
for use as an instrument of policy is governed by the
conditions favoring the fostering of anti-Communism
wi thin the OECD nations and other countries. It is also an
instrum ent for preventing the development of alliances
among forces of the political labor movement with
industrial-capitalist political forces of opposition to
monetarist policies. Since industrial-capitalist political
tendencies are impotent to resist monetarist forces
without broad support from among working people and
farmers , and since the independent political mobilization
of the labor movement tends lawfully to occur as a
" traditionalist" kind of pro-socialist form ation. an
ideological climate of , j anti-Com m unism " reenforced by
identification with teh avowed principal foreign
adversary, acts as a most useful instrument of the
monetarists in checking both the labor movement and
industrial-capitalist political forces within the OECD and
other capitalist nations.
Otherwise . the monetarist factio n ' s hatred of socialism
may be real enough , but excepting conditions of immi
nent threats to its interests from the political labor move
m ent. " anti-Com munism " does not represent a govern
ing practical impulse of the monetarist forces.
In respect to present issues impelling strategic con
frontation, the issue of Comm unism is a delusion.
Anti-Comm unism has , nonetheless . the psychological
advantage of coinciding with the practical impulsions of
the monetarists ' actual war-making interest at this time.
The first is obvious. A lthough anti-Com munism is a
delusion. it is an established . hegemonic delusion in the
principal institutions of the OECD and other capitalist
nations and in the minds of large portions of the popu
lation in those states. Thus. as a delusion of this sort, it is
the most useful instrum ent for mobilizing those
institutions and populations for war.
The second point is that the essential conflict of
interests today is between the m onetarists pushing
deindustrialization. on the one side. and the combined
Soviet and pro-industrial-cap italist political forces on the
other. In respect to the developing sector and the revolt
of Western Europe against looting by Lower Manhattan.
the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact represent the
decisive margin of the forces opposed to Lower Man
hattan's deindustrialization policy. A vigorous Soviet
support of the developing sector and Western Europe
means probable defeat of Rockefeller et a1. ; a weak
Soviet support for the developing sector and Western
10
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E urope � eans Rockefeller's victory. Meanwhile. the
strategic � economic and military self-interests of the
Soviet Union, as a state. depend absolutely upon the
defeat of Rockefeller et a1. ' s current S chachtian
schem es.
In this matter. the fact that the S oviet Uriion is a social
ist state determines the character of that state , but does
not define the immediate strategic issue. If the Soviet
Union were a capitalist state ruled by an industrial
capitalist taction, the exact same strategic issues would
p revail.
On this point, the principal lesson of World War II is the
composition of the anti-Nazi allianc e , an alliance of the
Soviet Union with the capitalist states of Britain. the
USA . et a1. Such facts demand that one p robe the war to
motivating
issues
arrive
at
the
which
were
lundamental. motivating issue-s which cut through the
1930s London and New York City support for Hitler to
assert their reality in the form of the 1 941-1945 alliance.
The Basic Impulse For War

The e sS ential , intrinsic defect in Mr. Harriman' s
perceptions and negotiations is that h e is i n violent
contradictions with himself. On the one side . as a mone
tarist, Mr. Harriman embraces the perception of U . S .
m onetarist interests which is t h e ruling compulsion
impelling a Carter-headed USA toward thermonuclear
war as early as during 1977. On the other side, he rightly
deprecates the proposals of Nitze, Schlesinger, et a1. as
strategically incompetent. and a s premised upon includ
ed specific insanities concerning the character and
policies of the Soviet leadership . Mr. Harriman refuses .
at least to the best of our present knowledge. to appre
ciate the causal connection between the insanity of his
own monetarist ' s outlook and the symptomatic
expression of that madness in the ravings of Mr. Schles
inger et a1. At best. Mr. Harriman is p laced in the posi
tion of spreading bubonic plague and aspirins at the
same tim e ; he does not obj ect to p lague . but merely to
symptom s of terminal plague infection. One would. of
course. hope that Mr. Harriman, being more rational
than Nitze , Vance. Carter. S chlesinger. Linowitz . et aI. ,
would act to correct his ambivalence Oil this point.
P ending that, we have aptly characterized the merits of
his Moscow-Carter negotiations.
The study of the Hitler regime is here again, as so often
generally. the appropriate reference for evaluating the
Carter forces. Despite the grip of Hitler on Germany
during the 1 933-1936 period , if the City of London and
allied forces had not prevented a French occupation of
the Rhineland. Hitler would have fallen with humiliating
ease then. The 1938 Munich pact was more decisive to the
same effect. The City of London and its co-thinkers gave
G ermany to Hitler, first in 1933, again in 1938, arid once
more in the Anglo-French m ilitary policy and deploy
m ents of September 1939 into May 1 940.
The relevant lesson common to each point of Hitler' s
consolidation of power was that at each point the
relevant forces failed to intervene into the internal
dynamics of Germany's political life. At each point.
excepting the initial London-Ne w York sponsorship and
funding of Hitler' s rise to power, the form of response to
the Hitler menace was at most passive co�tainment,

where what was required was the application of crucial
pressure to a weak point of the Hitler regime to the
purpose �f bringing down that regim e .
Exactly the same point applies t o the Carter forces.
Carter has not yet consolidated the economic and soc ial
measures being launched by Ted Kennedy et a1. to trans
form the United States internally into a fascist state. In
that respect. 1938 and the Munich Pact point have not yet
been reached. However. unless aggressive external
deployment is applied to the purpose of attacking the
Carter forces at their most vulnerable. crucial point. the
United States will be consolidated into a force irre
versibly comm itted to war. The point was passed, by the
act of President Ford's being manip ulated on the m orn
ing of Nov. 3 into conceding a fra udulent election result,
at which internal forces within the United States could,
unaided, prevent the United Sta tes from plunging inta
thermonuclear war by as early as th� su m m er, of J977.
Following Ford's manifestation of susceptibility to psy
chological manipulations on Nov. 3, 1976 (in the vicinity
of between 10 and 11 a . m . that m orning) , the United
States was doomed to die in thermonuclear holocaust
probably by September 1977, together with hundreds of
millions of various ly killed, epidem ic-ridden people in
Europe and the developing sector. Witholit bold external
pressure against crucial poin ts of the Carter machine,
the world is doom'ed to therm onuclear war probabw this
year. Any other estim ation of the situation is crimipal
imbecility.
The crucial point - the most cruc ial point ..... is the
reserve position of the U . S . dollar. Destroy the political
hegem ony of the dollar-denom inated international mone
tary structures, and the paper which represents the point
of self-interest of the Lower Manhattan monetarist
faction collapses automatically . Such 'action, and olll y
such action, will kill the aetive element of the U . S . drive
toward eady strategic thermonucletr confrontation .
Anyone who temporizes in accelerating such action must
be j udged either as desiring thermonuclear war or too
cowardly or foolish to prevent it.
The auxiliary points for minim izing the war danger are
Africa. the Middle East, and so forth . The most resolute
action against war-hawk. factions in Israel and against
the Ian Sm ith puppet forces in Rhodesia must be taken
quickly, to nip potential Interpol-Institute for Policy
Studies and allied agenc ies' scenarios in the bud before a
general Middle East war and African "V ietnam "
/

become institutionalized.
The fixed base for both the principal and auxiliary
deployments against the Car�er forces J.Dust be the rapid
development of a trian,ular, gold�based monetary
s ystem among European OECD , developing sector, and
. Com econ forces. This represents a bastion of recovery
from the present global depression, the umbrella under
which other deployments are launched. and the incentive
for the USA to immediately join a new monetary system
a t the j uncture of the induced collapse of Lower Manhattan' s debt-overhang holding s .
.
Any step which is not a step toward accelerating such
deploym ents is a step towa.rds probable thermonuclear
war during 1977.
In this cOntext, internal U . S . resistance to Carter by
industrialist forces, from the labor movement, by
faim ers . and others , represents the indispen sable pre
assem bly of the institutions which must determine U . S .
policy under oonditions of . the collapse of the power of
the Trilateral Com mission and its allies. The national
tactical skirmishes reflecting that potentiality have that
order of importance .
Otherwise, i t is stressed that well-informed circles
should be constantly alert. to the presence of a tendency
among t�em to 'all in,t� diplomatic c retinism. These
circles. $wim m ing in a sea of daily p ersonal diplomatic
and related political and bureaucratic associations,
naturally tend to m istake the agreeableness and dis
agreeable-hess of personal exchanges among represent
atives of various forces for reality , and similarly make
themselves prey to a theory of history associated with
the cult of �iplomatic and bureaucratic gossip . "Aha ! "
one says , "So-and-so has replaced . . . This m eans that . . .
and the others nod .
It must be recognized that the configuration of
personalities , docu m ents and so forth of any moment are
simply the predic � tes of an underlying determining
reality. Underlying realities m a y determ ine personal
cateers , key world-historical individu�s may represent
creatively the hegemony of one historic current over
a nother. but iUs the underlying self-interests of institut
ionalized forces which ultim ately determine the m ere
predicates of personal career developm ents .
E ven Carter et aI. have no capability for wilfully
arresting ihe war-drive as long as they adhere to the
m onetarist conception of Lower Manhattan' s imperiled
self-interests . That is fundamental .

," ·
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Form er U .S. , Am bassa d or Revea l s How'
Rockefe l l e r�Ke n n edy Tea m Pu l l ed
Co u ps . i n Ch i l e a nd· Brazi l
For the first tim e� s worn testimony by a form er u.s.
governm ent official has provided a detailed a ccount of
the Rockefeller-Kennedy crea tion and institutionaliza 
tion of co vert opera tions and the individuals responsible.
Edward Korry, the U. S. Am bassador to Chile from 196871, nam es the names of the key politicians, businessmen ,
and journalists who form ulated, conducted and covered
up the policies in La tin Am erica which led to the o ver
throw of democratically elected governm ents in Brazil
and Chile during the 196Os. The substance of Korry's
testimony, given a t Sena te hearings on Cyrus Vance 's
nomina tion for Secretary of Sta te, has been totally
blacked out of the U.S. press. R eprinted here is the full
text 01 Korry's own draft of his testim ony.
I shall begin today, Mr. Chairman, with references to
my years in C hile as U . S . Ambassador because Mr.
y ance was directly and indirectly involved in my
experiences of the past ten years - in many different
ways , as I shall specifically demonstrate - and because
they concern four areas of public interest which I hold to
be pertinent to the nom inee' s qualifications and
suitability for the highest Cabinet post :
First, morality in our foreign policy, a subj ect
repeatedly stressed the past year by Mr. Vance and by
President-elect Carter who invoked " Chile" more times
- seven - in his debate on foreign affairs with President
Ford, than any other issue.
Secondly, The potential for improper pressures on the
new Secretary of State by private interests and by
foreign powers in the matters I intend to put on the
record today were to continue to be concealed from this
Senate Committee and the public .
Thirdly, the accountability of all those paid by the
public for their actions as government servants ,
including Mr. Vance.
Fourthly, the future policies of the United States
towards the Soviet Union, the " E urocommunist"
regimes which may soon emerge, the Third World and
related areas of domestic policy.
.
I come here as one who recalls with pride the
12
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unanimous affirmative recomm endations accorded me
by the Foreign Relations Comm ittee in 1963 (Ethiopia)
and in 1 967 (Chile ) . I come as one unattached to any
polit�cal party and who is p roud that he could serve the
presidency of this country under both a Kennedy and a
Nixon without ever giving a cent in political
contributions to either.
. I come here too as one who has unswervingly refused
the repeated efforts , starting in 1 973, of the Ambassadors
in Washington and at the United Na i ions of the present
m ilitary regime in Chile, to meet with me - as one who
spurned all invitations from that governm ent ' s
consulates and embassies because, a s I stated on
national television a n d to university audiences in 1974, it
was a harsh dicta torship and lascist in character. I come
here too as one who has campaigned - successfully I
m ight add - this past year to gain the attention of, and
action by, the Attorney G eneral and the Justice
Department - and more recently a Grand Jury - and as
one who shall be pursuing in the courts in the near future
som e of the outstanding matters to which I shall allude
today.
If I may illustrate the second point of the four I listed as
matters of public interest - " the potential for improper
p ressures" - let me give here a few pertinent examples
of what I have in mind.
I wrote Attorney General l.evi on March 25, 1976, to
request that the Justice D epartment investigate the
crimes which I alJeged were being concealed Irom the
public on the pretext that all six and a half hours of my
sworn testimony of February 24, 1976, and supportive
documents , given to an executive hearing of the Senate
S elect Com mittee on Intelligence were unpublishable for
reasons of "national security,". I had given that
testimony and the docum ents only after being assured
repeatedly by Committee ' s staff and Counsel a year ago
that it all would be made public after my review for
deletion of the few sentences concerning national
security. In May, the Attorney G eneral referred my
complaint to the Criminal Division of the Justice

.,

Department, and in June I made these three specific
charges in a sworn deposition of 62 pages to two
attorneys of the Criminal Division who came to my
home :
- One, that high officials of the K ennedy, Johnson and
Nixon Administrations , and of the ITT Company and
possibly other firm s , had comm itted perj ury in their
testimony concerning Chile before S enate Comm ittees ;
- Two,that ITT had defrauded the public of some
$90 million (the exact amount was $94 million) by
.
concealing evidence and by lying in order to win
paym ent of the insurance against expropriation of its
Chilean properties which it held with the government
agency, OPIC .
- Three, that certain Senators, their staffs and
Counsels had conspired to obstruct j ustice in the above
cited matters and had conspired to deprive me of my
inalienable civil rights as an Am erican.
A Federal Grand Jury hi Washington is actively
pursuing the first two charges as a direct result of my
appeal to the impeccable Mr. Levi, unless the incoming
Adm inistration maneuvers to quash prosecutioh by the
Justice Department on some pretext or another, unless a
political process supercedes a legal p rocess, I have good
reason to anticipate that indictm ents will be hande"
down .
I raise these matters today not m erely because I
believe it imperative that the public finally have the
truth about Chile, but because it is far more important
that they perceive what the " mess in Washington , " to
use President-elect Carter ' s word s , is all about, how
their government really works ; I want the S enate and the
public to hear the details of what in a different context
Grover Cleveland referred to as " the cohesive ties of
public plunder" or what some more charitable observers
in today's context might term "the cohesive ties of public
blunder - the brazen abuse of public power, of public
trust, of public confidence . " Since Mr. Vance, as I shall
illustrate, has played a not unimportant role in the
fashioning of some of these ties and since he has also
contributed to the concealm ent of them , I shall now raise
some of the questions which convinced m e that my only
recourse was the Attorney G eneral and the Justice
.
Department.
For example, how does it com e about that a Senate
Comm ittee cloaks my testimony in the mantle of
"national security" as soon as I submit documents to it
on March 23 , 1976 , to prove my c harge s , yet Harold J .
G eneen , ITT's Chairman of the Board , immediately
discovers enough about my testimony to change his
sworn testimony before a S enate Comm ittee in 1 973
to .
wit, his denial that ITT delivered $350 ,000 to the
opponents of Salvador A l lende in 1 970 to prevent the
accession to power of the Chilean p resident-elect? How
does it happen that Mr. Geneen only discovers the
falseness of his testi mony of three years earlier, and
announces a few weeks later, on May 1 2 , 1 976, this
discovery to ITT ' s annual shareholders meeting in
Phoenix, Arizona - that such a payment was in fact
-

"probably" made? How does it come about that ITT
could engage as a lobbyist in 1972 Mr. F red Dutton,. one of
P resident Kennedy's top White House assistants , and
that Mr. Dutton, inter alia, whispered around thes e
precincts information designed to discredit me a nd to
exculpate ITT? How does it happen that Senators and
their staffs can suppress for years the evidence that ITT
had been integrated into White House covert political
operations in various countries for many years - that in
fact, Attorney General Robert F . K ennedy as the
overseer of the so-called " special group" in the White
House and his successors in the Johnson Adm inistration
coordinated their covert political p lanning with those of .
members of the Business G roup for Latin America , a
group established by David Rockefeller in 1 963 at the
specific request of President John F . K ennedy - that. in
.
fact, Attorney General R obert F . K ennedy thereby
legitim ized the bribery of foreign officials, the funnelling
of funds to foreign political parties and similar practices
by some multinationals for which all m ultinationals are
now held responsible as the practitioners of original
sin? (1).
Another example, the Anaconda Copper Company won
a judgm ent in 1 975 against the taxpayer for $ 1 54,000 ,000
in paym ent of its governm ent policy with OPIC against
expropriation in Chile. (I intend to prove, by the way,
that ITT should be held liable for this payment, not the
American public. and for another $67 ,000 .000 as well paid
to Kennecott Copper Co. ) But now I wish to ask only
how does it come about that Anaconda was represented
in the secret 1975 proceedings for this enormous c laim by
Louis Oberdorfer, deputy to Attorney G eneral Robert
Kennedy? And even more intriguing. how does it come
about that Ralph Dungan. one of President Kennedy's
top assistants in the White House and the man who
oversaw for both Presidents Kennedy and Johnson the
m assive undertaking by CIA . AID and various private
companies and organizations to p revent Allende from
being elected in 1 964. and the man who, upon Allende's
defeat. was immediately sent to Chile in October 1964 to
be the U . S . Ambassador to the government of Eduardo
Frei. and the man who then arranged for a commitment
of almost two billion dollars of taxpayer money to nine
million Chileans in just three years inc luding $600 .000 .000
in very questionable guaranties to ITT. Kennecott.
Anaconda and other companies - one fourth the world
wide total as of 1967 of such U . S . guaranties - how does it
come about that he shows up as a character witness for
Anaconda in those secret proceedings ? For a company
he repeatedly told me was run by " m ean bastards" and
for a company for which I refused to appear as a witness
despite intense, unpleasant pressures by Mr. Oberdorfer,
(1) Frederick G. Dutton was a S p e c i a l A s s i stant to t h e P res i d e n t ·
i n t h e K e n nedy A d m i n istrat io n . H e becam e an A s s i stant U . S .
Sec retary of State for Co n g re s s i o n a l R e l a t i o n s from 1 962-64 .
S i nc e h i s ret i re m e n t from gove r n m e n t i n 1 965 he has worked as
a lawyer in t h e Was h i ngton law firm of Dutto n , Zumas and
Wise, a f i rm spec i a l i � i n g i n State D ep art m e n t i n terests i n c l u d 
i n g legal affa i rs for t h e A g e n c y for I nternat i o n a l Deve l o p m e n t .
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the former deputy Attorney Genera l , when I insisted on
being a witness for the public. (2) , (3) .
H� w does it come about, Mr. Chairman, that the only
portIon of my secret testimony to the S elect Comm ittee
on February 24, 1976, which I considered to fall into an
area of "national security" and which I deleted from the
version destined for the public - the name of a cabinet
minister of Chile through whom CIA funds were
funnelled - that this fact, along with other portions of
my testimony were immediately made known to Gabriel
Valdes , the former Forei gn Minister of Chile and now a
high UN official in charge of dispensing huge amounts of
public funds - mostly U . S . taxpayer funds - to Latin
America, and that he, in turn, imm ediately reported on
these matters to the Christian Democratic party
leaders ip in Sa�tiago, Chile, as well as other g roups ? I
am particularly lDcensed , Mr. Chairman, because I had
earned the undying enmity of Mr. Valdes in 1969 when a

�

trusted emissary 01 his, one Arm ando Urribe then the
Minister Counselor of the Chilean Em bassy in
Washin�ton and later Allende 's A m bassador to Peking,
spent lIve unsuccessful hours in my hom e seeking
futilely to convince m e to ha ve the U.S. support Mr.
Valdes ' bid for the Presidency of Chile ; I should add here

that Mr. Allende' s campaign manager asked me in 1970
for $ 1 ,000 ,000 ; that the mall Va ldes was seeking to
supplant ; Mr. Tomic, the candidate of the Christian
Democrats , through his campaign m anager asked me
for $1 ,000 ,000 in 1970 ; that the rightist candidate , through
an unceasing campaign via m ultinationals, Chilean
politicians and even the CIA , hammered on me for more
than two years in futile search of U . S . support.)
The culmination of this conservative effort was a
proposal made to the State Department on April 1 0 , 1970,
by the Board Chairman of Anaconda , Mr. J. Parkinson,
and by Jose de Cubas , the President of the afore
m entioned multinational group chaired by David
Rockefeller, then renamed the Council for Latin Am erica
and now known as the Council of the Americas ; they
asked the U.S. to j oin the multinationals , as in the
Kennedy-Johnson era, to defeat Allende , and , in this
case, they asked that we support the conservative
candidate, Mr. Alessandri . These m en offered $500,000 to
the proposed common kitty at that time. On April 28,
1970 , imm ediately after being informed by a State
D e p a rt m ent p o u c h e d s e c r e t M e m o r a n d \l m o f
Conversation o n this secret p roposition , I sent a
blistering cable of opposition. That cable, in turn,
prompted the State Department, in an official letter to
"applaud the destruction you wrought on the Anaco da
presentation. "

�

(2) Louis F. Oberdorfer was an A s s i stant Attorney G e n eral
under Robert Kennedy. P rev i o u s to that h e was assoc iated
with Theodore Sorense n ' s present law f i r m , Pau l , W e i s s ,
R i f k i n d , Wharto n , and Garriso n . S i nc e 1 965 h e has been a
m e m b e r of W i l m e r , C u t l e r a n d P i c k e r i n g , a Tri lateral
Com m is s i o n law f i rm in Wash i ngton w h i c h a m o n g other t h i n g s
negotiated t h e exchange of d r u g s for p r i so n e rs who were
vetera n s of the Bay of P i g s i nvas i o n .
(3) Ralph Dunoan was a Special A s s i stant to P r e s i d e n t s K e n n e d y
-and J o h n son and became A m bassad o r to C h i l e f r o m 1 964-67.
H e i s now the Chancellor of H i g h e r E d ucation for the state of
New J e rsey. H e i s a m e m b e r of the Co u n c i l o n Fore i g n
R e lati o n s .
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Mr G eneen of ITT was then a mem ber of the Executive
Comm ittee of the Council for Latin America. ITT had on
its board Mr. John McCone. the director of the CIA under
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson ; M r. McCone also
served as a consultant to his successor and good friend.
.
Mr. RIchard Helm s . the director of our intelligence
community under Presidents Johnson and Nixon. ITT
imm ediately launched its own campaign in the spring of
1970 to win White House support for a major covert
campaign on behalf of Mr. Alessandri and I was
subj ected to the most intense. incessant pressures from
the CIA and its Chilean allies to have the U . S: commit its
covert support to their candidate. I refused, even though
I abhorred the Marxist-Leninist forces represented by
Allende and even then I had excellent, indeed
unchallengeable ground for knowing A llende intended to
treat the USA as "public enemy No. I" as he had stated
in his campaign. I perm itted a total expenditure in Chile
in the 1970 presidential election program of $425.000 the only new program being $390 ,000 for an anti
c o m m un i s t p ro p a g a n d a c a m p a i g n w h i c h w a s
embarrassingly stale and self-damaging. The remaining
monies were spent on programs initiated as the direction
of my predecessor, Mr. Dungan. The total sum $425, 000- was a derisory amount when compared to the
tens of millions spent through the CIA, through AID - in
contradiction of its legislative authority - through the
Roman Catholic structure in Chile - in way s that
transgressed the American constitutional separation of
church and state - and through other entities to defeat
'
Allende in 1963-64. So that there is no mistake about what
I am stating, the documented fact is that many millions

in taxpayer lunds were channelled to Jesuit-led
organizations in Chile at the urging of the White House,
and these transfers in AID ,CIA and foreign funds were
m ade knowingly in response to written appeals from
Roman Catholic prelates in Chile who said they needed
the money "to oppose laicis m , Protestantism and
Com munis m " - laicism being a reference to the large
Radical Party of Chile, an anti-clerical but centrist and
democratic party then ; Protestantism being a reference
to the swarm of American m issionaries arriving in Chile ,
a Catholic country and gaining tens of thousands of
adherents ; and communism being a reference to the
forces represented by Allende. It was the reaction of the
Radical Party to such White House-Catholic links that
led to that party's leadership ' s secret deal with the
com munists in 1967, to its funding from the Soviet bloc
and the election of Allende in 1970. You should also be
aware that upon arrival in Chile I broke . on my own
a uthority and initia tive. the political relationship with
the Church by refusing to call upon the Cardinal of Chile
for three years and by cutting off contact in that period
with the key Jesuits .

In the years 1963-67 M r. Vance was the deputy
Secretary of Defense , deputy to Mr. MacNamara, a man
who, I can state from personal knowledge, knew a great
deal about the matters I have j ust discussed and will
raise here . I briefed both Mr. MacNamara and Mr.
Vance in the years following my departure from Chile on
critical aspects of U . S . policy, the most important of
which - documented, I m ight add. in hundreds of State

Department cables and other official papers - was the
unprecedented, . unceasing effort m a de by the United
States, at my urging and initia tive, starting two weeks
after election to reach almost any kind of modus vivendi
with Allende. The culm ination of this seven m onth effort
was the offer made to Allende in mid-1971 to have the
Treasury guaranty bonds which Allende's government
would issue - bonds which would otherwise ha ve been
worthless, bonds which Allende 's governm ent would
issue. for 25 year term at lo w interest in paym en t equa l
only to slightly more than tha t portion of Anaconda,
Kennecott and IT T properties which th e taxpayer had
insured. In other words ,
1 was proposing with the
support of the Secretary of Sta te, Mr. Rogers, of
Assistant Secretary of Sta te, Charles Meyer and of
Henry Kissinger - and without th e knowledge of Mr.
Nixon - a way for Allende to na tionalize these major
Am erican corpora tions at a very low cost, a t a fra ction of
the book value, so that the American taxpayers would not
be left holding the bag for the large paym ents they now
are m aking to the corporations . At the same time, I
offered the Allende governm ent, � f it would negotiate in
good faith , on behalf of the S tate Departme n t, the
.

further inducem ent of loans an d c redits fro m Export
Im port Bank and U . S . support for loans from such
international institutions as the World Bank and the
Inter-A merican Development Bank. ( Mayor Beame and
Governor Carey - a very good friend of Mr. V a nce' s
of New York sought exactly the same deal from
President Ford in 1 976 and were turned down flatly yet
we proposed it to a government controlled by Marxist
Leninists . ) Only when Allende rej ected this offer ill
September 1971 - spurned it on the grounds that any
compromise with "imperialism " would weaken his
revolution - only when he then turned in duplicitous
ways to the USSR - only then did any appreciable
m oney begin to flow into Chile through the CIA to keep
alive the Christian Dem ocratic Party, the Nacional
Party, segm ents of the Radical Party, and their press
outlets. Now my questions fo r Mr. Vance are the
following :
Did he not know in 1 975 of the fact of, not much earlier,
our unprecedented offer to A llende ?
.Mr. MacNamara knew and I know M r . Vance knew .
Did he not know a great deal of the historical basis for
U . S . fears of Allende - that he repr�s ented, in the words
of President Kennedy, "a second Soviet bridgehead in
the hem isphere " - and did he not know of the covert
actions launched by the White House to prevent Allende's
actession to power in 1 964?
Did he not know, as a former Deputy Defense
Secretary, as a former Secretary of the Army and as one
who had reached the very apex of the foreign policy
E stablishm ent, that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had
i m m ediately upon Al lende ' s election in 1 9 70 issued a
report that, contrary to my view ( they were correct and I
wrong) Allende would offer modernized facilities to the
Soviet Navy thus striking at a particularly vulnel'lable
South Pac ific underbelly - an area which the latest
version of Soviet nuclear subm arines wished to prowl, an
area of not only vital concern to the United States and its
Pacific allies but to the People ' s R epublic of China ?
Indeed, it was Allende's close ties to the Soviet U n ion


i.

...,..

his efforts to per$uade the Chilean m ilitary to accept
incredible amounts of Soviet weaponry offered by
Moscow - that contributed to the Chinese decision to
have normal relations with the present m ilitary j unta in
S antiago , to offer it $58 ,000,000 in c redits , and to ask
A l lende ' s Am bassador, the a fo r e m entioned Mr.
Armando Urribe, to leave the country immediately after
Allende's downfa ll.
Now , why would Mr. Vanc e , with his insider' s
knowledge , prefer for the United S tates t o b e depicted
throughout the world as a Nazi-like bullyboy acting
�hrough a runaway CIA against an " innocent" Social
Democrat, Mr. Allende , rather than have the full truth on
the record? Why would he prefer this black en i n g of his
country, this damage to its interests , this echoing of a
line of propaganda first em itted by Moscow Radio?
I shall suggest the answers as I p roceed.
L et us first consider Brazil.
Did Mr. Vance, as the second highest defense official in
the land , not know of President Johnson's o rde r in early
1 964 to assem ble a task force 01 na val and airborne units
to intervene in Brazil 's internal alla irs ? Was he u na w a re
that this task force headed south even as the leftist
government of Brazil led by the late Joao Goulart was
being overthrown by a m ilitary government? E ven more
interesting, would Mr. Vance c laim ignorance of the .
efforts made, with the knowledge and c ollusi on of the
CIA, by Am erican members of the Business Group for
Latin America ...... the group headed by David Rockefeller
which p layed such a k e y role in stopping Allende in Chile
that same 1 964
to support the overthrow of Goulart and
its replacement by the military? In the event that anyone
in this room doubts the accuracy of these statements
they can turn to the documents recently declassified a t
� e Lyndon B . Johl'lson Library in Austin, Texas , and to
two vol umes I b rough t along.
-

First, I read from a book co-authored by your counsel
s itting here Jero m e B. Levinson, the chief Counsel of the
Senate Committee on Multinationals chaired by Sena to r
F rank Church of Idaho , and by Juan de Onis , a
c o rr e s pon de nt then and now of the New York Times in
South America. Mr. Levinson was deputy Director of
AID in Brazil in 1 964, an official who boasts today as then
of his hyper-active quest of truth : (4) , (5) .
I qu ot e from pages 88, 89 of his book e ntit le d The
Alliance Tha t Failed.
President Gouht.rt's failure to implement an
econom ic
stabilization
agreement
concluded
between Brazil's finance minister and David Bell in
1 963 ha<f led the United States to suspend virtually
all economic assistance to the Brazilian federal

.

(4) Jerome 8. Levinson is the c h i ef c o u n s e l of the C h u rc h
S e nate Com m i ttee on M u l t i national Corporat i o n s w h i c h ra n the
overseal1 Loc k h eed watergati n g affa i r a n d i s i n c harge of
" m o n itori n g " the affa i rs of CIA-c o n n ected corporations
oversea s . H e was a State Depart m e n t offic i a l in 1 964, work i n g .
w i t h t h e Agency for I n ternat i o n a l Deve l o p m e n t i n B razi l .
(5) Ju�n De Onis has been a corre s p o n d e n t for the Lat i n
A m e rican b u reau of the N ew York T i m e s s i nc e 1 957. H e i s the
d i rect South A m e rican l i n k i n t h e i n s t i t u t i o n a l ized relati o n s h i p
b e t w e e n t h e N e w Y o r k Times a n d t h e C I A , a n d has written
cover stories in that rol e i n t h e i n te rests of the f u rtherance of
Wal l S t . p o l i C i e s . H e has alternative l y been stationed in
A r g e n t i n a , B raz i l , the l,J N , a n d M e x i c o .
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government . . . . By early 1964 the u . s . government ,
was deeply concerned about reports of growing
communist influ�nce in Goulart's governm ent and
"'the labor unions that were his base of support.
During the week before the m ilitary moved , to
oust Goulart, two huge civic marches for "God,
, nation. and family" took place in Sao Paulo and
Belo Horizonte. the capitals of the states where the
' insurrection began. U.S. businessmen resident in
Brazil, who were in close contact with the CIA
representa tives there, helped to organize and
finance these demonstrations.

On March 25, the day of the Sao Paulo civic
march, a complaint within the Brazilian Marine
Corps over the alleged inadequacy of food escalated
into a mutiny led by a young corporal. (The press
luridly paralleled this event with the Potemkin , '
mutiny in Russia in 1 9 1 7 . ) Goulart refused demands
of Navy officers that the mutineers be severly
punished , and on the night of March 29 , at a meeting
of the Association of Brazilian Arm y ' Sergearits, he
delivered a speech that seemed to be pitting the :
sergeants against their officers. On the morning of
March 31 the liberal newspaper Correio da Manha
ran an editorial entitled "Fora ! " ( " OuU " ) , which
signaled that the end was near. In the 'state of Minas
Gerais, General Olymio Mourao Filho and
Governor Jose Magalhaes Pinto went on the radio to
announce that the revolution to save Brazil from
com munism had .begun .
It turned out to be virtually bloodless. At the
president's residence in Rio, S antiago Dantas ,
Goulart's former finance minister, told Goulart that
the United States had prom ised the Brazilian
conspirators to support , a " free government"
established in opposition to the Goulart regime.·
This opposition government-in-arms was to have
been set up in Sao Paulo if Goulart had managed to
hang on in Rio.
Sao Paulo businessmen have confirmed that early
in 1964 Ambassador Lincoln Gordon was told of the
'
plan to establish this governm ent and was asked
whether the United States would assist the Sao
Paulo rebels . Gordon replied that he would put the
issue to Washington.
,
Footnote
·Whether this assistance was in fact promised or
merely represented by the conspirators as
promised is not clear. In any case, Goulart ' S
government fell with surprisingly little resistance.
It did not need an external push.

Why would Levinson be so ready to attest to the failure
of Goulart and yet rewrite history totally to exculpate
Mr. Allende?
'
It was at this time , of co urse, that the Defense
Department was assembling the task force and moving it
southward to be on hand in case the ouster of Goulart had
not been bloodless and in the event leftists had opposed
the ouster.
Now I quote from the second document, (not a public
document and it took a lot of effort to get my hands on
it) , a history of the Counc il for Latin Am erica prepared
for but not distributed by the Council in 1 967 : It is entitled
"More Than Profits, The Story of Business Civic Action
in Latin America , " its author is (deletion ) , a former CIA
agent who worked as a top official' fbr the Council.
, r quote from pages 72 ,73,74 :
. . .A
redoubtable
hard
core , of
Brazilian
businessmen went into the opposition to Goulart and
16
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communism : They organized themselves into the
innocuous sounding Institute of Social Research and
Studies (IPES ) , and played varlou$ roles in the
respective situations
resistance accordin, to their
'
and temperaments . . :
In Rio de Janeiro . . . the businessmen-members of
IPES-Rio assumed the political generalship of the
democratic forces. They ran the intelligence
operations that spotted forthcom ing Com munist
moves . . . they gave aid and comfort to military men
whom Goulart drove into earlY retirement ; . . . They
hail e d out opposition publishers and broadcasters
whose enterprisers were deep in debt. . . . They
prepared draft laws, speeches, strategy and tactics ,
by which the democratic deputies in the Federal
Congress blocked move after move of a Goulart
administration bent on the seizure of total power.
They encouraged the mounting protest movement
of the. Brazilian women, which \Vas to p lay such a
decisive part in convincing the cautious armed
forces that public opinion did want them to throw
the Red rascals out. The members of IPES in Rio
did all this subtly, suavely, diplomatically, always
lea ving the door open for Goulart to re-enter the
lists of legitimacy and constitutionality , never
breaking off negotiations with the government until
the government made it absolutely impossible to
talk and had to be overthrown if Brazilian liberty
'
was to be kept alive .
IPES in Sao Paulo followed a different but
complementary line . . . IPES - Sao Paulo frankly
raised a war chest to fight Goulart. With some
$50,000 a month, it supported a staff of 65 political
action specialists who trained and supervised anti
Communist activists in the labor and student
movements, guided the work of the democratic
and
leaflets
propaganda
prepared
women,
penetrated communist organizations . . .
Almost without exception, foreign businessmen in
Rio de Janeiro remained stubbornly aloof from
IPES, arguing that it was too " political for
comfort . . . In s:>berer and more self-protective Sao
Paulo, the foreign a ttitude was quite different. While
some substantial foreign enterprises shared their
Rio colleagues' concerns and, incredibly enough
called IPES "subversive" , a great many companies
saw matters more clearly. They formed the Fund
for Social Action, whose moral support to the
Brazilians of IPES was fully as valuable as its
sizeable financial contributions to IPES action
programs. The Fund formula also · showed
sophistication : since Fund money simply went to
IPES, foreigners could not be proved to have
supported specific Brazilian activities nor could
Brazilian activists be specifically tarred with the
brush of foreign assistance.

Now I put it to you, Mr. Chairman, is there not a direct
link between these actions of 1 964 and those taken by the
Nixon-Mitchell team in the White House in 1970 to engage

the CIA in the grotesque, mad plot with the Chilean
military behind by back and behind the State
Department 's ? Was there not an almost mirror image 01
wha t occurred in the overthrow of Goulart in Brazil in 1964
and wha t occurred in Chile in 1 9 73 when Allende was
ousted? Even �he naval mutiny incident described by Mr.
. Levinson is almost an exact replica. And for the record, I
think it was not the CIA - and I may be wrong since I left
Chile two years earlier - but I ha ve good reason to
believe that Brazilians and other Latin Am ericans were
advising the Chilean generals who were responsible for
this repetition of history.

Mr. Vance is a lawyer. He understands the meaning of
'precedent. Is there not a precedent - indeed many
precedents - provided by the Administrations he served
at a very high complicit level for the crim es com mitted
by the Nixon-M;tchell team ? E ven in the despicable
Watergate episode? How would he dispute Mr. Ken
Kesey, the author of One Fle w Over The Cuckoo's Nest,
who said on public television recently that Mr. Nixon was
a " ritualistic / sacrifice " ? Didn't Mr. Kesey have in m ind
the system of old boy networks - of say, a Mr. Geneen,
Mr. McCon'e, Mr. Helm s , the brothers Bundy, Mr.
'Rockefeller and even a Mr. Vance - (and I want to.
emphasize here that I am not here accusing the nominee
or Mr. Rockefeller or the Bundys of any prosecutable
crim e ) ; I am only referring to linkages designed to be
self-serving, self-protective and self-p erpetuating,
linkages which gave us V ietnam in the 1 ?60s ,
assassination plots and the dark legacies o f a l l manner of
'
-,
covert operation.
The Soviet Union knows in detail alm o st the entire
story of Chile as it really occurred. Not the tissues of bald
lies and myths perpetuate4 in the so-called case study
issued by the staff of the Select Comm ittee, Dec. 4 , 1975.
Indeed, the Soviet Union advised Allende in early 1973 and promptly inform ed our government - to com e to
terms with Nixon ra ther than plunge recklessly towards
certain economic and political disaster, rather than
count upon the $500, 000,000 in hard currency which
Allende had personally sought from Mr. Brezhnev. The
sov i ets , as I, did not wish to envenom relations with the
United States over Chile ; it prefered , as I to seek ways to
diminish tensions between our two countries.
Castro, like his Soviet friends , also is aware of wha t
occurred in Chile in 1 963-1 973 and why Latin America had
such a fa tal fascina tion for the Kennedys ; why it led
into assassination plots and other weird doings. So do
important members of the Italian Communist and
Socialist parties as do a great m any statesmen and
diplomats in Western Europe. Why then should the U . S .
public not know ? Even more t o the point today i n this
roo m , what conclusions will the Soviet Union draw about
the U . S . , about its Secretary of State, as a result of this
strange , perverse betrayal of truth, this traducing of our
press , of our public, of our Senate ? Is it any wonder that
the Krem lin and other governing groups take an
increasingly cynical view of Washington and of this
country? Is it any wonder that they heap praise on say,
Mr. Don Kendall, the man who helped to persuade Mr.
Nixon in 1970 to engage in the military plot in Chile, a
m ember with Mr. Geneen of the E xecutive Comm ittee of
the Council for Latin Am erica in 1 970, and today the
principal multinational spokesman in this country for
"detente " ? To take the connection one step further, is it
proper for Mr. Kendall to engage as his firm ' s Vice
President, Mr. Deke DeLoach , the former deputy to J.
Edgar Hoover, a man whose mind is chockablock with
the secrets gleaned about <;ongressmen, S enators ,
bureauc rats and other Am ericans as a result of the work
of the F B I ?
What, m a y I a s k , c a n the Japanese a n d West German
governments, for exam ple, conclude about this
governm ent and this nominee when it learns that the

bribery of Allende and of his government by ITT and
other multinationals was deliberately concealed from
the Senate and the public , but, as soon as I testified to it
in secret. the same men rushed into print the leaks about
the Lockheed bribery so devastating potentially to the
tranquility of these two allied democracies?
I appealed to Mr. Vance on December 26, 1975. He was
one of sev�n distinguished Americans to whom I wrote
for support. In my letter, which I attach as an appendix
to this statement, I explained that the Senate Select
Committee had issued two reports - on Assassination
and on Chile - "in which my name is invoked often in
ways tbat gravely, and I believ e , dishonestly, unfairly
and crim inally impugn my integrity, morality and honor
with01�t givirU� me a single opportunity to testify."
I attlurhed to these seven ap p eals m y correspondence
with the COm mittee' s Counsel, I also gave the details of
'
two c�illin. events of that week - j ust last week. One
was the prediction from a very knowledgable
Washington Democrat, "n attorney, whose advice I had
sought on how to get in to testify. His reply, after
scouting this place, was that I would know' "anguish
beyond anything" J had ever experienced if I persisted in
my efforts to vindicate m yself. He was correct. He said
that the staffs of tbe Select Committee and of the
Com m ittee on Multinationals would be " very vindictive"
if J did not abandon my efforts to get the truth before the
$ enate and the public . The second was a telephone call, a
few minutes later, from Jack Anderson. He said that
sources on the Select Com m ittee staff had tipped him
that same weekend to my supposed ties to ITT, a
scurrilous invention which this one tim e Mr. Anderson
had the prudence to ask me about before rushing into
print.
In m y covering note to Mr. Vanc�, I said I was not only
addressing him as one who had known m e fairly well in
various capacities, but as the President of the Bar
Association of the City of New York. Mr. Vance never
acknowledged �y letter. Mr, G eorge Ball, on the other
hand, informed me he had spoken to S enator Church, the
Chairman of the Select and Multinational Com mittees.
Mr. E li Abel, the distinguished j ournalist who is the
Dean of the Columbia University S chool of Journalism ,
telephoned A.M. Rosenthal, the then m anaging editor of
the New York Times and Jam e s G reenfield, the then
foreign editor ot the Tim es. As a result of this latter
intervention, Mr. Greenfield invited me to lunch on,
appropriately enough, Friday, F ebruary 1 3th at the
Century Club in New York . During that lunch, Mr.
G reenfield told m e and others possibly I had been the
victim of an assault on my civil rights and that the Times
intended to do a story about it.
Mr. Vance, also a member of the Century and a
pirector of the New York Times ,.pproached our table at
the end of OU\, h,lnch and greeted us both in very friendly
fashion. When he discovered that it was my treatment by
the Select Comm ittee that was under discussion , he said
- and this is verbatim - " the trouble with you, Ed, is
that you do not know the difference between a political
�rocess and a legal prQcess . " I retorted immediately
that the trouble with him was that he did not understand
that such an inteJ:'pretation by. an ell).inent lawyer had led
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to the crimes committed by so m any lawyers in the
Watergate and related matters. That was the end of that
c onversation.
The Times did , in fact, dispatch a reporter full time to
my story in late Februarv. John Burn s , a recent Times
recruit after five years of service in China for a Canadian
newspaper, concluded after several days that the Times
should do a major story not only about the lesser civil
rights complaint but about . the far more important
obj ective facts of what had occurred in Chile. At that
point, Mr. Burns was suddenly offered by Mr. Greenfield
the assignm ent of Tim es correspondent in South Africa .
He accepted. Before his departure for that post,
however, Mr. Burns called me in May to say - as I can
corroborate - that he had written a very lengthy story,
that it would probably be published very shortly, that I
had been badly mistreated and that he wished me to
know of his sympathy. To this date , his eight column
story has never seen the light of day nor any part of it.
Indeed, it was only when by fortuitous circum stance, a
young persistent, vigorous , courageous reporter from
the Wilm ington Delaware News Journal, Joe Trento,
telephoned in November to inquire into certain CIA
actions he was investigating that a chain of events began
which led both the Times and the Washington Post to give
their audiences, for the first time the s lightest inkling of
my efforts to get on the record the provable, documented
facts about Chile;
On Nov. 28 and Dec . 1 9 , the News Journal ublished a
total of five full pages in two stories by Mr. Trento,
including two front-page banner headlines . Even more
remarkable considering that a major focus was on ITT
and its alleged fraud and perjury is the fact that this
newspaper is owned by the Dupont family. Apparently it
has an independence which the Times cannot match.
Following the hand delivery to Mr. R osenthal at the
Times of the second of these two News-Journal stories ,
Mr. Seymour Hersh, the Times' so-called expert on
intelligence matters, telephoned to ask and to receive
permission to interview me at my home that night, Dec .
2 1 st. His interview of four hours - until almost two
a . m . - led to the publication by Mr. Hersh of
extraordinarily selective and m inimal portions of the
interview and of the documents I provided him . He
suppressed totally most of the critical elements .
Now, the questions I have for Mr. Vance are these :
What did he mean by the distinction he made between a
political and a legal process? Does he really feel that a
Senate Comm ittee can or should lie to the Am erican
public because of the intellectual dishonesty of its staff
and Counsel? Or of some of its m e m bers? Does he mean
that a Senate Comm ittee had the right to issue reports
impugning a key witness without even addressing to him
a single question about the discrediting material
concerning that witness which they inserted into their
reports ? Would Mr. Vance argue that partisanship
excuses any action in the Congress - the doctrine so
disgracefully carried out by Mr. Nixon and his friends?
Would he argue that Senate staff and Counsel are totally
unaccountable even if they violate every precept of the
Bill of Rights , of justice, of simple decency? Why then
not the FBI or the CIA ?
Is Mr. Vance aware , by the way, that his friend , Mr.
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F .A.O. Schwarz, Chief Counsel of the S elect Committee,
has b ragged of his success in convincing news�en not to
publish any of m y allegations on the grounds that I was
m entally unbalanced? Is Mr. Vance aware th at a staff
member of the Senate Select Com mittee, still serving the
S enate on the Oversight Committee, offered a newsman
:recently an improper m eans to learn the names of
American newspersons who had worked for the CIA if
that newsman would only desist from writing about the
coverup by the Select Committee? Is riot Mr. Vance
aware, as I believe he i s , that Mr. F . A . O . Schwarz
adm itted to a meeting of the Bar Association of the City
of New York on November 1 6 , 1 9 76 \hat I should have
been called as a witness prior to the issuance of the two
reports by the Committee in Novem ber and December of
1975? (6) .
Is Mr. Vance not aware that S enator Church claimed in
a public hearing on December 4, 1 9 75 that "the only
reason" I had not been called as a witness was that the
staff had concluded, as I had always m aint.ained , that I
had "no knowledge" of the so-called Track II" (the plot
hatched by Nixon, the CIA and dissident Chilean
generals in 1970) ? As the recent Presid ent of the Bar
Association which has the most active Civil Rights
Comm ittee, does Mr. Vance believe it normal, proper or
even legal for a Senate Committee to issue extremely
damaging information about someone without even
allowing that person to be questioned first under oath?
Does not such a process smack of the Moscow trials?
E ven more pertinent to som eone who spent 20 years in
news work, was Mr. Vance not fully cognizant of the
effects of his statement as a Times D irector Feb. 13 on
Mr. Greenfield? Did he not take into account that Mr.
G reenfield had also served in the Kennedy and Johnson
Adm inistrations as a very well-informed individual
positioned in a place to hear of covert as well as overt
operations ? Is it not a fact that Mr. Greenfield wrote
Vietnam speeches for Mr. MacNamara early in the war?
Did he not serve as deputy Assistant Secretary for Public
Affairs and Assistant Secretary in the Kennedy and
Johnson Adm inistrations? Did he not, upon leaving
governm ent, work for a period with Continental Air
which had maj or operations in V ietnam? What other
conversations did Mr. Vance, a director of the Times,
have with Mr. Greenfield or other editors, on this
subj ect?
In the event that anyone in this room takes lightly what
I am raising here, it is another of those " cohesive ties" to
which I referred earlier. I have in m ind why and how it
came about that Congressman Harrington, a K e nnedy
Democrat from Massachusetts , arranged tbrough Mr.
Jerry Levinson of the Multinational Committee to leak to
Levinson' s good friend , Mr. S eymour Hersh of the
Times, his account of the egregious testimony of early
1 974 by Mr. William Colby on the so-called U . S .
" destabilization" effort i n Chile. I have in mind how
Hersh and the Times did me great damage in his first
stories by writing, without even attempting to contact
(6) Frederick A ugust Otto Sch wartz was t h e c h i ef counsel to
t h e S e nate S e l ect Com m i ttee on I nt e l l i g e nc e u n d e r the
a u s p ices of Sen . F ra n k C h u rc h . S c h wartz i s from t h e law f i rm of
Cravath , Swa i n e and Moo re which w rote t h e tai l o red report of
t h e C h u rc h Co m m i ttee.

"

me, a series of falsehoods which the public record of
S enate proceedings of 1 973 showed to be outright lies .
Moreover, in his first story, he indicated as the
Washington Post said yesterday that I was Ambassador
to Chile when Allende fell in 1 973 even though I had
departed Chile two years earlier.
A very few despicable newsmen have, thanks to the
protective silence of men such as the nominee, been able
to engage in a most sinister form of bribery by Senate
employees - by people paid by the taxpayer. These
S enate men have indulged in what the CIA is taught as
the so-called control process by which an agent is
recruited , molded and exploited. Newsmen such as Mr.
Hersh of the Times and Mr. Larry Stern of the
Washington Post could be fed a steady stream of official
secrets - in effect, the information which would increase
their standing , their salaries , their notoriety and their
natural ideological convictions - and, in return, they
would remain silent about evidence which might
incrim inate their informants or damage their politic�l
and other interests . In return they also put into print th�
most damaging possible information about me. The
courts allow me to seek redress for such conduct and 
and I shall - but as one who was an organizer for the
Am erican Newspaper Guild at the United Press in 1 946 ,
and as a reporter and edit9r for two decades , I want yoU ,
Gentlemen. and the nominee. t o understand the depth of
my revulsion at this betrayal of the F irst Amendment,
this sullying and despoiling of a profession which enjoys
a freedom from which all other political freedom s flow .
One final relationship with Mr. Vance which I wish to
place on the record . and which pertains to morality and
responsibility in public life . I was President of the
Association of American Publishers (AAP) in early 1973
when the then President of the United Nations
Association (UNA ) Mr. Porter McKeever. now an
assistant to John D. Rockefeller. launched a campaign to
persuade me to be his succussor. I brought to Mr.
McKeever's attention my im pending appearance as a
witness before the Subcom m ittee on Multinationals of
this Comm ittee ; Mr. McKeever instructed the head of
the UNA ' s Washington office to attend that March . 1973
hearing ; he took other soundings . In April. he confirm ed
the offer and pressed for my acceptance.
M r . Vance was a member of the UNA ' s Board of
"
Governors - the Association' s E xecutive Comm ittee and also the head of its Policy StlJdies ; moreover. as
attorney for United Artists . he was c lose to the former
Chairm an of UNA ' s Board. Mr. R ol:»ert Benj amin of
New York who with Mr. Arthur Krim , heads United
Artists and who had until recently been the highest donor
to the UNA. Although the Association's new Chairman,
Mr. Joseph Segel, then the head of the F ranklin Mint .
offered all manner of financ ial inducem ents to persuade
me to leave the publishers for the UNA, I decided to
consult Mr. Vance in New York. Mr. Vance encouraged
me to accept the post and in answer to my specific
question . agreed to remain as Governor in charge of
Policy Studies for at least one mo year.
He turned up as the lunche
given by the Governors
and its overall Chairman, f mer Chief Justice Warren .
.
which welcomed me to �e UNA and which had j ust
generous three year contract
approved the terms of

t
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with the UNA , personally underwritten by Mr. Segel as
well. and the text of the announce m ent whic h would be
.
m ade to the press .
Soon after starting work at the UNA , I discovered the
following :
- Contrary to the " 80 .000 individual members" the
UNA dec lared it had in its press release announcing my
appointment. there were barely 30,000 and the
organization was ,inancially dependent on the generosity
of Mr. Segel for its survival.
- Mr. Segel with the knowledge of m y predecessor,
had arranged to give the United S tates Ambassador to
the United Nations . Mr. Scali $50 ,000 for his expenses ,
and although a loophole in the S tate Department ' s
regulations had permitted such a transfer, the funds
were being spent, I discovered . contrary to the intent of
all regulations - that i$, for regular entertainment of
foreign diplQmats at large dinners at the Waldorf
Towers . Indeed, an Qfficer of the UNA , Mrs . Jean Picker.
had expressed her outrage over the entire transaction to
my predecessor. and Mr. Picker, it should be noted. is
very close to Mr. Benj amin.
-- Not a single Black held a substantive permanent
position on the staff of some 60 at the UNA ; the one Black
doing slJbstantive wprk had a consultancy but prior to my .
arrival had been inform ed he was terminated.
- The women holding substantive j obs on the staff. as
they pointed out in a petition shortly after my arrival ,
were paid. as a matter of UNA policy, considerably less
for the same work by males .
- The UNA had misled. to say the least, in an
unethical manner. the Ford Foundation in order to
feceive a matching fund grant of a substantial amount.
- The UNA ' s Vice President in charge of Financial
and related matters raised tli e bulk of the Association' s
funds at two annl,lal dinners - in New York and in
Washington - by selli ng high-cost tables to businessmen
around the country with the bait that they would " get
c lose to a future Secretary of S tate" - a specific
·
reference to Mr. Va n ce whic;:h . if nothing else, was as
prescient a sales pitch as it was effective .
- The IRS was being deliberately defrauded by
several m embers of the UNS staff.
- Both Mr. Segel and Mr. Benj amin hoped, according
to the UNA ' s financial Vice President that their generous
devotion to the UNA would lead to their being named to
the U . S . delegation to the United Nations and thus earn .
they beli eved . the p e r m a nent honorific of
"Ambassador " . Both i n fact won their appointments
after my departure in 1974 from the UN.
I shall not review here all I sought to do to correct this
situation, reminiscent of what I encountered in Chile on
arrival there in 1�67.
I hired a B lack very soon ; I equalized female pay ; I
s lashed staff and expenses ; I sent our financial man to
the Adminis�rative COllnselor of Ute U . S . Embassy at the
UN to explain why I demanded expense chits for the
50,000 which the UNA could at least defend.
My greatest problem , however, was what to do about
the members of the UNA chapters around the country.
To Chief Justice Warren in Washington and to Mr. Vance
in New York , I explained the sparse membership , their
advanced average age, their net cost to the Association
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and other disadvanteges. Mr. Wa rren urged that I not
forget these " little men and women of faith . " that I do
everything possible to invigorate and rej uv enate this
popular support. Mr. Vance echoed the view of my
predecessor who described the membership as " little old
JDen in tennis �hoes '" a�d urged me to divest the UNA of
such nuisances so that it cQuld concentrate on significant
.
work.
'
.
. I was ready to account to the S e lect C o m m ittee -for all
my actions in Chile. Indeed I had the m istaken conviction
that I could only render such a complete accounting to a
Senate comm ittee operating in the equivalent of a post
Watergate morality. That �onviction came in part from
m y sense of gratitude 1<t a m ur d ered President I had
cherished. to a President who had p lucked me from well- .
deserved obscurity and enabled me to repay some of the
enormous deb t I felt to this country for the opportunities it
had afforded me. to a man with whose ends in Chile and
in Latin Am erica - the strengthening of progressive
democratic forces such as those represented by Eduardo
Frei - I agreed wholeheartedly. E qually important to
me then was that I not elim inate from the political scene
of Chile a man such as Frei by providing a full report of
his actions . or of his party ' s or of this friends . in the years
1 963-1973 or even more recently.
No one is withou t his f l aws . certainly not I and
certainly not presidents who must m ake very complex
and delicate decisions in order to preserve democracy. I

still believe tha t the kind of democracy tha t Frei

represe�ted in Chile was . the kind of system that the'
o verwhelming majority of Am ericans believe in - a
rational, modera te, progress in an a tm osphere, above all
of political freedom where e very individual counts,
where justice for all is guaranteed equally - for a Mr.
Geneen as well as the urban impoverished who may ha ve
. to steal to survive, for a Mr. McCone as well as, say, any
industrial spy, for a Mr. Vance as well as the taxpayer
whose interests he again wishes to represent.
I have covered the four areas of pub lic interest I li s ted
at the outset.

If nothing else. I hope that my statement today will
serve to sharpen Mr. Vanc e ' s awareness of and
responsiveness to the rights of every American. that it
. '
will also encourage every . A merican to defend his
inalienable rights. to use his w ondrous capacity to think
. and to a�t to hold off the frightening. encroaching power
of those in Washington who occasionally put partisanship
.
above all else. ' that I may arouse the interest of
Am ericans , particularly the m edia . in history. that they
will comprehend what George Kennan means when he
speaks of the fatal Am erican disease "historical
a m n esia . " that they will understand. as I hope Mr. Vance
will. that no nation can survive a s a democracy. let alone
p rosper. if its actions derive from lies, m yths . self
delusion , and self-demeaning hypocrisy if its highest
representatives and bureaucrats have to perpetuate
these to survive.
•
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Oppos i ti.o n " to T ri late ro lisrn. B u i I ds i n Co ng ress
..."

,
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./ and industrial opposition to 'l'rilateralism here and
Behind the scenes in Congress � ' a move is afoot by
'
conservative Republicans and Dem«'tcratic . legislators to / abroad . ' be shut down com p letely. A lso slated for
elim ination in their . reorganization plan is Humphrey' s
turn a scheme originally sche dtiled·- -to consoli��i
Joint Econom ic Com mittee. which spawned the model
Congress behind the Carter Administratic;m prog ram of
Humphrey-Haw k'l. ns j obs bill.
d e i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n a n d lo w - p aYi n g m a k e - w o r k
Carter' s
government jobs into a batterin g ram aga.inst
In the Hou�e . of Representatives a similar group of
. .
C o ngressional allies themselves.
� o nservativ� Congressmen is strenuously resisting
The scheme is the Stevenson :Pl an for reorg a nizing the
Carter ph�ns for setting up an Energy Super-Committee .
Senate comm ittee structure. originally intended to break
stacked w ith Ralph Nader " energy conservation" types ,
up political power blocs hostile to the Carter program .
with juri sdiction over all energy policy and legislation.
. These networks of associations and alliances. cutting
Bringing the anti-Carter sentim ent in Congress out
onto the floor. the U . S . Labor Party has testified in ten
across party lineS. reflect business and industrial
interests extremely queasy about their future under
/hearings on the Carter Cabinet appointments and
" Congressional reorganization during the past two weeks .
Carter' s zero-growth economics program s .
The only organized political force in the United States to
Anti-Carter Congress m en are now attem pting to use
'
mount a .. widespread public challenge to the incoming
the Stevenson Plan to broaden the authority and powe, of
adm inistration. the Labor Party has also put forward the
comm ittees responsible for the formulation of coherent
necessary policy for l1 . S . industrial recovery through a
economic and energy policy. Simultaneously they have
crash program to achieve a fusion-based economy.
moved to strip key Carter supporters - inc luding
USLP Research and Development Director Morris
Senators Javits (R-NV ) . McGovern (D-SD ) . Church ( D
Levitt led off the series of S enate confirmation hearings
ID ) . Humphrey (D-Mitm) and K ennedy (D-Mass ) - of
last week by defining the relevant criteria for
their most important comm ittee assignments . in a
number of cases by abolishing their comm ittees
confirmation or rej ection of all Carter nom inees. "In all
cases . " Levitt warned the Senate Commerce Committee
altogether. For example. they propose that the Church
Multinationals subcom mittee. which has ' orchestrated
Jan. 7. "there is a basic Constitutional issue to be
'
the Lockheed and other recent scandal s against political
addressed : is the nominee prepared to uphold the
_
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Constitutional principles and institutions directed toward
industrial progress through technological advances, or is
the nominee a de facto or representative of the anti
Constitutional tendencies associated with the zero
growth and deindustrialization policies of such
institutions and personalities a s the Trilateral
Commission, the Brookings Institution, and group ins
around Ralph Nader? " In testimony reported nationally
two days later on CBS-TV Levitt clearly established that
Carter Transportation S ecretary designate Brock
Adams line up squarely behind the later policies and
institutions .
The impact of USLP-FEF appearances on the Hill was
visible this week at S enate Armed S ervices Committee
hearings when the dean of S enate conservatives, Arizona
R epublican Barry Goldwater, demanded of Carter
Secretary of Defense designate Harold Brown : "Mr.
Brown, do you know what the Trilateral Commission is?
And are you a member of the Council of Foreign
Relations and other related organizations ? And are other
members of the Carter Cabinet on the Trilateral
Comm ission? "
The same day, in testimony before the Senate Rules
Comm ittee, Senator Harrison Schmitt, a former
astronaut turned Republican freshman from New
Mexico, proposed to augment the power and purview of
the Senate Commerce Comm ittee whose members are
by and large defenders of industrial progress .
Schmitt challenged the Senate to establish an overal l
Comm ittee o n Science, Transportation, and Commerce,
which would consolidate all Congressional Research and
Development oversight authority in one place, where its
immediate implications and applications in the field of
commerce and industry could be realized . " Science and

technology are the unquestioned m ainstay of the modern
United States , " Schmitt said, "in national security,
industry. health . agriculture , balance of trade, and
space, among many other areas . "
The following day, commenting o n the Stevenson Plan,
a USLP representative told the Rules Committee, "Any
reorganization of the S enate m ust be reflective of the
world outlook which has characterized this nation since
1776
the com m itment to accelerating rates of
industrial. agricultural and scientific development and
the form of political democracy which is consonant with
that. "
Both the public outcry against Carter and Co. and the
behind-the-scenes fight to contain the Carterites in
Congress has provoked cries of protest from the targets .
Senator George McGovern threatened to resign if the
Stevenson P lan went through ; Rep. R ichard Bolling, the
architect of many a House R eorganization on behalf of
pro-Carter forces , accused his opponents of staging a
"back door coup . " His colleague in the House. F lorida
Democrat R ichard Stone. tried to induce the Senate
R u l e s C o m m ittee to p ut o f f a n y C o m m ittee ·
reorganization for six months. until Carter had a chance
to reorganize the Executive Branch. " The S enate should
then reorganize along the same lines , " he told the
com m ittee this week.
Whether of not trila teralism can be kept contained and
on the defensive after the official installation of the
Carter crew in the White House next week now depends
on how quickly the Labor P a rty and its allies can
galvanize the enormous anti-Carter sentim ent in
Congress and the country at large into an broad-based
organized public opposition , and the reciprocal effects
such action will have an opposition to Carter abroad.
-

Sc h m i tt : Sc ie nce, Tec h n o l ogy Are the 'Ma i nstay' of the U .S.
WASHING TON, D. C. Jan. 1 1 (NSIPS) - Sena tor Schmitt
(R-NM) speaking on behalf of conservative pro-growth
forces delivered the following testimony to the Senate
Rules Committee on the Stevenson Plan for reorgani
zation of Senate Committee structure. Excerpts of his
testimony outline his demand tha t Congress create a
basic research committee to further the application of
science.
. . . Science and technology are the unquestioned main
stay of the modern United S tates in the areas of national
security, industry . health , agriculture , balance of trade.
and space research, among many others . The intent of
the Select Committee clearly was to p lace general over
sight and legislative j urisdiction for science and tech
nology in the new com mittee on commerce , science, and
transportation.
Unfortunately, I find that legis lative j urisdiction for
major areas of research has been assigned to several
other comm ittees ; for example , agricultural research
would come under the Agriculture and S mall Business
Comm ittee ; biomedical research under the Energy and
Natural Resources Com mittee ; environmental and
weather research under Environment and Public Works ;
m ilitary research under the Armed Services Comm ittee ;

and jurisdiction over ocean research would remain frag
m ented, falling under three separate committe e s . I
strongly suggest that the Com m ittee reconsider this split
j urisdiction over basic research in science and tech
nology and see that if at least some of them should be re
combined under a very strong subcom mittee of
Commerce, Science, and Transportation .
In particular, I recommend that legislative respon
sibility for biomedical, earth resources, oceanic and ·
m eteorological research and very basic research in
general. be included under the Comm ittee on Commerce.
S c i ence and Transportation. I also recommend the
comm ittee be p articularly diligent in its overall respon
sibilities to insure that synergism is occurring between
all areas of science and technology.
. . . For many years I have been involved in science and
technology, in an extremely wide range of fields with
scientists and engineers who are presently conducting
fundamental research that forms the foundation upon
which we move into the future . My experiences have led
me to conclude that if overall jurisdiction for basic scien
tific and technological research is not combined under
one comm ittee deliberating national policy, we will run
. the risk of m issing the synergistic effect that comes from
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one science interacting with another.
To illustrate the magnitude of this risk. I wish to point
out the great potential transfer of technology developed
in our space prosram to the energy field : What we have
learned and developed in aerospace and R and D can be
applied to satisfying our nation's future needs for energy
self-sufficiency and independence . In addition. many of
the greatest advances in modern biomedical research
have come about as a consequence of this synergism . be
cause physicists . chem ists . and others have taken their
art and their knowledge into the field of biomedicine and
have contributed to a medical revolution in our country . . .
Mr. Chairman. I have one final comment to make
about this matter. Realizing that the proposed
committee reorganization represents a snapshot of the
needs of the u . s . Senate in the mid 1 9 70s and will require
further modifications . I would submit to you that one
area of potentially great national involvement seems to
have been under-emphasized by the S elect Committee. I
am referring to space exploration and the use of space.
science. and technology for the benefit of mankind.
At the present time . this great country of ours is em
barked on developing a space transportation system
which if successful will be the first major step toward
opening the space environm ent for use and service to
mankind. inc luding use by com mercial enterprises and
for national security purposes . E ven though the present
outlays allocated for the exploration and the utilization of

"pace are less than 1 per cent of the total annual budget
for the federal government. it. nevertheless. represents
one of our principal investments in the long-term future
of thi s country and mankind.
I believe that within ten years some of us will be meet
ing before the Com mittee on Rules of the U . S . Senate to
discuss a proposal that a new committee be formed with
legislative jurisdiction of the Commerce.
Science and
'
Transportation of Space . . . .
Mr. Chairman. we have seen. in the last two decades,
the beginning of a revolution in man's thinking and atti
tudes toward the environm ent surrounding his earth.
That change is reflected in m any ways most obviously in
his analysis and prediction of weather, in his use of
satellite communications , and in his intellectual view of
the p lanet earth, of his view of the m oon as a sister planet
to the earth, of the other p lanets of the solar system in
which we now live , of the sun from which we draw our
sustaining energy for life and human activity, and of the
cosmos itself wherein may lie the great intellectual revo
lutions in science and philosophy for succeeding gener
ations.
I can speak with certainty from my recent political
campaign and experiences as an astronaut, that the next
generation of leaders in this country, those young people
in the high schools and colleges of America are looking
toward a future that will involve m any of them in the
science, com merce and the transportation of space.

Mr. Ca rte r's Coca -Co l a Co n n ecti o n
I� X(� I.. lJSI 'T I�

A prelim inary investigation by this news service has
uncovered evidence which strongly suggests that the
Coca-Cola Co. functions first and foremost as an arm of
the Rockefeller family's private intelligence apparatus .
and only secondarily as purveyors of a soft-drink
beverage. Specifically, Coca-Cola utilizes its vast. world
wide bottling and distribution network as a vehicle for
various CIA-type covert operations ranging from bribery
of politicians and governm ent officials up through the
fostering of terroris m , destabilization operations . and
coups d ' tltat. Chief among Coca-Cola ' s subversive activi
ties is its probable involvement in a major international
drug-running network spanning several continents .
including North America.
It is vitally necessary to publish a prelim inary report
of these findings because of the intimate connections
between the Coca-Cola Co. and President-elect Jimmy
Carter. As several leading newspapers . including the
Washington Post and the Wall Street Journal , have
anxiously noted recently. not only is Coca-Cola' s presi
dent Charles Duncan slated to be Carter' s Number Two
man at the State Department. but two other top Carter
appointees - Attorney General-designate Griffin Bell
and Health. Education ,and Welfare Secretary-designate
Joseph Califano - have served as legal representatives
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for Coca-Cola. Furthermore . authoritative sources have
predicted that psychiatrist Peter Bourne. one of Carter's
c losest friends . will be named to a top post in the new
Adm inistration, probably in the department of Health,
E ducation and Welfare . The Agency for International
Development (AID) -trained Bourne' s career as a brain
washer. controller of terrorist groups such as the Maoist
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and leading
proponent of heroin "decriminal izatio n " could never
have gotten off the ground had.!t not been for tli e largesse
of Coca-Cola' s Atlanta-based foundations.
The most important connection between Carter and
Coca-Cola . however. lies with J. Paul Austin. the
, company' s chairman of the board. Austin , who has
received scant coverage in the national press despite
widespread speculation that Carter had seriously
considered him for secretary of state or treasury, could
accurately be characterized as Carter' s eminence grise
Austin is the man who lifted Carter out of the obscurity of
sm all-time Georgia politics and assisted him in
becoming governor in 1970. Austin introduced Carter to
his friend, David Rockefeller in the early 1970s and is
now helping install Carter - illegally - in the White '
House.
Austin is no more an ordinary business executive than

Coca-Cola is an ordinary business . Austin is a charter
member of David Rockefeller ' s Trilateral Commission
- from whose ranks have come nea·rly the entire Carter
Adm inistration , including Carter himself. He chairs the
board of the Rand Corporation, where Carter' s newly
named special White House assistant J: ames Schlesinger
developed the doctrine of " limited nuclear war . " He
serves as a Public Member of the Hudson Institute ,
birthplace of the October 1973 oil embargo scenario.
Austin is a director of General E lectric , Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., Continental Oil, Dow Jones , and
other major Rockefeller-linked banks and corporations .
H e is also a trustee o f C a l Tech, whose president. Dr.
Harold Brown , is Carter' s choice for Secretary of
Defense.
From Cocaine to Coke

Coca-Cola has figured as an arm of the Rockefellers'
private intelligence apparat since at least 1 9 1 9 . when a
consortium of three banks including Chase ( Rocke
leller) . Guaranty Trust (Morgan) . and the Trust Co. of
Georgia - then headed by Atlanta native Ernest
Woodruff whose son. Robert. presided over the firm until
the early 1 960s - purchased the company for $25 million.
The Morgan-Rockefeller purchase of the Coca-Cola Co.
coincided with a major campaign by the top Wall Street
financial interests to consolidate control of the U . S . drug
industry. part of the Rockefeller emphasis on establish
ing a tight system of social controls following the 1 9 1 0
Ludlow massacres . I n this regard. the Morgans and
especially the Rockefellers were fol lowing the example
of the Rothschilds banking fam ily which had been using
addictive drugs since at least the Chinese Opium Wars of
the 1 840s to pacify and control populations.
Although by 1919 Coke ' s original active ingredient.
cocaine - from which the drink' s nickname is derived .
had supposedly been removed as a result of federal legis
lation designating the drug a controlled substance,
rumors persist to this day that Coke still contains
cocaine. Whether or not this is true. the nature of Coca
Cola ' s operations - with branches in every key nexus of
the global illicit drug traffic - lends itself to being a
cover for a major drug-smuggling network.
Coke ' s main ingredient still comes from cocoa leaves .
the source of cocaine. though the company claims that it
uses a "decocainized" extract. The main source for
cocoa leaves is Colombia. center of the world' s illicit
cocaine network . Although Coca-Cola does not purchase
the cocoa leaves directly, the company and its ·chairman.
Austin. have extensive political and business ties into
Latin Am erica .
Coca-Cola obtains its " decocainized" cocoa from the
Stepan Co . of Maywood, N.J . . the only licensed importer
of cocoa in the U . S . According to the federal Drug
Enforcement Administration. S tepan sells the cocaine it
extracts from the cocoa leaves to three U . S . pharma
ceutical companies : Merck, Penick. and Mallenckrodt.
It is a well known fact that drug companies function as
major sources of illegal drugs - a s does the CIA and its
offshoots . (The Merck Co. . formerly a German-based
firm which first synthesized cocaine in 1886. was
purchased in 1 9 1 9 by the Rockefeller-linked investment
banks. Lehman Brothers and Goldman, Sachs. Acting as

counsel for the deal was Sullivan and Cromwell, creatol
of the S tandard Oil-IG Farben cartel, and the law firm of
Office of Strategic Studies chieftain Allen Dulles who
personally set up a drug ring in southern Europe in the
immediate period following World War II.
All through the 1 920s and 1 930 s - long after cocaine
had supposedly been removed from the drink - Coke
was commonly referred to as " dope . " To order a Coke at
a soda fountain. you would ask for a " dope " or "a shot in
the arm " "Dope carts" made the rounds of factories.
dispensing Coke to the workers . Students at Atlanta' s
E mory University (financed almost entirely b y Coca
Cola) honored their benefactor by issuing a student
magazine called the "Dope F iend . "
Beyond these fairly obvious interlocks with the cocaine
apparatus . there are several key factors which. taken
together, strongly indicate that Coca-Cola is involved in
drug-smuggling as well as other C IA-type covert opera
tions.
The Coca-Cola Empire

Coca-Cola Co .. has a bottling franchise or distribution
network in every major part of the world, except for the
Soviet Union.
The pattern of the company' s expansion is remarkably
in step with the developm ent of the drug and terror
networks of the CIA. For exam ple, · Coca-Cola purchased
Minute Maid. including 30,000 acres of citrus orchards in
F lorida, in 1 960 . not long before the Bay of Pigs fiasco. At
that time, the Miami area was rapidly becoming the
major East Coast center for the entry of illegal drugs into
the U . S . , primarily from Caribbean and South American
drug-smuggling networks . SimultaneouslY, the CIA was
making the area into the chief recruiting and training
grounds for the various Cuban exile networks employed
in the Bay of Pigs and similar destabilization operations .
The individuals who run Coca-Cola' s operations are
generally c losely tied to U . S . intelligence networks . For
example , the head of Coca-Cola ' s Greek franchise until
last month was Tom Pappas. owner of a Boston-based
shipping firm c losely tied to the R ockefellers' Seven
S isters oil cartel. Pappas has p roudly boasted of his
involvem ent in the 1 967 CIA-instigated G reek coup . Claus
M. Halle. currently director of the Coca-Cola Export
Corp .. the company' s overseas division, was director of
Coca-Cola ' s Central European operations until 1970. and
worked for British Intelligence in G ermany during the
post-World War II Allied occupation of that country.
Coca-Cola 's World War II Operation

Although Coca-Cola began to expand overseas during
the 1 920s . it was World War II which gave the company
its biggest boost. At the outbreak of the war company
chairman Robert Woodruff vowed that no American GI
would be without Coke no matter where he was fighting.
To fulfill his pledge , Woodruff. with help from the War
. D epartment. got the U . S . governm ent to subsidize the
construction of more than 60 Coca-Cola plants in various
parts of the world. More than five billion bottles of Coke
were distributed to American soldiers during the war.
There is strong circumstantial evidence that the Coke
dispensed to U . S . soldiers at this time contained cocaine.
For one thing. the War Department went to great lengths
N ATIO N A L
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to insure that GIs had access 10 Coke at all times. In fact,

mobile units were specially devised to permit soldiers
fighting in jungle areas access to Coke . For another,
cocaine was first popularized by a Germ�n army doctor
in the 1 870s who found that the drug enabled soldiers to
march longer and endure greater physical hardships .
•

"Coca-Colonialism " - Coca-Cola 's Post- War Expansion

I � the immediate post-war period; Coca-Cola
encountered tremendous resistance to its plans for a
major expansion of operations in Western Europe. The
Com munist parties of Italy and F rance teamed up with
an t l-Atlanticist bourgeois factions to prevent " Coca
colonialis m . " The Coca-Cola Co. and its product became
the hated symbol of American imperialism . "A large and
uniformed army that today has an outpost or guard
' station even in the remotest parts of our countryside , "
was how one Italian newspaper described the giant.
Opposition to Coca-Cola was so intense that in 1 9 50, the
French National Assembly passed a bill barring the
distribution of the beverage on health grounds. The U . S .
immediately responded with, blackmail. According t o a
report in Business Week magazine at the time, "The
attack on Coca-Cola by the Communists and specia�
interests fed a widespread , old-fashioned nationalistic
provincialism and a hostility to tO,ward the more garish
aspects of the American way of life� If can be broken up
fairly easily as long as countries such as Frallce are
, dependent upon Marshall Plan aid. But diplomats are
wondering how easily it can be controlled when our aid
takes on more informal Point-Four lines. The crystalliza
tion of this pattern could become a powerful Communist
weapon for economically isolating the U ; S . " The boycott
against Coke was quickly broken.
Coca-Cola made no attempt to disassociate itself from
U . S . imperialism. As one company executive snidely
remarked on the anti-Coke movement in E urope :
" Apparently some of our friends overseas have difficulty
distinguishing between the U . S . and Coca-Cola . Perhaps
we should not complain too much about this � "
Adding insult to injury, Coca-Cola hired a s its
European ombudsman one Alexander Makinsky, a White
Russian 6m igr6 attached to U . S . -British intelligence
circles in Paris, who worked for the Rockefeller Founda
tion for 1 7 years before joining up w ith Coca-Cola in 1946.
Among the destabilization
operations Coca-Cola
' reportedly has been involved in is funding of Israeli
;warhawk Moshe Dayan' s anti-government newspaper
,which has functioned as a propaganda vehicle for the
'
Carter-Trilateral Com mission operation aimed at
topp ling the Rabin governm ent in order to bring in a pro
war Israeli regime. Not surprisingly, it was through
-Coca-Cola that Carter, while governor of Georgia, first
m ade contact with Israeli political circles.
story. There, company chairman Austin ' s ties to the
Rand Corp . - which scripted the " S econd War of the
Pacific " scenario for a new war between Peru and Chile
- are being heavily felt, as those two countries are
provoked nearer to open fighting. Coca-Co� is also
extensively tied into Latin America' s right-wing political
and military circles , including the right-wing bastion of
Monterrey, Mexico, as well as to ,the extensive drug
letwork which crisscrosses the continent.
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The A tlan ta Connection

Coca-Cola is a major controlling interest in the city of
Atlanta and the state of Georgia . Through its ties to
G eorgia 's leading bank, the ' Trust Company of Georgia
(headed up by Carter's choice for director of the Office of
Management and Budget, Bert Lance) , Atlanta's leading
law firm , King and Spalding ( whence comes Carter' s
Attorney General, Griffin Bell) , t o the South's leading
railroad, Southern Railway , to G eorgia ' s main univer
sity, Emory, which it controls, and to a host of other
Southern business and educational institutions, including
Coca-Cola ' s complex of foundations , the company wields
an extraordinary amount of power over Georgia and its
people - as well as the Carter Cabinet.
There are two aspects of this control which are ot
particular interest. One is the scandal surrounding the
cocaine ring operating out of the Macon, Ga. offices of
Capricorn Records , a division of the Chase Manhattan
controlled Warner Communicatiolls empire. Although the·
connections between Capricorll, its chief " star , " roc k ,
singer Gregg Allman, and Jimmy Carter have been
documented in num erous m edia sources , the most likely
source of the tremendous amounts of cocaine involved in
the Capricorn drug network haS been ignored . An honest
investigation would no doubt uncover direct links to
Coca-Cola.
The second aspect is the group of five foundations
which Coca-Cola runs in Atlanta and which are directly
responsible for the counterinsurgency programs estab
lished in Atlanta and throughout Georgia since the early
1 960s .

The Coca-Cola foundations have given more than $80
million to Emory University over the past ten years,
turning Emory into one ot the South's major counter
insurgency centers. Coca-Cola money was responsible
for the establishment of E mory's School of Psychiatry,
where C arter ' s psychological controller, Peter Bourne,
'
received 'his training in brainwashing techniques.
Company money also set up Atlanta' s Veterans '
Administration Hospital , where Bourne no doubt
recruited for the terrorist-oriented Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVA W) , which he set up following his
return from Vietnam. ( The bottling p lant Coca-Cola
established in Vietnam in the 1 960s produced not a single
bottle of Coke , according to The Politics of Heroin in
Southeast Asia, an expos6 of the CIA's control of the
illicit drug traffic , from that area ' s infamous Golden
Triangle . )
Bourne ' s ties to Coca-Cola extend far beyond Emory
University. During the late 1960s , his " community
m ental health" (i.e. , brainwashing) center in Atlanta
was funded by Economic Opportunity Atlanta, the chief
conduit for Office of Economic Opportunity funds into the
city. At the time, EOA was headed up by Boisfueillet
Jones, who simultaneously directed ( and still does) the
Coca-Cola foundations . A product of E mory himself,
Jones - whO describes himself as a c lose acquaintance
of Bourne - served as special assistant for health in
HEW during the Kennedy Administration.
Now that Carter is nearly in the White House, Coca
Cola is moving to bring its drug-running out into the open

•

by pushing heavily for the " decrim inalization" of
. cocaine , heroin , and other hard drugs . Boisfeuillet Jones
is a member of the board of directors of the Washington
based Dnlg Abuse Council (DAC ) , the major think-tank
in the drug abuse area . Funded by the Ford and Rocke
feller Foundations, among others , the DAC is in the fore-

front of the Carter-inspired campaign to transform the
U . S . into a Clockwork Orange society by making hard
drugs as easily accessible as Coke . Bourne - who will ·
soon be elevated to the Carter Administration proper is currently working on studies pushing for decriminal
ization at the DAC .

..
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Sterl i ng Sta b i l ized As Bri t ish ,
West Germa ns Say N o to Do l l a r
FO R E" G N E XC H A N G E
The major development in the foreign exchange
markets this week was the international agreement to
stabilize Britian's sterling balances with a $3 billion
credit line, and eventually fund them if need be by
converting them into foreign-currency securities. The
Jan. 10 agreement marks the withdrawal of the pound
from its status as a reserve currency supplementary to
the inflated U . S . dollar, and the elimination of one major
source of sterling' s vulnerability. The pound remained
quite strong this week by 1976 standards at around $ 1 . 70
to the dollar.
This week ' s markets also saw the recent dollar slide
taper off. Traders explained this in terms of slight
downward movements in Western E uropean interest
rates alongside a slight upward movem ent in U . S . short
term lending rates - and a certain relief that Jimmy
Carter had not announced imm ediate hyperinflation of
the world economy.

potential blackmail against the B ritish government is
removed, the goal of Callaghan' s and Schmidt's
mobilization of mainly West German, Swiss and
Japanese funds, to which the U . S . was compelled to add a
billion dollars .
There has been little expectation of a run on the pound
in any case. Government securities ( " gilts " ) are selling
so well that the consequent liquidity absorption obliged
the Bank of England to release approximately 1 . 5 billion
pounds to the comm ercial banks , who can now somewhat
increase their lending to credit-starved corporations.
The minimum lending rate is therefore expected to fall
further, and tax cuts are being mooted.
These steps correspond to Callaghan' s determination,
affirmed yesterday, to direct industrial recovery with a
strong personal rein over
the
Treasury ;
the
government's austerity exponent, Chancellor of the
Exchecquer Denis Healy, has lost his chief j ustification
for deflation and belt-tightening, namely, the threat of an
assault against the pound.
The Dol/ar And Th e Mark

Sterling Plan

Arranged through the European central banks'
headquarters, the Bank for International Settlements in
Geneva, the new sterling settlem ent represents a tactical
victory for Britain' s Labour government and its Social
Democratic collaborators in Bonn. According to the West
German newspaper of record, the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, Prime Minister Callaghan and
Chancellor Schm idt pressed through the plan "around
the flank" of U . S . Treasury Undersecretary Edmund
Yeo. Yeo used the Jan. 12 Journal of Comm erce to
lam ent his inability to exact austerity from the British as
part of the deal, and taunted the B ritish with a feeble
threat, that Arab oil producers may no longer hold
sterling.
The settlement does not directly fund the $4 million in
"official" pound deposits held by foreigners, who have in
the past driven down sterling' s exchange rate by
speculative selling of the currency. F unding - that is,
total conversion of pounds into another land ' s paper becomes a future option for holders who will be offered
bonds denom inated in non-pound currencies, serviced by
the British Treasury, in exchange for their pound assets .
What goes into effect at once is a form of safety net ; the
$3 billion medium-term credit line is available to help
Britain defend the pound' s parities by buying sterling if a
selling wave begins to drive it down. Hence, one form of
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West German spokesmen, who have a slightly different
form of the same dollar problem , have made it clear
that, while marginal interest-rate realization can occur,
they do not intend to expand either the money supply or
public spending in a fashion that would among other
things, weaken the mark. The Chancellor' s office stated
this week that no matter what the Carter administration
may do, West Germany will concentrate on promoting

Foreign Exchange in Dollar Ra tes
British pound
F rench Franc
Italian lira
S wiss franc
West German mark

Jan. 7

Jan. 14

1 . 7050
. 2020
.001 1 50
. 4075
.4253

1 .7115
.2010
.00 1 1 4 1
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. 41 90

capital-intensive investment ; E conom ics Minister Hans
F riedrichs and banking-industrial spokesman Otto Wolff
von Am erongen publicly rej ected any " ad hoc counter
cyclical program s" to stimulate the economy ; and
D evelopment Minister Marie Schlei, a close collaborator
of Chancellor Schmidt ' s , suggested that expanded Third
World trade could elim inate half West Germany's 1
million unemployment.

Prospects are thus unfavorable for what New York
Times columnist Leonard SUII recently deICribed as a
Trilateral Com mission Carter ca b iftet effort to "goose
Germany and Japan into eJlpallding fa.ter. " One
Brookings Institutibn senior fellow intimately involved in
this campaign privately expNsHd demoralization this
week ; the West Germans. he said. have accepted the fact
that the mark will appreciate against the dollar (thus
keeping up West German esport prices -Ed.) and
agreed that this would do no great damage to the Federal
Republic so long as the mark remained stable against
other currencies in Westem Europe, their major trading

partner. "Who knows , maybe they're right. " the
Brooking. spokesman said despondently about West
Germany's commitment to investment growth.
Another development affecting the dollar's medium
term prospects is the continued dollar selling by the .
Soviet Union. according to The Guardian. which has
continued since Dec . 20' s surprise " bear coup" against
the U . S . currency. The Soviets' maneuver - generally
considered an effort to boost gold prices and. more
fundamentally. the status of gold for a new world
monetary system - has involved sales of $5 billion by the
end of last week.

Paris Bourse Leads E u ropea n Ma rkets;

I

Econom ic Entente w i th Arabs i n Off i ng

I N T E R N ATIO N A L STOC KS

Frenc h stocks have rallied over the pal t month. with
the Paris index rising 14.9 per cent from the beginning of
December to the close of trading on Friday Ian. 14. The
Paris market is now the most upbeat outside the U.S
compared to rates of rise of the Frankfurt Commerzbank
index of 2.5 per cent. United Kingdom F inancial Times
Industrial Ordinaries Index of 2 . 3 per cent. and the Tokyo
Dow Jones by 0 . 1 per cent over the same period.
In particular. oil and chem ical shares have far
outstripped the other industrial sectors . The French
governm e n t - r e l a t e d c o m p a n i e s A q u i t a i n e a n d
Cornpagnie Francaise des P�troles have risen 2 4 . 8 per
cent and 16 per cent during December and January.
Michelin. Pechiney. and RhOne Poulenc rose 1 5 . 6 per
cent. 2 1 . 5 per cent. and 1 7 . 8 per cent respectively .
This fact. plus the unusual rise in the market generally
have led to speculation that French corporations. may be
about to receive significant inflows of Arab ca"it�l.
especially the oil and chem ical sectors which have been
historically tied to the Arab sector.
In particular. the market showed strong resilience
during the week just ended. when the dollar strengthened
again internationally due to U . S . F ederal Reserve
intervention on the Eurodollar market and in France due
to capital inflows which led to a weakening in the call
money rate (equivalent of Federal funds) from 10 per
cent to 9 . 75 per cent in the course of the week. The overall
Paris index slumped 2.5 per cent during Tuesday through
Thursday . (from 58.4 at Monday's close to 57 on
Thursday) but · bounced back again on Friday for an
overall rise of 2 per cent on the week.
The immediate stimulus for Friday' s enthusiasm was
the announcement by Mr. Barre of a 34 per cent increase
. •

.

in government subsidies for the state sector industries electricity. gas. transport, postal services. etc . Very
important within this is the nuclear development
program component of the govemment electrical
industry. Barre. with strong backing . from the RPR
(Gaullist party) has made the expansion of this industry
a priority for French industry. The French government�
controlled NOVATOME corporation is going ahead with
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its contract with the NERSA consortium of European
state electrical companies to construct the Super
Phoenix fast breeder fission reactor at a cost of 5 billion
francs . Le Monde reported Jan. 1 3 . The future of the
reactor. to be the most advanced in E urope. had
previously been in doubt due to the anti·industrial. growth
policy of French President Giscard d'E staing.
The government also announced this week the total
c omputerization of the government ' s administration
functions . which would mean 9 billion francs of orders to
the nagging computer industry over the next two years .
ECO N O M ICS
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On the international side, Le Point m agazine reported
earlier this month that France may be in for a sizable
loan from Saudi Arabia, which is considered highly likely
by both Paris market sources and the New York Federal
R e s e r v e . T h e F e d e r a l R e s e r v e is " h i g h l y
uncomfortable" at both the uncanny strength o f the
, French franc and the prospects for a general influx of
Arab capital.
The French state oil companies CFP and E lf-Aquitaine
m eanwhile are closely cooperating with Saudi Arabia
demands that the u . S . oil companies of ARAMCO post
their prices in all oil transactions in E urope and around
the world. Furthermore, under the French oil
companies' insistence , the French government continues
its moves to reduce the u . s . majors (Mobil and Exxon)
presence in the French petroleum p roducts market by 510 per cent. These regulations, raising , Fre nch oil
companies' share of the m arket from 45 per cent to 50 per
cent, were announced in November and raised a formal
protest from Mobil's chairman to the F rench president.
Market observers note that Esso standard F rancais is
also doing well despite the F rench government's
pressure on it. This may m ean a takeover of the us
company' s subsidiary - by F rench and or Arab

interests .

Le Figaro reported Jan. 1 3 that the F rench arms deal
with Egypt which made headlines this week is' a 'b r eak
through for French-Arab ' relations. All of French
industry is ' expecting increased orders in the military
and high technology sector, the newspaper said , from the
Middle E ast. As a result of the E gypt deal, the Saudi
governm ent has now agreed to foot the $1 billion
capitalization of the Arab Military Industry Organization
which is to build a military and technology industry in
E gypt, the industrial and technological orders for which
are to be filled by the French and British Military
technology sectors .
The French and British industries, for their parts ,
which have already undertaken m assive cooperation
under the j oint Concorde aerospace program, have
, extended this cooperation during the visit to London this
week of M. Barre. In a m eeting with British Prime
M inister Callaghan, who has put Britain' s industrial
recovery under his own personal supervision, a joint
accord was issued for Franco-British cooperation in all
phases of the aerospace, nuclear, and computer
industries especially regarding export of this crucial
technology to third countries.

West Germ a n y to Reva l u e Go l d ' Ma rket Pri ce ?
GOLD

West

Germany's

leading

business

newspaper,

Handelsbla tt, proposed in a Jan. 14 editorial that West

Germany follow the example of F rance and Italy, and
revalue its gold reserves to m arket price. Since the
Bundesbank had to write down its OM 80 billion reserves
by 7.5 billion, due to the 11 per cent depreciation of their
dollar
component,
Handelsbla tt
suggests
the
Bundesbank . should " give itself extra maneuvering
room" by revaluing its gold reserves.
Since Italy revalued its 11 million ounces of gold to
market price two weeks ago, South Africa and Mexi c o
have both taken the same m easure . Contrary to
estimates circulated by the U . S . Treasury and Federal
Reserve , the intent of the Italian revaluation was not
cosmetic ; the Italians are now negotiating credit
arrangem ents for an estimated $6-7 billion in annual bila
teral trade with the Soviet Union -'- a large gold holder and Italian foreign ministry sour�es indicated that gold
will be part of the final overall credit agreement.
Official Bundesbank policy Is that the central bank has
no intention of changing the valuation of its gold
reserves. But senior Bundesbank staffers say, off the
record, that the question is, under consideration. The
central bank has taken one extraordinary step in the
direction of a pro-gold policy : it is helping 12 developing

countries get hold of their gold in the context of the Inter
national Monetary Fund ' s disbursement of 6.5 million
ounces, or one-sixth, of its total gold holdings , by prior
international agreement. - The IMF will accept hard
currencies only to replenish member nations ' quotas in
return for gold restitution, and many Third World
countries can' t scrape up the cash. The Bundesbank has
put up OM 31 m illion ( $ 1 2 . 5 m illion) on behalf of 1 2
c ountries , i n return for local " soft currencies . " Senior
F ederal Reserve officials allow that a Bundesbank
revaluation is "possible , " but claim skepticism .
Gold price closed the week at $ 1 3 1 . 7 5 , following a tem
porary drop earlier in the week to $128. The earlier drop
is attributable to the liquidation of gold positions held as
a hedge against sterling after the member central banks
of the Bank for International S ettlem ents and the United
S tates Treasury came to an agreement on a " safety net"
for the sterling balances. The current gold trading range
around $132 is , in fact, ext-remely solid ; the volume of
gold sales at this price are exceptionally large, including
Soviet bulk sales and South African Krugerrand sales.
One indication of further mobilizatio n of- ,central bank
gold : Japan ' s finance ministry announced it will sell 100
m etric tons , or 16 per cent of its gold stock, mainly to the
B ank of Japan, the nation' s central bank, and second
arily to industrial users, at a fixed price of $ 1 1 9 an ounce.
The transfer of gold from the finance m inistry to central
bank raises questions about Japan's possible active use
of the metal as a reserve instrument.

Th ree Way Trade Dea l s U p i n New Yea r
WO R L D T R A D E
Bilateral trade agreem ents from the first two weeks of
1977 represent part of an overall reorientation of trade
agreements taking place between Western Europe, the
socialist sector and the Third World toward the
establishment of the infrastructural basis for the new
world economic order. In quantitative term s , Italy ranks
the highest, with Foreign Affairs Minister Forlani's trip
to the Soviet Union prom ising to net $6-7 billion worth of
trade and new d e v e l op m e n t s in " t r i a n g u l a r
cooperation. "
Two deals represent important breakthroughs in the
high-technology exports of their respective countries.
The Swedish electrical company, ASEA, has been
contracted to supply Poland with approximately $ 1 8
million worth o f industrial process computers . I n a
second deal which has evoked much protest from the
Pentagon and Carter circ les , G reat Britain' s Lucas
Aerospace Company has agreed to supply the Soviet
Union with an electronic fuel inj ection system for the
supersonic TU- 144. The Pentagon believes that the same
system will be used by the Soviets for their "backfire"
bomber.
While many of the contracts listed below are energy
related the most significant developm ent in this field is
that Western Europe is demonstrating its determination
to go ahead with the rapid development of nuclear power,
both for domestic use and export. Coinciding with the
ongoing debate within the British government on the
need to greatly expand nuc lear production and export, to
the Middle East especially, the head of British
Petroleum , Mr. Walters called for British nuc lear
technology to replace fossil fuels by 1 980. Nuclear
related contracts between Italy and S weden, Italy and
the USSR , and France and Algeria have been signed
since the first of this year.

E u ro pean Trad e Dea l s S i n c e J a n . 1

Italy

1- 8

- Italy will give the South American D evelopment
Bank $ 1 5 million to finance development proj ects .
Italain firm s will be called upon to construct large
infrastructural works in exchange.

1-10

- Italian Foreign Minister F orlani arrives in the
Soviet Union, accompanied by Deputy Foreign
Minister Manzini and Foreign Ministry official
Mandello. " Triangular cooperation" to be
concretized. Bilateral deals under discussion
include nuclear plant supplies , p etrochemical and
machine tool sectors , for a total of $6-7 billion.

1-12

- Italian Minister o f Industry Donat Cattin arrives
in Iraq, with discussions centering upon increasing
Italian exports of agricultural equipment in
exchange for Iraqi oil.

1-13

- E N I subsidiaries SNAM a n d SAIPEM t o build
pipeline in Oman.
- Montedison and Japan' s Mitsui have signed an
. agreement for the development of organic
catalyzers.
- Montedison is involved in negotiations with
Kuwait and Abu D habi for setting up joint
companies in each country in which Montedison
would hold monority interest. The agreement
would include collaboration in the petrochemical
field. While similar talks are ongoing with Libya
an agreement has a lready been reached with
Egypt.

Britain

1- 1

A contract for £ 1 0 m illion has been signed
between the Lucas Aerospace company and the
USSR , which will purchase an electronic fuel
inj ection system for the supersonic TU-144. Rumor
has it that the same system would be used for the
Soviet "backfire" bomber.

1- 2

- Vickers , a British defense contractor, is the first
such company to accept Iran ' s oil barter instead of
cash payment on a defense contract. A £80 million
deal for armored vehicles will be sealed.
- The State Transport Corp . of Ireland has signed
a £9 million contract for Soviet oil fuel.
- The Hawker-Siddeley Power E ngineering
company will build a diesel power station in
Sharjah in the United Arab E m irates for £4
.
million.
'
- British National Oil Corp . (BNOC) has
negotiated a cooperation agreem ent with the West
German Dem inex company in which BNOC will
control 4 1 per cent of Dem inex ' s Thistle oil field in
the North Sea and have 51 per cent of the rights
over the output of the field.
- British Leyland has conc luded a £14 million

1- 8

1- 3

- Italian Trade Minister O s sola announces
creation of a $6 billion fund for financing short
term trade expansion.

1- 4

- Corib will build roads in S audi Arabia

1- 5

- The Italian Ansaldo Nucleare firm will deliver
nuclear reactor kernels to the S wedish Forsmark
plant.
- ENI's Snam Proj etti wins an international
subcontract for a pipeline in Nigeria.

1-10
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contract with Iran to increase production of
landrovers for export to that country by 50 per cent
in 1977.
- British Trade Minister Edmund Deli, in Iran to
preside over a joint Anglo·Iranian ministerial
commission, will meet with the Shah of Iran and
discuss extending the oil barter deals beyond
defense contracts and into the civilian sector, for a
possible total value of £1 billion.
France

1· 3

1· 5

- The oil companies E lf·Aquitaine and CFP·Total
are negotiating with Saudi Arabia for a 3·year
contract to supply F rance with 36 million tons of
oil. This would be a 30 per cent per annum increase
in current imports , now at 9 million tons per year.
- A consortium of F rench companies (including
Pechiney·Ugine·Kuhlman subsidiary STE S , a joint
PUK·C F P subsidiary M I NA TOM and two
engineering firm s ) have signed an agreement with
the Algerian government for the development of
the Algerian nuclear industry, including extraction
of known uranium reserves .
- After concluding a visit to Syria, F rench
Foreign Trade Minister Rossi announced the
formation of a joint company Sircotel for the
construction of a telephone system and another
joint company for steel production. F urther

coop eration m a y i n c lu d e chem icals ,
petroche m i c a l s , d a m m i n g , i r rigation and
extraction of mineral resources .
1· 6

- President Giscard m eets with Saudi Foreign
Minister Al Faisal, in preparation for his upcoming
trip to Saudi Arabia when a nuclear proj ect will be
discussed.

Norway

1·11

Norsk·Hydro and a Japanese company will
j ointly build 5 fertilizer p lants in the USSR.

S weden

1·1 1

- The Swedish electrical company, ASEA, will
deliver industrial process computers to Poland as
part of a contract worth 70 m illion Swedish Croner
(approximately $ 1 8 million ) .

Finland

1·1 1

•

Finland will supply E gypt with 3 million
Swedish Croners worth of c redit (approximately
$750 , 000) for the electrification of 50 Egyptian
villages and will build a new power system in
Cairo.

Ca l ls for Com m od i ty Stockpi l es
Based o n Pla ns for Wa r
CO M M O D I T I E S

This week the National Commission o n Shortages and
Supplies (NCSS) released an extensive report entitled
"Government and the Nation' s R esources" calling on
Congress to increase the National S trategic Stockpiles of
raw materials. NCSS calls for this because of the danger
of " local wars and civil disturbances" which would
result in supply shortages. The Commission notes
specifically the possibility of war in southern Africa on
which the United States is dependent for many of its
strategic requirements , including copper, manganese,
chromium , cobalt, asbestos , uranium , paladium and
platinum , as well as gold .
The NCSS was created and funded by an Act of
Congress in January 1 976 at the instigation of
Democratic Senators Humphrey and Mansfield. The
'
Chairman of the NCSS is Donald Rice, who is also the
President of the Rand Corporation ; a prominent member
of the Commission is Philip H . Trezise who is also a
Senior Fellow of the Brookings Institution.
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The October 1 , 1 976 rulings of the Federal
Preparedness Agency (FPA) determined several
significant changes in U . S . stockpile policy . As of that
date , U . S . strategic stockpiles of cop per were zero. The
F P A raised the level of the copper stockpile to 1 . 3 million
tons. Paladium and platinum stocks were also to be
increased from 328 ,00 and 1 8 7 , 500 troy ounces, to 2.5 and
1 . 3 million ounces respectively. Additionally, the
decision was made to store aluminum feed as alumina
rather than bauxite, a step c loser to immediate war
availability, which elim inates the need for the large
energy expense at the transition stage in a period of
crisis.
An important component of the stockpile operation is
the fraud that is about to be perpetrated on the Third
World with the complicity of certain members of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD ) . This is the great buffer stock commodity for
price stability scheme. While UNCTAD is trying to
encourage Third World leaders to contribute to such
buffer stocks, the Executive Director of the NCSS told an
independent reporter that they saw the stocks, some of
which would be held in the U . S . , as a supplement to the

•

Strategic Stockpiles. Even excluding the outright seizure
of the stocks in a period of " local war , " he said, the war
would result in a rise in the cost of the commodity
necessitating, under the agreement, the sale of the
stocks !
It is no secret that the same sources who are calling for
"defensive" stockpiles are comp licit in starting the
conflicts against which they are purporting to hedge .
EIR has previously documented that the U . S . and
NATO have been providing arm s and training to the
South Africans and Rhodesians and have made every
effort to sabotage British attempts to peacefully resolve
the crisis in the area. Nelson Rockefeller and Henry
Kissinger and the other controllers of Carter' s
Adm inistration are prepared t o run extended warfare in
southern Africa and other regions to create instability to
preclude Third World nations from gathering sufficient
muscle to implement the new world economic order
program called for at the Colombo Conference of Non
Aligned Nations last sum mer.
Rice and Trezise were the prime movers of the
Com mission and typify the private intelligence
apparatus behind the Carter Adm inistration . (The
broader geom etry and details of this apparatus have
been published in the U . S . Labor Party's "A Special
Report to the U . S . Population : Carter and the Party of
International Terrorism . " )
Trezise i s also a m ember o f the Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR) and a member of the Center for Law
and Social Policy's (CLSP) Board of Advisers . Another
Brookings Senior Fellow, C. Fred Bergsten , who was a
princ ipal witness before the NCSS is also a Council on
Foreign Relations member and a C L S P Adviser. He is
Carter's nominee for a senior Treasury post. Former
Brookings Senior Fellow Charles S chultze, whom Trezise ·
described as "a very reasonable fellow who would look
favorably on this study, " has just been named to be
Carter' s Chairman of the Council of E conomic Advisers .
Bergsten is also a member of the Trilateral Commis sion .
David Rockefeller is Chairman of the Board of the
Council on Foreign Relations and personally created the
Trilateral Com mission of which he is a member of the
Executive Comm ittee .
The
Trilateral
Com mission
is
the
Carter
Administration. Trilateral mem bers inc lude President
Carter, Vice President Mondale, National Security
Council Brzezinski, UN Ambassador Young , Secretary of
Defense Brown, Secretary of the Treasury Blum enthal ,
and Secretary o f State Vance.
But the reason for choosing the President of Rand
Corporation to head the task force charged with the
responsibility of ensuring that the U . S . has the resources
it needs before it launches full scale regional wars in
various parts of the globe are deeper than personal
connections .
Rand has always reflected the " utopian" perspective
of military strategy, originally charted by the Strategic
Bombing Survey during World War I I . Former Atomic
Energy Director, CIA Director, and Secretary of Defense
James Schlesinger, who in the Carter regim e would have
responsibilities over certain com m odities from southern
Africa (the NCSS wants to create a Cabinet post of
Energy and Raw Materials) was formerly director of
Rand's Strategic Studies Division .

One of the principal functions of the Rand Corporation
is to draft various " scenarios " for regional wars . As
exposed in the Egyptian paper Ros� EI Yousef, Rand
drew up the bloody Lebanon Civil War scenario . In 1974
Rand also drafted the scenario for the " War of the
Pacific" between Chile and Peru - two of the largest
copper exporters to the U . S . In 1 9 7 5 R and staffer Jenkin
released a scenario entitled High Technology Terrorism :
Surroga te Warfare. Rand has also researched scenarios
for southern Africa.
According to the NCSS report, " Determ ination of
targeted quantities for . . . the S trategic S tockpile is
currently undertaken by the National S ecurity Council on
the basis of analysis by the F ederal Preparedness
Agency of U.S. defense and civilian requirem ents ... The
F PA employs a sophisticated set of models to determine
annual supply-requirement imbalances for strategic
commodities under various
wartim e scenarios. "
(emphasis added) O n Oct. I , 1 9 76 o n orders from
Kissinger the FPA raised the war scenario time period
from one year to three years (that is the period of time
during which the U . S . should be p repared to be involved
in a war or be subj ect to supply cut off because of one)
thus variously tripling the stockpile requirem ents .
The Commission report states that, "The stockpile
quantity targets are set by applying one scenario which
the National Security Council directs the Federal
P reparedness Agency to use for p lanning purposes . "
There i s little doubt that, i n addition t o other volatile
areas, the NCSS has southern Africa particularly in
mind. Says Rand President Rice in the report , " . . . the
growing military and political tensions in southern
Africa come to m ind in this connection . . . . Interruptions in
supplies might be relatively comp lete and prolonged . . . as
compared with the improbable threat of a deliberate
embargo , the possibility of supply disruption (from)
local hostilities seem real enough to warrant policy
attention . "
A few figures highlight the point. The following
represent percentage U . S . dependence on external
source for selected commodities :

USSR
South Africa
Rhodesia

South Africa
USSR
Gabon
Zaire
Zambia

USSR
South Africa
Zambia
Zaire

Chromite

28 %
1 9%
8%

Manganese

36%
1 9%
9%

Cobalt

67 %
9%

Platinum -Pala dium

Copper

47 %
46 %
1 2%
8%
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The NCSS serves as the principal spokesman for a
broad range of private intelligence networks which are
being mobilized to push the stockpile and other war
preparations . Significantly, the NCSS has contracted
specific research proj ects to Charles R iver Associates of
Cambridge , Mass . , the Arthur D . L ittle Company, the
Stanford Research Institute ,
and
Wm .
Barber
Associates .
Charles River has former Rand and Brookings
m embers on its staff. CRA has studied specific
stockpiling proposals and has recently completed a study
of the extremely vulnerable South African railroad
routes which could easily be sabotaged , effectively
cutting the U . S . off from the strategic materials . Last
year the southern African railway system was the prime
subj ect of a study by the Washington O ffice on Africa, a
small think tank in the Capital. W AO D irector Edgar
Lockwood is a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Institute for Policy Studies ( I P S ) and is a Director of the
Am erican Comm ittee on Africa. The Insitute for Policy
Studies has written civil war scenarios for Rhodesia and
South Africa. IPS co-director Marcus Raskin was a
former member of the NSC and assigned to the NSC
" Special Staff" responsible for overseeing covert
operations and nuclear war p lanning . W. Anthony Lake,
author of the Tar Baby Option (a race war scenario for

southern Africa prepared for the NSC) is Di rector of the
International Voluntary Services (IVS ) . IVS is funded by
several foundations including AID and is the Africa
oriented part of the Transnational Institute, the Third
World penetration arm of the I P S . Lake has been
nom inated as Carter's Head of O ffice of Policy Planning
at the State Department.
Not coincidently Carter' s nom inee for HUD , Patricia
Harris, a Director of Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan
Bank, is a member of the F ried, F rank, Harris, Shriver
and Kampelman law firm . Kampelman is General
Counsel to the Com mittee on the Present D anger. Sam
Harris, who headed Wall Street Lawyers for Carter and
who is the Harris in the firm ' s title, is a D irector of Rio
Tinto Zinc Ltd. of England, which has vast mineral
holdings throughout southern Africa. Another member of
the firm , Robert Preiskel, was the attorney who helped
set up the Congress for Racial E quality (CORE ) , which
actively and openly recruited m ercenaries throughout
the U . S . and Europe to fight with the CIA ' s UNITA and
FNLA against the MPLA in Angola.
Arthur D . Little Co . , in addition to providing back-up
for the NCSS research , drafted the reorganization
scheme for the Atomic E nergy Commission, helped
derive the commodity indexation scheme with Bergsten
support, and helped work up P roj ect Independence
legislation.

I nd ustry Braces for Wa r, Su pp ly Cutoffs
CO R P O R AT E A F F A I R S

The U . S . corporate sector is under intensifying
pressure to accept a Fortress America policy.
Exemplary of this trend, the recent $ 1 . 3 billion bond issue
floated by Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company, Jones and
Laughlin Steel Corporation, and other U . S . and Canadian
iron ore and steel producers to expand their Marchette
Range minings operations was privately placed. The
investors said the higher cost of m ining iron ore in the
U . S . compared with Latin America was outweighed by
strategic considerations - the i m m inence of regional
wars breaking out around the globe and the threat of
further expropriations of U . S . investm ents .
According to a spokesman for Cleveland-Cliffs , the
decision to expand operations at two m ines in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan reflected a "change in
philosophy" - a growing wariness about investing in
overseas properties after Venezuelan and Peruvian
nationalizations and worry about general political
instability. The expansion p rogram is scheduled to begin
yielding additional iron ore tonnage by m id- 1979 , which
will supply the participating steel companies .
There are indications that corporations are adapting to
a wartime perspective in the short-term . The most
obvious example of this is heavy purchases of
ferromanganese by steel producers and other industrial
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users in anticipation of the outbreak of war in South
Africa and cut off of the only source of supply of that
commodity. In addition, com modity traders indicate that
the recent stronger buying of copper, tin , and other
m etals may be due in part to corporations getting into
those metals not only as a hedge against inflation,
but in case regional wars disrupt normal supply flows.
Spreading this wartime mentality, the National
Commission on Shortages and Supplies (NCS S ) this week
called on Congress to increase the National Strategic
Stockpiles of raw m aterials because of the threat of
" local wars and civil disturbances . " The NCSS report
pointed in particular to southern Africa, which supplies
the U . S . with copper, manganese, chromium , cobalt,
asbestos , uranium , and other critical raw materials.
These developments are taking place against a
backdrop of moves by key Atlanticist-controlled
corporations such as General E lectric and Atlantic
R ichfield (ARCO) to ensure that they have supplies of
vital raw materials under control. On Jan. 1 2 , just hours
after a Federal Appeals Court Judge turned back the
F ederal Trade Commission' s attempt to block Arco's
acquisition of Anaconda, the m erger was completed,
giving Arco access to uranium oxide as well as copper
m ining and refining industries. The uranium oxide , used
in making fuel for nuclear reactors, gives the major oil
company further control over alternate sources of
energy, in the tradition of the Continental Oil purchase of
Consolidation Coal.

Anaconda was open for takeover because of the
severely depressed state of the entire copper industry. In
1975 Anaconda registered a net loss of $39 . 8 million,
stemming from the collapsed industrial and speculative
demand for copper. In June of 1 9 7 5 world copper prices
plumm eted to a low of 52 cents after rising " to a high of
$ 1 .52 in the commodity boom of the previous year.
Tenneco Inc . ,
a Houston-based
diversified oil,
manufacturing, and gas transmission company, also
hoped to acquire Anaconda , but c ouldn't compete with
Arco' s offer.

Multinational Oil Companies
Step Up L ooting Of U. S. Economy

Simultaneously, the multinational oil companies are
moving to get Proj ect Independence off the ground - the
energy conservation and " developm ent" program that is
the model for all other autarkic move s . Exemplary of the
insane schemes for achieving energy independence that
are proliferating is the report prepared for Carter by a
task force headed up by his Keynesian economic advisor,
Lawrence Klein. The gist of the Klein report, which is
being carefully considered by the Carter transition team
at present, is that "price incentives " are the best
approach to conservation and energy development. The
report argues the long-standing m ultinational line that
"higher prices through a relaxation of price controls on
oil and new natural gas" are needed to give the oil

companies the incentive to invest in exploration.
E ven without ramming through full decontrol of
energy prices, multinational oil company looting of the
rest of the economy through rising energy prices has
continued to grow . In 1973 the total energy bill for the
U . S . economy was $70 billion or 5 per" cent of Gross
National Product. In 1975, " after the 400 per cent OPEC
price rise engineered by the S even S isters , the total
energy bill was a staggering $ 1 50 billion or 10 per cent of
" GN P . Total energy costs in 1 976 were in the $ 1 50 billion to
$200 billion range . Between May and October of this year
the fuel and related products and power component of the
wholesale price index rose at an 1 8 . 5 per cent annual
range, compared to a 6 . 1 per c ent annual rate of increase
for all other industrial commodities. The fuel costs had to
be absorbed by manufacturers , who could not pass the
entirety of the increase on because of soft demand
throughout the economy.
The increases in fuel cost to industry have been
staggering . Cleveland-Cliffs j ust announced a 4.5 per
cent increase on iron ore pellets , citing the increased cost
of fuel and capital expenditure s . Over the first half of
1 9 76 the base energy costs of the iron ore producer rose
an excess of 25 per cent. In 1 9 70 U . S . steel paid $ 1 4.90 for
energy per average ton of product. In 1 9 76 the cast was
over $60 . Both Cleveland-Cliffs and U . S . Steel have been
subj ected to the natural gas " shortage" this winter and
have had to pay excess for a lternate fuels or unregulated
natural gas.

1 976 Steel Prod uction Still Below 1 974 Level
STE E L

1976 was a complete disaster for the steel industry.
While total world steel production rose some 6 . 2 per cent
form 1975 levels, the total production figure of 690 m illion
metric tons was off almost 20 m i llion mt from 1974's
record level of 708 million mt. Following is a breakdown
of steel production over the past 3 years ( in million
metric tons ) :

1 974

1 9 75

1 976

USSR
USA
EEC
JAPAN

136
1 35
1 55
117

140
108
125
1 02

146
117
132
107

World Tota l

708

•

/'

- - --

...

650

.._- -- - -

690

* ( 1 976 figures are prelim inary figures supplied by the
Int's Iron and Steel Institute in Brussels)

Om itted from these figures for 1 9 76 are the facts that
m uch of the steel produced was sold at very low price
levels , in frequent cases below cost. The auto sector in
m any countries , especially the U . S . , single handedly held
up the steel sector throughout the second half of the year
as utilization rates fell to below 70 per cent. In the U . S .
these factors translated into an earnings-to-revenues
ratio of 3 . 6 per cent, below the level obtained during the
recession year of 1975.
In West Germany prelim inary figures released by the
Federal Office of Statistics inindicate a 5 per cent
p roduction gain over the disastrous level of 1975. Still,
crude steel production of perhaps 42 . 5 m i llion mt will be
well below the 53.2 million mt record of 1974. German
steel mills are currently operating at 60 per cent of
capacity and unemploym ent in the industry is now equal
to 20 per cent of the work force , or 58 ,000 workers .
Expectations for 1977 are cautious , with a 5 per cent
possible increase over 1 9 76 the current guess by West
G erman steelmen. December output of 1 04,900 tons was
1 5 ,000 tons below November' s poor figure .
Falck, Italy's largest private steel producer, and
second largest overall recently announced that an
additional 1 , 500 workers will be put on shorttime in the
Milan region due to a drastic fall in demand. Plants
involved in the cutbacks will c lose one week per month in
each of the first four months of this year.
E CO N O M ICS
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In Japan, production for the first quarter 1977 is
expected to drop an additional 2 . 3 m illion tons (8 per
cent) from the already low level of the fourth quarter of
1976. Steel output for the entire fiscal year is estimated to
post only a 4 per cent increase over the previous fiscal
year to about 1 1 4 million mt. It is expected that as a
result of this lim ited increase Japanese steelmakers will
cut their capital expenditures by a s m uch as $ 1 . 4 billion,
further weakening the Japanese economy. S o me
proj ected cutbacks are as follows :

Company

1 976-Expenditures

1977 ( Proj ected)

Nippon Steel
Kawasaki Steel
Sum itomo Metals
Nippon Kokan K.K.

$1 .03 bn
$698 mn
$850 mn
$ 500 mn

$600 mn
$667 mn
$800 mn
$477 mn
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As their situation further deteriorates steelmakers are
making additional layoffs and cutting b ack on capital
spending on the theory that it' s only a matter of time
before capital spending and employment pick up in other
sectors .
In another development, U . S . Steel has agreed to a
p lan worked out by the government to reduce pollution at
its C lairton works in the Monongahela Valley. The plan
forces expenditures of $600 million by USS but more
importantly will reduce employment in the a rea , and has

already caused the shutting down of No. 18 coke oven
battery. This latter sacrifice will result in the loss of
370 ,000 tons of coke, and 3 . 3 billion cubic feet of coke oven
gas annually, the equivalent of heating 9 ,000 homes. This
case merely serves to indicate another major problem
confronting
steelmakers ,
that
of
government
intervention in the industry forced by environmentalists .
A lthough some types of pollution control are necessary,
this type of panicked intervention will only result in
increased unemploymen t and the siphoning off of
revenues needed for capital expenditures.
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Ara bs, E EC, Move to Brea k Rockefe l l er
Co ntro l of Oi l Ma rkets
The European Economic Com m unity and its Arab trad
ing partners have added an important new dim ension to
the c luster of oi l-for-technology trade
deals which have proliferated in the weeks since the
close of the December 1976 O P E C conference. With the
goal of increased energy production. industrial growth .
and development for both sides of the Mediterranean
firm ly in mind. the Euro�Arab axis has undertaken to
break the international oil markets free of Rockefeller
dom ination . delivering to the O P E C nations control over
the marketing of their energy supplies through
nationalized oil-pr.oducing concerns . and destroying Wall
Street's oil weapon before it is wielded against a rebel
lious Europe by an angry Carter Adm inistration.
To this end, the leadership of OPEC has begun to
attack the Trilateral Com mission-controlled Interna
tional Energy Agency and Rockefeller's oil multi
nationals. OPEC has linked its attacks to a campaign for
EEC cooperation in cutting short all Rockefeller
attempts to milk a speculative p r�fit from sales of th e
cheaper supplies of Saudi Arabian crude oil now com ing
onto the international market. The Europeans are co
operating in this anti-profiteering enterprise. and are
stepping up their efforts to break Saudi Arabia per
manently out of the Rockefeller c a m p . This development
would insure increasing supplies of Arab oil to a hoped
for cartel arrangement among the E E C ' s nationalized oil
companies.
Toward a European Oil Cartel

During the December 1976 OPEC conference. Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) opted for a
five per cent increase in the price of their oil exports.
OPE C ' s remaining eleven members settled on a ten per
cent hike. This two-tier pricing system left Rockefeller ' s
o i l executives scratching their head s . The Wall Street
Journal and the New York Times spun off tales of splits
within the cartel despite affirm ations to the contrary by
the Saudis . Venezuela and the Shah of Iran. In fact. the
two-tier system was diabolically designed to expose the
Wall Street oil giants' speculative game of price shaving
and market manipulation.
Shortly after the OPEC meeting Saudi Arabian Oil
Minister Sheikh Ahm ed Zaki Yam ani publicly warned
the four Rockefe ller-dom i nated com panies that
participate in the Arabian-A merican Oil Company
(Aramco) not to attempt profiteering with the cheaper

Saudi Arabian crude. Later. the S audi government
issued a call to nations consum ing S audi oil for " strict
auditing measures of the prices at which Saudi crude oil
insuring that no party other
is sold in their countries
than the final consumer benefits from the low prices . "
I n response. the European E conomic Community
( E E C ) has established a comprehesive oil price
reporting plan which will expose any price manipulation
'
by the multies in the European m arkets. The proposal
came directly from the E E C ' s five nationalized oil
companies under the leadership of Italy ' s EN!. It is
designed to free Europe of the Rockefellers ' energy para
sitism . which since the 1973 Mideast oil war has squeezed
the European "independents " out of the oil business
while forcefeeding the continent with overpriced oil via
the International Energy Agency. The recent Euro-Arab
oil-for-technology deals insure that Western Europe's
refining and oil dependent industries such as petro
chemicals . now depressed at 60 per cent utilization, will
be cranked up to full capacity.
• . . .

Euro Markets to be Widened

E urope is looking forward as well to building expanded
oil markets in alliance with the Arabs. Following
adoption of the E E C ' s price reporting plan. EEC Vice
President Simonet wrote that E urope must have a "heal"
thy oil industry, earning enough to m ake the investments
needed for exploring and developing new oil sources and
adapting refining capacity to future needs . This will be
acheived through "conditions of fair competition . " If
enforced. the anti-profiteering campaign can at
m inimum limit the mafioso-style t�ctics companies like
Rockefeller' s Exxon have long used to gain hegemony in
the international oil business. It can as well give the
European companies the m aneuvering room to set up a
cartel arrangement. establishing benchmark prices for
imported crude and refined products. The prestigious
London-based Petroleum Economist reports that this
p lan has . not suprisingly. been heated i y opposed by the
m ultis.
A battery of new proj ects are aimed at increasing the
flow of Mideast oil into Western E urope by a minimum of
1 . 5 million barrels a day. By summer of 1 9 7 7 . four new
pipelines less than a year old will feed the Med iterranean
with OPEC crude. significantly a lleviating the high costs
of shipping oil around the horn of A frica . The Saudis. who
sit on the largest reserves in O P E C . announced last
E N ERGY
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month that the longstanding 8 . 5 mi llion barrels a day
ceiling on their production would be lifted .
The Saudi government's upcom ing full nationalization
of the Mobil-Exxon-Texaco-SoCal Aramco combine will
give it greatly increased power to decide where Saudi oil
is sold and will set the stage for other producers to assert
greater political control of their oil m inus ihe multis.
_
In the last week, the Italian semi-public chemical
Montedison sent a high-ranking company official,
Guiseppe Ratti , to the Persian G ulf to begin negotiation
around the form ing of a j oint venture for a new petro
chemical complex with Abu Dhabi and Kuwait.
Montedison is also engaging Libya in a sim ilar proposal.
The Middle East oil producing state s , according to the
Oil and Gas Journal are estimated to be allocating $67
billion in future down stream developm ent, a healthy
percentage of which will go to p lant and equipment for
petrochemical production.
Saudi A rabia Key

Europe, with the British and their M ideast c ontacts in
the lead, are prying the Saudis out of the Rockefeller
camp - a developm ent key to establishing the desired
realignm ent in the oil business. S audi Arabia has begun
to realign its traditional dependence on the U . S . for
imports and technology in favor of the Europeans and
Japan. A recent article in the Saudi Gazette detailed the
scope of the shift, reporting that $5 billion of military aid
from Britian has cut into the country' s arms dependency
on the U . S . Saudi Oil Minister Y a mani will open talks
next month with a group of Japanese businessmen
interested in investments aimed at the development of
new oil fields capable of producing five m illion barrels a
day - without the participation of R ockefeller' s four
Aramco partners. According to the Asahi Evening News
"if (the Japanese) participation is perm itted , there will
be international repercussions si nc e , at present, major
Am erican oil companies have a m onopoly in Saudi
Arabia. "
Underneath the efforts t o expand oil production i s a
quiet but persistent dialogue over a lternative forms of
energy , in which nuclear generation is being seriously
considered. The F inancial Times of London reports this
week that debate within the British cabinet will take up
the nuclear question . According to the Times, the British
Control Policy Review Staff is proposing that Britain
concentrate on exporting nuclear p lant and technology to
the wealthy Mideast oil-producing states . The director of
the British Nuclear Power Company , which would be in
the center of such an export drive . is a strong advocate of
fusion energy as the new a lternative source .
Similarly, the Soviets are taking a strong behind the
scenes role in forging a new Arab-E uropean energy pact
underscored by an item in Red S tar last week. For the
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first tim e , the Soviets address the " intensifying quest on
the part of certain states in the region (the Mideast - .
E d . ) to take under their own control the extraction and .
sale of oil. "

Sa u d i s Get To u g h with Fo u r
Mu l tis i n Ara mco
The Saudi Arabian governm ent h a s granted the
four oil companies that participate in the Arabian
Am erican Oil Compnay (Aramco) the go-ahead to
lift and market additional crude oil now that the
traditional 8 . 5 million barrel-a-day production
ceiling has been removed. :a ut there' s a catch . .
In the past the four - Mobil, Exxon, SoCal and
Texaco - could resell the oil to whomever and on
whatever term s they pleased. This time the Saudis
have attached the unprecedented requirement that
the oil must be sold only to those parties designated
by the Saudi government.
The surprise decision from Riyadh is backed up
by an agreement with the E uropean E conomic
Community to give the cartel of nationalized
E uropean oil companies a boost . According to a
former Middle East diplomat, " the : Saudis want to
make sure that the E uropean national. oil
companies can buy directly from Aramco. If the
Aramco partners try to exclude, ENI, Elf
Aquitaine and so on - they will try, although that
will be very stupid - then they will have serious
problems in Saudi Arabia . "
A Wall Street financial analyst who specializes in
oil, interviewed here today, underscored the new
tough attitude on the part of the Saudis . He
disclosed that Exxon and the others only went along
with the Saudi decision because R iyadh threatened
to market the entirety of its output independently.
He added that the long overdue complete
nationalization of Aramco would soon be finalized
with the Saudi government taking 10 per cent of its
production to market directly to the Third World .
As well . the Saudis have put the screws on the
marketing procedures of the four companies,
requesting detailed auditing reports from both the
companies and the consuming nations as a means
of insuring that cheaper price for Saudi oil be
passed on to the consumer.
The new purchasers of Saudi oil will be disclosed
to Aramco next week in London, according to the
Ne w York Tim es.

I ra n 's Sh ifti ng Deve l opment Perspecti ve Antici pates
Greater State Contro l Of Oi l
Negotiations are near completion between the National
Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and its Italian counterpart
ENI to form a joint company . The deal will provide the
Iranian government with a new m eans of marketing its
oil without the participation of the m ultinational ( " S even
Sisters " ) oil companies. NIOC is scheduled to buy up a 50
per cent share in ENI ' s distribution and refinery
networks in Africa and Europe, exc luding Italy. The deal
is part of a campaign by the Iranian government to use
its oil resources to negotiate state-to-state trade
contracts which will insure inputs of technology into Iran
and expertise to revitalize its developm ent plans .
Throughout 1976, NIOC has m arkedly stepped up its
independent marketing of oil either by direct sales to
foreign customers or through j oint ventures which
together presently account for over 20 per cent of Iran' s
total o i l sales , according t o a NIOC official. Increased
utilization of NIOC gives Iran the ability to decide
politically to whom and on what term s Iran' s oil will be
sold. NIOC has thus acted as the key source of pressure
on the Shah of Iran to shift the nation ' s budgetary
priority from its large defense budget to agriculture and
industrial development.
Iran has signed a series of new and extensive trade
agreements and protocols with the Com econ , totaling
over $10 billion in the last six month s . Exemplary of such
deals is a $2 .5 billion contract with Czechoslovakia for
Iranian liquified natural gas to be supplied from a
pipeline extending through the Soviet Union into Western
Europe. Radio Free Europe reports that this is the
largest foreign deal ever signed by the Czechs . A set of
deals has also been estab lished to diversify Iran's
economy away from strict dependence on oil. Italy' s ENI
is set to build a new steel mill on the Persian Gulf ; the
Soviets are enlarging a plant at Isfahan ; India has
contracted to supply Iran with ore.
Challenges to Chase

According to a recent report in the Washington Post,

NIOC has repeatedly locked horns with the Iranian
m ilitary establishm ent over Iran ' s oil pricing policy. The.
m ilitary which is politically depe!1dent on the U . S .
weapons firm s has pressured the Shah into a hawkish
posture on oil prices in order to fund Iran' s mammoth $10
billion defense budget. Iran ' s defense expenditures and a
development plan with a focus on high consumption
prim arily dictated by Rockefeller-allied firms have
contributed to Iran' s deepening economic crisis despite
its $20 billion a year income in oil revenues . According to
the London Tim es, British contractors are pulling out of
Iran for lack of funds from Iranian c lients . Moreover.
num erous Iranian businesses and industries have been
shut out of Iran's national credit market due to a
worsening cash flow proble m . This problem has placed
additional political pressure on the S hah.
Under such conditions, the Shah s ignificantly won a
six-month long fight with close associate David
Rockefeller over the rate of interest on a $.5 billion loan
to be extended through a consortium of New York banks
led by Chase Manhattan . Chase , according to the
Financial Tim es, was calling into
question Iran ' s
national sovereignty when negotiating loan term s , but in
November the bank backed down and gave the loan to
Iran at the requested low rate.
Like its oil-producing neighbors , Iran desires to use its
rapidly dim inishing oil reserves ( I ran estimates 20 years
of crude in the ground) for p etrochem ical production
rather than as a simple fuel source. The managing
director of the Iranian National P etrochemical Co. , B .
Mostifi has announced that by late 1 9 7 8 o r early i n 1980,
Iran will have invested $3 billion in new petrochemical
facilities . In an interview two weeks ago with the Italian
daily II Giornale, the Shah surprisingly praised the late
Italian oil maverick Enrico Mattei for his fight against
the world oil monopoly held by the multinational oil
companies - an indication of which way the wind is
blowing in Iran.

Bri tish Govern m ent Debat i ng Outl i n es of
long-Term E nergy Stra tegy
A series of recommendations from British government
bodies over the last several weeks testifies to the
government's intention to go for a large-scale , long-term
development of energy production , both in Britain and

internationally. This marks a sharp divergence from the
" Operation Independence " strategy of the incoming
Carter Adm inistration in the United States. Stressing the
need for continued developm ent of the most highly
E N ERGY
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advanced technologies in the energy field, the emerging
British program will push for im mediate modernization
and expansion of coal and oil supplies for domestic use,
with nuclear and energy technology generally being
developed for export to Arab and Third World countries.
Hydrocarbon De velopment

I

I

The British government's first priority in energy
development is obviously North Sea oil, but the high cost
of developing the oil reserves has put severe restraints
on the amount ot oil that can be economically pumped
from the sea bed . Consequently , most reliable sources
are warning that the country will already have enjoyed
the bulk of the benefits trom the North Sea by the mid1 980s. While this is more than enough time to give the
lovernment the leeway it needs to regenerate the
country' s economy, it hardly provides the basis for a
long-term energy policy.
To fill this energy gap, the National Coal Board
announced this week that it was embarking on a 25-year
investment program , dubbed P lan 2000 , which would
pump a total of 10 billion pounds into the industry and
would mean "virtually the rebuilding" ot coal capacity.
The NCB is aiming for the production of 1 70 million tons
of coal a year, as compared with 1 30 m illion tons in the
past five years , and to treble productivity by shutting
down exhausted pits and concentrating on equipping
existing viable and new pits with the most advanced
mining technology . The Coal Board ' s investment
program must still be approved by Parliament, and a
spokesman for the NCB stressed that its acceptance
would depend largely on trade union cooperation .
Why Not Nuclear Energy?

i

The general collapse ot industrial investment in the
past 5 to 10 years has had a major effect on such high
technology fields as nuclear energy where up-to-date
PfOduction is dependent upon a large research and
development sector. Britain ' s m ajor nuclear proj ect,
development of the light water AG R reactors , has finally
shown some success with the successful operation of the

Hunters Point and Hillingdon reactors, but the prospects
for expansion of domestic orders are practically
nonexistent since the Central E lectricity Generating
Board - the country's prim e nuc lear contractor a lready has a 40 per cent energy surplus.
Nonetheless, the government has consistently re
affirmed its comm itment to the development of nuclear
power, both in British companies and in the context of a
j oint European nuclear energy policy. Culha m , the site of
Britain' s fusion research center, is a central research
c enter for U .S . , European, and S oviet scientists, and a
major contender for the site of the European fusion
research proj ect.
The Central Policy Review Staff, the private "think
tank" tor the British Prime Minister, released a proposal
this past week which would allow for the continuation of
this critical high technology sector by restructuring it for
export, rather than the home market. The Nuclear
Power Company, the operating arm of the National
Nuclear Corporation, which is a government-inspired
amalgam of major power station contractors in which
the Government holds a 50 per cent stake and GEC
(General E lectric Corporation) 30 per cent, would have
major "turnkey" responsibility for export orders to the
Mideast and developing regions . Implicit in such a policy
would be a reversion to the " heavy-water" reactors of
the type developed by the U . S . which have has more
reliable completion and delivery dates.
This
export
strategy
for
nuclear technology
complements the decision announced by Energy
Minister Tony Benn several weeks ago to launch a major
campaign to export oil technolgy to the Mideast, Asia,
Africa and Latin America to allow for maximum oil
exploitation in those regions . The F inancial Times of
Dec . 30 linked this announcement directly to the "eclipse
of power of the major international oil companies," and
noted that ' 'there is now less likelihood that oil deposits in
any given country would be left undeveloped because
their development would go counter to the production
and marketing strategy of a major international oil
company. "

ERDA Ta k i ng An oth e r Look at Pro i ect
I ndepe n.d e n ce E n e rgy Prog ra ms
The Federal Energy R esearch and Development
Administra t ion (ERDA) is questioning the economic and
technical feasibility of aspects of the Rockefeller family
backed
Proj ect
Independence
energy
program,
according to articles in the Dec . 26 edition of the ERDA
Bulletin Inlorma tion . An E R D A review of current
research and developm ent efforts in oil shale and a
reevaluation of a pilot coal conversion proj ect show that
the generation of synthetic fuels from coal and oil carry a
"high
technical
risk, "
involve
substantive
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e n v i ronmental proble m s , . and enta i l econo m i c
uncertainties which have combined t o weaken
government and industrial comm itment to such proj ects,
reports the Bulletin .
Dr. Philip White , ERDA's Assistant Administrator for
Fossil Energy, noted in the Bulletin that the agency is
reevaluating the Clean Boiler Fuel Demonstration Plant
Proj ect (Coalcon) . The proposed Coalcon demonstration
plant, using a process called hydrocarbonation , would
use 2,600 tons of high sulfur coal a day to produce 3,500'

barrels of liquid fuels for use in boilers and 22 million
cubic feet of synthetic pipe-line gas. Currently , however ,
it appears doubtful that the plant will ever be built. This,
according to White, is because " the technology for
hydrocarbonization with aggl o m e rating coa l i s
.
considered t o b e high risk and the proj ected economics of
a full scale plant are marginal when compared with
proj ected
economics
of
other
coal
conversion
processes . "
The problem o f economic feasibility for a l l coal
conversion
schemes
is
highlighted
by
White' s
"Statement o n ERDA' s R and D Program i n O i l Shale"
published in the Bulletin . Here , White asserts that
because "production of liquid fuels from oil shale is
technically simpler than from coal (it is) consequently

cheaper, " and yet without financial assistance from the
government there will be no comm ercial shale oil plants
developed between now and 1985.
The development of shale oil synthetic fuel production
m ight be useful as a secondary fuel source in the context
of the necessary increased energy utilization required
for economic recovery, for it yields fuels which are
primarily important in the natio n ' s mass-transportation
sector and, as White points out, is the second most
plentiful domestic fossil resource .
ERDA estimates that the production co s ts for fuel
derived from shale oil would range from approximately
$ 10 to $29 per barrel, depending on the method used. The
Occidental method is claimed to cost only $6 per barrel.
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N e w M et h o d of E x t racti n g
S h a l e O i l R e p o rted
Occidental Petroleum . a private oil company. has
developed an economical capital-intensive method for
extraction of shale oil which c ircumvents the more
costly labor-intensive procedures being developed under
the auspices of the federal Energy Research and Deve
lopment Administration (ERDA ) . The Occidental me
thod is an in situ retort procedure. yielding kerosene
crude oil) from buried shale oil beds . Briefly. after dril
ling into the shale and removing some of it. a controlled
explosion is set off to loosen the oil-containing rock and
make it uniform . Pumped-in methane and air burn in the
upper part of the bed . thereby lowering the viscosity of
the shale oil which is then pumped out from the bottom
layers. (Lim iting the methane-air flow limits the fire to
the methane mix, and thus prevents the shale oil from
burning as well. ) Although m any other companies are
no longer pursuing the shale oil business, some of those
still in operation are planning to use this new method . Re
portedly the in situ retort procedure can produce kero
sene at the competative price of $6 per barrel, including
interest and profit. Occidental Operations Director Don
Bater says "We think our method is the only game in
town. "

O i l S p i l l H oax E x p o s e d
In 1973, the Ocean Affairs Board o f the National
Academy of Sciences sponsored a workshop on inputs,
fates, ,and effects of petroleum in the m aritime environ
ment. The workshop report makes it c lear that although
large oil spills are undesirable and may cause tempo
rary, short term biological damage, there is no basis in
fact to claim that they constitute or contribute to any sort
of ecological disaster. Following are several quotes from
one of the most comprehensive reports to the workshop ,
that of Clayton McAuliffe :
"Based on observations of previous m odera te to large
oil spills, the quality of sea wa ter should not be signif
icantly affected by modera te or e ven large spills of crude
oil or refined products. If affected, the affects are of
sbort dura tion. Probably the m ost important effect '
would be the pbysical presence of a floa ting oil slick. Oil
coming asbore would be a estheticly objectiona ble and
would interfere witb recrea tional activity . . . No in
stances of major damages to fisberies due to crude oil
ba ve been reported. "
The repert notes that in several previous oil spills ,
large plant and animal kills have been the direct result of
the application of toxic detergents and emulsifiers by
frenzied environmentalists , and not in fact due to the
spilled oil.
This report, and a reading of the circum stances and
press furor surrounding the statistically improbable
number of recent oil spills, leads to the conclusion that
the spills and resulting public ity is more political than
ecological.
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E x p e ri m e n ta l Evi d e n c e
T o Refute Q u antu m E l ectrod ynam i cs?
Quantum electrodynamics , the study of the particle
like properties of the electromagnetic field , has been
beset with tremendous conceptual problems since its
development 40 years ago. Although the approach does
not m ake internal sense. it has provided the most
accurate method of predicti n g features ' of the
electrom agnetic field of any theory ever devised. It has
been able to predict some properties of atoms and
charged particles to one part of a m i l lion !
The first serious challenge to quantum e lec-tro
dynamics approach emerged from an experimental dis
crepancy reported this week by a research group at the
University of Michigan. This group finds a difference of
more than one part in a thousand between the predicted
and observed value of a key quantity in quantum electro
dynamics.
The building block, in a conceptual sense, of quantum
electrodynamics is the fact that light, if it is of high
enough energy, can convert itself into an electron and
positron (an electron with positive charge) . Almost all of
the more complicated calculations in quantum electro
dynamics are based on the calculation of the properties
of the interconversion of an electron-positron pair and a
pair of light rays . The most recent data in the calculation
of the lifetime of the electron-positron pair (which can
exist in a quasi-stable state called positronium) differs
from the calculated value by about one half per cent.
If this discrepancy cannot be resolved, the foundations
of quantum electrodyna m i c s w i l l be serious ly
threatened. Such a discrepancy has been expected by
physicists since the 1 940s .

E R DA A n nou nces
Lase r A n a l ys i s T ec h n iq u e
The energy Research and Development Adminis
tration announced on Dec . 16 the developem ent of a
technique which heralds a new era of analytical capabili
tie s . Researchers at the Oak R idge laboratories have re
ported that they have been able to detect a single atom of
cesium in a sample of at least 1 0 quintillion ( 1 0 billion
billion) other atoms and molecules of different kinds .
In this method, a laser beam of a frequency and inten
sity unique for the atom to be detected is pulsed into a
chamber containing the sample. The particular atom is
energized and thereby ionized by the bea m , while the
other atoms are unaffected . The detection and counting
is actually done on the single electrons which the ioniza
tion of the atom in question has yielded. Although ERDA
has so far indicated applications to compositional
analysis only, the method should provide information
and insights concerning chemical reactions , and field
m atter relationships within ato m s . Over the longer
range , there is also the possibility of using the laser tech
nique to trace impurities in gases by collecting the
ionized atoms on properly charged surfaces .

Fo rm e r Fre n c h Ad m i ra l Ad voca tes E u ro pe /s
D i se n gag e m e n t fro m NATO

In a two-part article published in Le Monde Jan. 12
and 1 3, form er French Admiral An toine Sanguinetti
called for Europe 's "disengagem ent " from NA TO on the
grounds tha t "the Atlantic Alliance has slipped toward
new finalities, tending to irreversibly ensure the United
States ' economic and political con trol o ver a Europe
which is potentially its main industrial and comm ercial
rival. " The following are excerpts from Admiral
Sanguinetti 's article.

- '( . . . ) The evolution of American strategy, from the
alliance's inception, has always resulted from the US'
concern to protect itself from the risks of a E uropean
war. Begun at the time of the American atomic monopoly
under the aegis of 'massive retaliation' against any
Soviet aggression in Europe , it evolved, along with the
rise in power of Soviet nuclear forces , toward the
'graduated response' of Mr. McNamara , who announced,
in June 1 963, a counterforce strategy to ' incite the enemy
to spare American cities . ' In 1 974, as the Soviet force had
acquir�d the capacity to annihilate the U . S . territory,
Mr. Schlesinger continued to evoke a strategy of attack
against enemy military obj ectives ; but the doctrine
became more refined , to limit e ven more the risks of
extension of the hostilities to the American sanctuary: . . .
To this end, (Mr. Schlesinger) breaks all the means of
deterrence and defense down to a 'triad' : conventional
forces are designed to oppose conventional attacks ;
theater nuclear forces to oppose nuclear attacks against
the theater ; finally, the strategic force s , directed against
the enemy ' s sanctuary, will tend exclusively to prevent a
general nuclear conflict, although they can, if necessary,
reinforce the theater nuc lear forces in the carrying-out of
their lim ited mission.
The fact that the tactical nuclear forces have become
theater nuclear forces means , unam biguously, that their
use is conceivable only on theaters which do not involve
the U . S . sanctuary. On these theaters , there will
henceforth be a tendency to accept defensive combat
rather than to deter it . . . .
Such conceptions are perfectly coherent, one could
even say judiciously reasoned from the exclusive
standpoint of American interests . They are more
difficult to accept for a European conscious that
American security is to be won at the price of accepting
additional and exorbitant risks for the people of our
continent . . . .

Whereas Mr. McNamara' s 'gradl,lated response'
doctrine did not, in fact, assign any a priori limit to
escalation and maintained a s a last resort, for the
protection of the European theater, the diffuse threat of a
total American strategic involvem ent, the Schlesinger
doctrine ' eliminates this possibility. It is impossible to
better notify the adversary that, in case a conflict
becomes necessary in Europe, he can thrown himself
into it without extraordinary fears regarding his own
sanctuary.
Such an attitude involves , of course, the major danger
of facilitating a future armed intervention by the Soviets
in Europe. But it has essential advantages for the
Am ericans , in case they should find it in their interest to
detonate the conflict.
In this regard , one cannot overstress the importance
of Europe in a conjuncture m arked by a confrontation of
the two superpowers for world domination. The spiritual ,
demographic, cultural and econom ic weight o f our
continent is such that its definitive collapse into one or
the other camp would guarantee that camp with a
decisive advantage in its overall design. Consequently, it
is preferable for both that E urope be totally destroyed
rather than appropriated , unharmed, by the adversary .
Let those who are still too naive and doubt this find
another explanation for the stockpiling by both camps of
over 1 2 ,000 tactical nuclear warheads, all ready to
explode, as well as for their possible use.
Indeed, beyond the ravages and suffering already
unleashed by a conventional conflict, the use of such a
high number of atomic weapons on our continent would
necessarily mean its desertific ation and the annihilation
of its population, with no risks to the main protagonists .
The very idea of such a possibility should be intolerable
to the threatened E uropeans . . . .
The com ing to office of Mr. Jim m y Carter in the U . S .
h a s elicited certain hopes. L e t u s , however, remember
the continuity of American options . . . and let us note that,
among the old political roaders who gravitate around the
new president-elect, we precisely find Mr. James
S chlesinger, a member of the 'Com m ittee on the Present
Danger' and an open supporter of preemptive warfare . . . .
I n the coming months, there will b e n o shortage of
more or less real causes for conflicts , nor even of
possibilities to manufacture som e . At a time when storms
are brewing on all sides of the international
skies-monetary disorder, economic enslavement,
general indebtednes s , impoverishment of Third-World
M I L ITARY STRATEGY
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It is urgent that the citizens of European countries
free themselves from the control of pressure groups ,
which place ideological enslavem ent o r material interest
above the independence and the freedom of action of
their nations. It is urgent that E uropean countries
disengage from the ideological bloc s , whose primitive
antagonism may very rapidly lead to a cataclysmic
confrontation.

countries as well as of the i m m ense maj ority of
individuals, and, finally, the temptation to substitute
confrontation for dialogue , we must remember the
teachings of history. History shows that societal conflicts
have often been treated through violence and
persecution , and internal difficulties masked by external
adventures . And we must reflect that things do not only
occur to others .

U SSR An swe rs 'Tea m B ' Re port
The official Soviet press has stepped up attacks on
Western propaganda about a " S oviet threat" to the U.S . ,
identifying its source a s the Committee on the Present
Danger (CPD ) , the Am erican Security Council, and the
"Team A" vs. "Team B" strategic intelligence estimate
controversy. A major feature in the p arty daily, Pravda,
on Jan. 8 located the " Soviet threat" campaign as an at
tempt to " shock the population" and step up arms spend
ing and militarization in the West. The following day
Pravda warned that " the danger stemming from this
kind of hysteria must not be underestim ated . "
Pravda warned that a U . S . push t o surpass the Soviet
Union in strategic capability - the CPD-dominated
"Team B" demand - would be viewed in the Soviet
Union as a departure from the West' s own notion of a
" balance of forces." The clear implica tion of the Pra vda
article is that if the CPD line becom es dominant in the
West, the USSR will vie w this as a declara tion of intent to
go to war.

The paper particularly debunked scenarios of Soviet
tank invasions of Western E urope as completely
incompetent. The real military issue in Europe, Pravda
stressed , is not "tank superiority, " but " the strategic
conceptions and military program s " of NATO and the
Warsaw Pact - for instance , the placement of "huge
stocks of (NATO) tactical nuclear weapons" at the
�
borders of the socialist countries. This deployment,
known as " forward defense , " has previously been
characterized by Warsaw Pact spokesmen as a
blitzkrieg strategy against the East.

Politics Decides

It is politics that decides everything in matters of war
and peace, declared Pravda on Jan. 8. The perception of
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U . S . politics , expressed in Pravda, and simultaneously in
the Soviet military paper Red Star, is that the "Team B "
line represents tremendous pressure o n Jim my Carter
I\ot to go for a new strategic arms agreement with the
USSR.
The Soviet Union is publicly giving credence to
Carter's ostensibly pro-detente utterances : his prom ised
reductions in the defense budget and stated desire to
succeed in negotiations with the Soviets to curb arm s .
This credulity is based o n a profound wish that the Carter
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n m i g h t c o n t ra c t d i s a r m a m e n t
agreem ents and not give full rein t o James Schlesinger
(the ideologue of the CPD ) to p rovoke confrontation, and
that such agreements would m ake war less likely. The
Soviet response to the "Team B " ruckus indicates that
even this flawed hope that war could be avoided in a
world still dominated by Schachtian economic policies is
disintegrating.
The Soviet government daily, Izvestia, in a Jan. 8
feature on disarmam ent which also included the line that
Carter is basically favorable to Soviet disarmament
initiatives , also pointed to a fundamental factional issue
in the United States - the question of development.
Noting that massive m ilitary spending precludes
solution of global problems such as food production and
raw materials development, Izvestia observed that " it is
possible that precisely these growing global needs will
finally force some of the most stubborn people of the
bourgeoisie to recognize the necessity of shifting
resources for social purposes . " I zvestia cited Edward
Teller - the Rockefeller family scientist who in 1 976 was
brought to the point of advocating fusion power
development by the impact of Soviet adva:nces in that
field - for his estimate that U . S . energy needs require
investments seven times the size of what now goes for
arm s .
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Trade U n i o n leader Rev i ves Sc hacht Prog ra m
for W . Germ a n Workers
Heinz Oskar Vetter, the chairman of the West G erman
Trade Union Confederation and a former Trilateral
Commission member, has been m aking headlines
throughout West Germany over his call for a shorter
work week with less pay to relieve unemployment.
Under Vetter' s plan, employees would work fewer
hours with no compensation in wages , and the time and
money saved would help establish m ake-work j obs for
West Germany's more than one m illion unemployed.
Top industrial sources have already compared the plan
to the slave labor programs of Nazi F inance Minister
Hj almar Schacht. "In the early 1 930s , people like F ranz
von Papen , banker Max Warburg , and the Braun
Com mission elaborated an entire p rogram which Vetter
is just plagarizing, " said one source . " Schacht m erely
took up von Papen ' s labor progra m , and that ' s what
Vetter wants now. "
Predictably, Vetter's only support comes from fellow
Atlanticists and assorted labor counterinsurgents. Free
Democratic Party (FOP) parliam entarian Otto G raf von
Lambsdorff endorsed Vetter' s plan, as has FOP
chairman and West German F oreign Minister Hans
Dietrich Genscher. Norbert Bluem , a member of the
opposition Christian Democratic Party (CDU ) ' s Social
Policy Comm ittee, has been defending Vetter' s plan on
the grounds that it will avoid the danger of setting up real
public works slave-labor j obs !
Aside from these few individuals, there is broad
opposition to Vetter' s call for s lave labor, opposition
which has isolated him politically, and formed the
nucleus of a joint industry-union push for new skilled jobs
as the way to fight unemployment. Adolf Schm idt, a

Social Democratic party ( S P D ) p arliamentarian and the
chairman of the Miners and E nergy Union, has
countered Vetter with his union' s program of more
energy-intensive j obs through the construction of nuclear
power plants . The Printers Union and the White Collar
E m p loyees Confederation (DAG ) , both influenced
strongly by the S P D , rej ected V etter's call. E ven the
Metal Workers (IGM) chairman, E ugen Loderer,
another former Trilateral Com m ission m ember, has
been able to support Vetter only hesitantly because of the
opposition in his own union to s lave labor.
The most searing criticism of V etter's slave labor p lan
- and all other such program s - appeared in a Jan. 6
editorial by Hans Mindorf in Handelsbla tt, the West
G erman financial daily. Mindorf attacked Vetter by
name and lashed out at all de industrializing schemes
that would destroy West G ermany' s major economic
asset - its highly skilled and p roductive labor force .
" Rationalizing j obs away . . .is j ust not what the market
economy is about, " Mindorf said. " . . . Lim iting productiv
ity and progress would cost too m uch because industry
would have to create 250 ,000 new j obs j ust to limit
p rogress at the level used today. The problem with all
these solutions is that they are not compensated for by
increased productivity ; they would only be sensible in
theory. "
Mindorf concluded by rem inding Vetter that even his
own unions have rej ected his call. " Vetter, by the way,
p rovoked strong protest from the individual trade unions
over his proposals to shorten the work week with no
compensation pay, and thes e individual unions know
their members better than Vetter does . "

Debre Forms 'Co m m i ttee of Pu b l i c Safet y'
to lead Ga u l l i st Dri ve for Power
Following the French
Constitutional
Council's
controversial Jan. 5 ruling that the election of a
European
parliament
does
not
contradict
the
Constitution of the Fifth R epublic authored by the late

G eneral De Gaulle in 1 9 5 8 , former French Prime
Minister Michel Debre has announced that he will
officially create a " Committee for the Independence and
Unity of France. " The new Gaullist committee,
E U ROPE
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announced by Debr6 at a Jan. 20 press conference, will
act to stymie President Giscard d ' Estaing' s plans to
integrate- France into an Atlanticist-dominated "political
Europe, " and to frustrate former Prime Minister
Jacques Chirac ' s stated desire to m ake accommodations
w ith the president on this issue . Debr6 has already stated
that he will challenge careerist Chirac ' s leadership over
the Gaullist RPR party, and possibly found a new party
dedicated to the implem entation of a rigorous national
independence policy.
In anticipation of his press conference, Debr6 said in
the Jan. 14 issue of the French newsdaily, Le Figaro, that
his fundamental goal is the formation of an emergency
"public safety" governm ent, whose function will be to
save France from general economic collapse and
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Atlanticist control. Debr6 stated that this government
must, at the latest, be formed immediately after the
m unicipal elections, scheduled for the end of March.
A lready, several Gaullist personalities and groups
have voiced support for · Debr6 ' s initiative. RPR member
A lexandre Sanguinetti said la s t week that, should the
European election plan go through Parliament,
G iscard' s government would lose all " legitimacy, even
though it would still be legal in the technical sense of the
word . "
The Gaullist youth group Union des Jeunes pour Ie
Progre� i s sued a Jan. 1 1 communique declari.ng itself
"ready to join all those, including the Communists and
the Royalists , who would like to thwart the disastrous
and dangerous Giscardian initiative . "

MIDDLE EAST

Th e Abu Dao ud Affa i r
The Abu Daoud affair was staged from the beginning to
force a crisis in the growing alliance against the dollar
between the Arab states and Europe. Rockefeller's Die
Spinne terrorist networks, including Interpol. and its
French. W. German, and Israeli networks. arranged the
Paris arrest of Palestinian leader Abu Daoud to provoke
Arab rage against the European governments involved
and to provide a context for terrorist incidents and
counter-terrorist repression.
The provocation backfired. however. despite an inter
national press effort to turn the arrest into a full-fledged
anti-Arab campaign. and even conservative French
press sources are now openly discussing the fact that the
U . S . CIA and related intelligence agencies were behind
the whole affair. To be more specific than these French
sources. the arrest involved the Interpol network of
police and paramilitary right-wing organizations as well
as the leftist networks of the Washington -based Institute
for Policy Studies. with the entire operation under the
aegis of the U . S . National Security Council and the Rock
efeller financial interests.
The Facts of the Abu Daoud A ffair

Abu Daoud. also known as Mohamed Daoud Odeh. is a
39-year-old Palestinian leader of Al F atah, the grouping
within the Palestine Liberation Organization led by
Vasser Arafat.
Abu Daoud arrived in Paris Jan. 5 from Beirut. after
having obtained a proper visa from the French foreign
ministry. On Jan. 6 he met with French officials at the
foreign ministry to discuss the investigation of the
murder of PLO representative Mamdouh Saleh. gunned
down in Paris a week earlier by Israeli agents operating
with the complicity of French Interior Minister Michel
.� Poniatowski.
Saleh's assassin was identified at a public press
conference in Paris by leading Gaullist Vincent Montell.
Monteil named Harlay Libermann . the Israeli military
attachl! in Paris in 1965. as the coordinator of a
continentwide hit squad responsible for a series of
murders of Palestinian Arabs . Montell stated that he had
provided the evidence on Liberm ann to French
authorities. but had achieved no result.
On Jan. 8. Abu Daoud was suddenly arrested by the
French secret police (DST) . It was initially reported that
the arrest was made on the basis of an Interpol warrant
issued by West Germany. which blamed Abu Daoud for
the 1 972 Munich OlympiCS massacre. Later. however, it
was revealed that West Germany had issued no such
request, and the DST and Interpol had acted solely in
cooperation with Israeli Intelligence.
Israeli Intelligence. meanwhile. contacted the right-

wing Bavarian state government in West Germany.
dom inated by the political m achine of neo-Nazi Franz
Josef Strauss and his Christian Social Union. to get them
to put pressure on the federal government to demand
Abu Daoud' s extradition froJ.ll F rance.
Aware of the
international crisis that such an event would cause. the
West German government stalled and refused to grant
the Bavarian request.
The incident. solely the result of an Interpol provo
cation. developed as a major political crisis for France.
The Arab states put trem endous pressure on France.
while Gaullist and com munist forces inside France
sharply attacked the DST and Poniatowski'
s interior
.
m inistry over the arrest.
On Jan. 1 1 . Abu Daoud was released unconditionally
and flown to Algeria.
Interpol 's Failure

F rom the start, the purpose of the arrest of Abu Daoud .
was to disrupt European-Arab relations. Had Ab tl; Daoud
been held. and had he been extradited to West Germany
or Israel. Arab sentiment would have exploded. In
addition. the arrest was intended to trigger a number of
spectacular terrorist incidents run by the Institute for
Policy Studies' networks in so-called retaliation for the�
Abu Daoud arrest. The terror option. used as a political
weapon by Interpol. was meant to trap Western Europe
in support for the U . S . -Interpol " counterterror"
repression. thus worsen E uropean-Arab relations.
With the release of Abu Daoud. the whole affair - so

West German PaRer Asks:

Is CIA Respons i b l e ?
Die Welt. Jan. 1 3 : "France Puzzles : Who Wanted

Abu Daoud ? "
" . . . There i s completely open speculation in
F rance over whether the Am erican secret service.
the CIA, and behind them possibly the State Depart
m ent or the Israeli lobby in the USA. might not have
had an interest in burdening Franc e ' s constantly
improving relations with the Arab world. This is
particularly significant since only days from now
Giscard will visit Saudi Arabia. a country which
until now has been an exclusive bastion of
American capital. "
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carefully planned by Interpol and its F rench, Bavarian,
and Israeli allies - backfired . Throughout France, the
Gaullist political machine that m obilized, along with
Arab support, to force the Daoud release has now turned
its wrath against Poniatowski and President Giscard
d'E staing with a force that may topple the Giscard's
Atlanticist regime. Le Monde, F ranc e ' s leading daily,
has accused Poniatowski of virtual treason in sabotaging

Daoud Com m e n ts o n H is Arrest
PLO leader Abu Daoud delivered the following
re11Jarks in a telephone intervie w conducted with
reporter Bob Graham printed in th e New York Post
Jan . 14:

" I am a member of Al Fatah and proud to be a
m ember, " Daoud said in perfect E nglish, " but we
have no contact with such people as B lack
September. The rumors that I a m a terrorist and
planned the Munich affair are p ropaganda created
.
by the Israelis. "
The 39-year-old Palestinian laughed when he
answered questions about his reported involvement
with terrorist groups : "I too have heard these
rumors . Yes, I have heard them . But they're not
true . "
" I a m also a father of six children and I
understand how fathers of children feel when their
relatives are killed . " " I was sorry for those killed in
Munich. I felt the sorrow that many p eople felt . "
" The Israelis wanted t o get m e out o f France
because they are worried about c lose ties between
F rance and the Arab nations. They are trying to
ruin that connection. "
"The Israeli secret police used propaganda to
force the French police to arrest me illegally and
get me thrown out , " Daoud said. " I know that the
man who arrested me for the F rench is one of the
Israeli secret police. "

F rench-Arab relations, causing Poniatowski to dive for
cover rather than face up to the accusations. According
to the Washington Post, Poniatowski " at first gave out
conflicting accounts of the arrest and then retreated into
silence as the government embarrassment and Arab
criticism grew . "
.
In the course of the affair, the Arabs exerted powerful
pressure on F rance, especially Algeria. " Once again, the
E lysee adm inistration has unveiled its anti-Arab face,
which had long replaced that which, at a certain
mom ent, made France into a friend to the Palestinian
and Arab caus e , " wrote El Moudiabid, the Algerian
daily. The E nglish language Koweit Tim es said : "The
Arab world expects the F rench government to act very
carefully over this arrest. Any other action . . . could have
serious consequences on the presently healthy and friend
ly Arab-F rench relation s . " · In addition, the PLO ' s ·
second-in-command, Abu Iyad, told a rally in Beirut :
' .
" Someone in the French government ·· is trying to
sabotage F rench-Arab relations . " Le Monde pointedly
noted that Abu Iyad meant Poniatowski.
West G erman Chancellor Helmut Schmidt' s refusal to
acquiesce in the Strauss request to extradite Abu Daoud
contributed to the rapid collapse of the Daoud affair .
Schmidt's decision received critical support from
members of his cabinet, including Justice Minister
Vogel, who asserted that governm ent would rej ect the
Bavarian application for extradition if it were out
weighed by " grave considerations , " such as "high
priority foreign policy interests , " - an allusion to
growing Euro-Arab cooperation around oil.
Abu Daoud's release was a major defeat for the Carter
team as evidenced by their reaction. Outgoing Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger announced, "We are outraged, "
while the New York Tim es attacked France a s "foolish,
abj ect, even cowardly. " Israeli F oreign Minister Yigal
Allon charged that Paris had " failed the international
test of courage and integrity . " Although this Interpol
operation failed, the ease with which the Interpol
apparatus could so easily operate across national
borders, using its agents with impunity, underscores the
vulnerability of Europe to another, more successful
operation in the future, unless the Interpol-Institute for
Policy Studies network is taken apart.

Egypt's Sadat Co n t i n u es to Back PlO,
Push U n i ted Ara b Fro n t at Ge n eva
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat continued diplomatic
and political actions this week that indicate his refusal to
be part of a plan by the U .S . , Israel, and Syria - piloted
by Carter advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski - to undercut the
Palestine Liberation Organization. Western press
reports to the contrary, Egypt is insisting on maintaining
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firm support for the PLO, a position that placed Egypt in
opposition to Syria throughout the civil war in Lebanon.
The reason for Egypt' s persistent stand is simple.
Sadat realizes that in the overall context of a Middle East
peace settlem ent, the PLO is an important vehicle to
restore normality to Soviet-E gyptian relations , a

condition that Sadat considers vital to repairing Egypt's
shattered econom y.
Authoritative Palestinian sources dismissed as
" distortion" Western press reports that Sadat has shifted
Egypt' s position in favor of a West Bank controlled by
Jordan. The Washington Post claimed that Sadat was in
agreem ent with Syria's position that any Palestinian
state on the West Bank must be linked to Jordan in a
"confederation" - essentially the Israeli position on the
issue. "I read the interview in the Washington Post
several times . " said one Palestinian official. " At no time
did Sadat say what the Post attributed to him . In my
reading. Sadat stated c learly that any Palestinian state
on the West Bank must first be established
independently. and then the government of that state can
decide on its relationship to Jordan. "
The Palestinian official accused the Post and ISrael ' s
Foreign
Minister
Y igal
Allon
of
deliberate
misrepresentation of the issue .
Sadat's government has been organizing to guarantee
a united Arab stand , including the Palestine Liberation
Organization . in support of an early reconvening of the
Geneva Mideast peace conference. a proposal backed by
the USSR and Great Britain . The prime focus of Egypt's
diplomatic effort is to ensure the continued viability of
the PLO as an independent political force in the Middle
East and to establish a Palestinian state on the West
Bank and Gaza as part of an overall solution to the
M iddle East conflict.
Israel opposes the Egyptian plan and so far has refused
to consider the establishment of a Palestinian state on
Israeli-occupied territory . The United States. which is
actively seeking to prevent the reconvening of a Geneva
conference has also nixed the E gyptian peace plan.
Various right-wing factions in S yria. Jordan . and
Lebanon. meanwhile. are opposing the Egyptians and
consolidating under the rallying cry of a "Greater Syria"
- to inc lude Syria . Jordan, Lebanon and the West Bank
- led by Syrian President Hafez Assad.
Jordan ' s King Hussein arrived in Cairo Jan. 1 4 for
talks with Sadat. According to reliable sources, Sadat
plans to insist that Hussein relinquish any hopes of
regaining the Israeli-occupied West Bank, and will issue
a joint declaration with Jordan that the PLOt as per the
1974 Rabat accords. is the sole. legitimate heir to the
West Bank.
Earlier this week Egypt's Foreign Minister Ismail
Fahmi walked out of a conference of Arab foreign
ministers in Riyadh . Saudi Arabia , reportedly because

the Arab states present - S audi Arabia. Kuwait, Syria .
Jordan. and the Gulf states .- wanted E gypt to go along
with a resolution that would abrogate the decision at the
R abat Arab summit conference to give the PLO
authority to negotiate for the West Bank. The London
Financial Tim es reported that Fahmi opposed the
attempt to return the West Bank to Jordan ' s King
Hussein. while Cairo ' s Voice of Palestine radio sharply
critici�ed the Riyadh m eeting for failing to invite the
PLO.
Splitting the PL O

In recent weeks. Syria . Israel and the U . S . have
worked together to split the Palestinian movement and
the PLO along factional lines. The splitting tactic
involved the attempted bribery of the PLO faction that
favored the creation of a " demiJitarized" puppet-state on
the West Bank ; politically subordinate to Jordan. to get
this faction to break away from the main body of the PLO
led by Vasser Arafat. The j oint U . S .-Israeli-Syrian
gambit was m eant to weaken the PLO with infighting as
a prelude to its political extinction. This has been the
goal . unfulfilled, of the Syrian intervention into Lebanon
since 1975.
The western press has continued to push the idea of
factional fighting in the P L O between so-called
Nou vel
m oderates
and
radicals.
The
F'rench
Observa teur, the British Guardia n , and several Arab
publications - such as Qatar' s news agency QNA have hinted that these moderates are p lanning a coup
d ' etat against the "pro-Soviet" wing of the PLO led by
Faruq Kaddoumi , Abu Iyad, and Abu Zaim .
R epeatedly named as the . leaders of this moderate
faction are two quasi-officials of the PLO t Issam Sartawi
and Sabri Jiryis, who have been holding a series of well
publicized m eetings with Israeli affiliates of the Institute
for Policy Studies . One of these Israeli groups is the
Israeli Council for Israeli-Palestinian Peace, led by Uri
Avneri.
S yria has been working at a splitting operation in the
PLO for two years ; carefully cultivating a nest of agents
in the PLOt grooming them as possible replacem ents for
Arafat and Kaddoumi. But the b loody Syrian role in the
Lebanese war discredited the chief S yrian Troj an Horse.
the Saiqa organization, as well as its leader Zuhair
Mohsin. alim inating them as a credible radical force .
Other P L O agents . such as Khalid F ahoum and the
Damascus PLO representatives , are of doubtful loyalty
to Syria .
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Tu rkey's I n v i s i b l e Pri m e M i n iste r
I� X(� I.. (J S I 'T I�
The Turkish National S ecurity Council met last week in
a special five-hour session and warned Prime Minister
Suleyman Dem irel that the Turkish m ilitary is growing
increasingly impatient at his inability to curb the
increase of bloody clashes in universities and work
places throughout Turkey.
Participating in the m eeting was Deputy Prime
Minister Alpaslan Turkes, a ruling coalition partner of
Demirel, who for 20 years has acted as top coordinator of
Interpol ' s destabilization operations against the Turkish
government. A self-avowed Nazi and open admirer of
Adolf Hitler and Bavaria ' s F ranz Josef Strauss , Turkes
(pronounced Turk-aysh) �ver the years has built up a
vast network of paramilitary commando units. At the
appropriate political tim e , he has let these thugs loose
throughout the country to stage terrorist attacks against
students and workers , and political opponents .
The current chaos in Turkey is d irectly the work of
Turkes . As " Prime Minister" of Turkey' s invisible
governm ent and the official head of Turkey's . internal
security apparatus, Turkes has fully mobilized his shock
troops - which by some estimates number in the tens of
thousands - to throw Demirel off course and disrupt the .
growth of Turkish-Soviet relations .
Should Demirel not be terrorized into submission,
Turkes is prepared - as evidenced by the latest outbreak
of violence that led to the near shut down of Turkey' s
university system - t o provoke the m ilitary t o seize
power�
So far, Dem irel has held back from moving against
Turkes and dismantling his Interpol apparatus because
he fears it would collapse the government. Turkes ' neo- '
fascist National Action Party now holds four parlia
mentary seats , which Dem irel needs to maintain a
maj ority in Parliament.
Turkes maintains close links to Interpol via his state
security apparatus , and m ore often than not, his thugs
are backed up by the local police . Turkes ' shock troops
currently operate out of more than 35 camps around
the country. Unemployed village youth , mostly from
Turkey's backward east, are recruited into the camps
and drilled in martial arts . Thoroughly indoctrinated into
Turkes ' brand of fascism , the youth are armed with guns
and knives and sent out to universities to kill leftists , to
shoot indiscrim inantly into classroo m s or crowds, and to
incite riots. Turkes also sends his troops to the factories
organized by DISK, the pro-socialist trade union
confederation.

arrested for his participation in anti-communist demons
trations and for publishing poems he had written
advocating racist pan-Turanism , a doctrine espousing
the unity of all Turks . Turkes' s Turanist organizing was
a barely veiled attempt to stir up divisive nationalist
hysteria , not only in Turkey but also in the Soviet Union,
where the majority of Turkish-speaking people in the
world live.
S ince the 1 94Os , Turkes ' primary assignment has been
to block the growth of Soviet-Turkish relations .
Following World W a r I I , the U . S . used NATO , the
Truman Doctrine, and the Marshall P lan to try to take
over the Turkish economy and destroy Turkey's state
sector enterprises set up by Kemal Ataturk, the
bonapartist, pro-developm ent founder of the Turkish
R epublic. In 1950 the U . S . State Department in
collaboration with the American Information Service ,
rigged the national elections a n d put i t s own group i n
power. Among other dirty tricks, the U . S . distributed
leaflets calling for the removal of the incumbent
R epublican People's Party, the party of Ataturk in power
since the formation of the Republic. The newly formed
Democrat Party, a creation of NATO , " won" the election
and pledged to carry out U . S . policy to destroy the state
sector as well as the People's Party and open up Turkey
for looting by private enterprises .

Turkes the Tura nist

F rom May through November 1960, Turkes ran
Turkey, implementing the IMF ' s program for a
"controlled economy . " As m em ber of the 38-officer
National Unity Com mittee (NUC) and Special Counselol
to G en. Gemal Gursel, whom he had installed as head of
the military government, Turkes was the driving force
behind a massive purge of the armed forces that

A Cypriot by birth , Turkes em igrated to Turkey in 1932
where he entered the military academ y, graduating in
1938. In an effort to blend into m ainland Turkish society
and become a " real Turk , " Turkes adopted a militant,
super-patriotic posture to compensate for having been
born outside of Turkey. In 1944, as a young officer, he was
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The 1 960 Coup: A Case Study

By the middle 1950s it became c lear that the
Democrats were unable to break internal resistance and
implement U . S . policy ; the Ataturk legacy was too
deeply ingrained in the Turkish population. Turkey' s
debt soared, the economy p lunged into bankruptcy, and,
according to one account, the International Monetary
F und became " terrified. " By 1959, Prime Minister
Menderes , faced with growing unrest at home , began to
look toward the Soviet Union for assistance .
At this point, Turkes w a s ordered into action to pull off
a coup against Menderes. As early as 1 957 Turkes had
been involved in a clandestine m ovement to stage a coup
d ' etat . Following a stint in Washington as Turkish
Military Attache in 1957-58 , Turkes returned to Turkey to
coordinate NATO ' s p l.,'.lS for a m ilitary takeover. On
May 27, 1960 Turkes personally m ade the announcement
on state radio that the military had seized power. There
was no doubt that the coup was run out of NATO 's offices .
Turkes just prior to the takeover was officially assigned
to the NATO Lan d Forces Command in Ankara.

" retired" 5,000 traditionalist , pro-Ataturk officers . His
controlling role in the government was so open that at
Gursel' s press conferences Turkes would sit beside him
and tell him what to say in reply to reporters' questions !
The more traditionalist officers in the military and the
NUC favored giving up power to a civilian government,
but Turkes and his 1 3 supporters in the NUC adamantly
opposed the idea . On orders from the IMF , Turkes
pushed for the reorganization of the Turkish economy,
for the restraints on the state sector that the Democrat
Party could never implement, and for other restrictive
m easures. He purged the universities ; he proposed the
extension of military rule for at least four years . But the
issue that forced open the fight between Turkes and the
traditionalists was the decree he p roposed in November
1 960 for the formation of a National Union of Ideals and
Culture, a fascist superministry to take over the ministry
of education , the media, and several other agencies. The
fascist superministry was to operate as a police-style
bureau, not responsible to any other m inistry including
the prime ministry, and was to be led by an immovable
" m inister" who would "take all necessary measures,
free of political pressure and interference, to save the
nation . . . . " The outcry from p o litical leaders,
intellectuals, and traditionalist m ilitary layers against
Turkes's attempt to impose a fascist dictatorship was
immediate. Gursel, a traditionalist, finally broke with
Turkes , charging him with " endangering the country' s
interests . " Turkes and 1 3 o f his collaborators i n the NUC
were exiled .
The exiled Turkes surfaced in New Delhi, India and
maintained close contact with the other 13 as well as with
his collaborators still in Turkey. In O ctober 1 961 , national
elections brought to power a coalition government
headed by Ismet Inonu of the People's Party, Ataturk's
c losest associate and Turkey ' s leading pro-development
figure. Following the election , 6 of the 14 fascist exiles
met in Paris and denounced the civilian elections . In a
joint communiqu� they declared, " W e do not believe that
the important problems existing in our nation can be
solved by a parliament which is e stablished at this
tim e . . . . "
. Three months after this announcement, in February
1962, a confidant of Turkes , Talat Aydemir, Commander
of the Ankara War College, staged an unsuccessful coup
against the new government. A year later, Turkes and
his 13 cohorts were permitted to return to Turkey and
immediately coordinated another coup attempt, again
abortively carried out by Aydemir. Aydemir was
arrested , tried, and executed ; Turkes and 3 of the 1 3
were arrested for complicity but were acquitted.
A Party of His O wn

Turkes was far from washed up. During his stay in

India , he had cultivated ties with the Union of
Nationalists of Turkey, an avowedly fascist organization
set up during his exile. After his return to Turkey, Turkes
focused his energies on forming his own neo-Nazi party,
the purpose of which was to sabotage Turkey'S
increasing movement away from NATO and toward the
S oviet Union. Turke s ' s efforts p aralleled a marked
d�tente in Turkish-Soviet relations that took place after
Inonu' s election in 196 1 . In response to growing NATO
pressure to stay in line, Inonu threatened to leave NATO
and set up numerous trade deals with the socialist bloc .
In January 1965, he requested a moratorium on debt
owed to European and U . S . creditors. Less than one
month later, a contrived parliam entary crisis forced
Inonu out of office. His successor, Prime Minister
Urguplu, also worked to better ties with the Soviets . In
October 1967, Prime Minister D e m irel, who succeeded
Urguplu, announced upon returning from Moscow that
the visit had erased "the last traces of hostility" in
Soviet-Turkish relations. Meanwhile, the pro-Moscow
Turkish Labor Party, form e d in 1961 , continued
gathering strength and for a while formed ties with
several other parties , including Inonu' s R epublican
People's Party.
To stop Turkey from bolting out of NATO , Turkes
consolidated his allies. In March 1 965 Turkes , along with
4 of his 13 NUC collaborators , j oined the R epublican.

Peasants Nationa l Party ; by June, 6 more of the 13 had
j oined. The party chairman resigned and Turkes became
inspector-general of the party, using the post to organize
support for him self. At the Augus t convention of the
p arty, he became chairman and used the party as a
springboard for establishing numerous neo-fascist
organizations throughout Turkey , the most important
b eing the "Union of the Hearths of I deals , " a straight
paramilitary operation modeled on Nazi Germany ' s
youth organizat.ions o f the 1 9 30s .

In 1968, when international student unrest was at its
peak, Turkes was ordered into high gear by his Interpol
controllers . He changed the nam e of his party to the
National Action Party, reorganized it around a new
constitution, and published his neo-Nazi "theoretical"
work, The Nine Lights. In the summ er of 1968, Turkes
received funds from the Central Intelligence Agency and
opened three large camps in I stanbul, Ankara , and Izmir
for training commandos. The Izm ir and Ankara camps
were run by two of his NUC colleagues, Dundar Taser
and Rifat Baykal. By the end of 1968, Turkes was
launching large-scale com m ando raids against the
Turkish left. The ensuing chaos ultimately led to a
m ilitary takeover in 1 9 7 1 . Turkes openly supported the
coup , and as a result his publication De vlet was the only
publication not shut down following the coup .
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Rhodesian War Danger Rises.

Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian S mith yesterday called
the Geneva conference on the future of Rhodesia " a dead
duck, according to the New York Tim es, and hoped that
"
the Carter administration " wou ld continue where the
outgoing adm inistration left off. " If the Patriotic F ront
of Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe - recently given
exclusive support by Afric a ' s five front line states takes over in Rhodesia, S m ith added, " . . . the Russians
will take over in this country . . . and I can believe that that
would be a disaster for the future of the free world . "
S m ith also said that his govern m ent would seek to
negotiate with the " m oderate " faction led by Bishop
Abel Muzorewa , which has effectively been dumped by
the five front line states .
The Rhodesian governm ent claimed o n Jan. 1 3 that
anti-aircraft gunners in Mozambique shot down a
Rhodesian reconnaissance plane . Although the plane was
c laimed to be over Rhodesian air space when hit, it
inexplicably crashed in Mozambique . The incident,
which may be used as further j ustification for increased
Rhodesian raids against Mozambique, also brought to
light the fact that the Rhodesian army is now system
atically violating Mozambican air space to scout targets
for these same raids.
Smith' s declaration followed a com m unique Jan. 9 by
the five front line states - Angola , Botswana ,
Mozambiqu e, Tanzania and Zambia - which gave "our
entire support - political, m aterial and diplomatic - to
the Patriotic Front, " the alliance between black
Rhodesian leaders Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe
which speaks for the pro-socialist Zimbabwe People' s
Army (Zipa ) . The new policy , which is im plicitly backed
by the Soviet Union , is an attempt to preempt any Angola
war-style faction fights between nationalist forces and
the State Department and Institute for Policy Studies
linked factions headed by Muzorewa and the Rev. Mr.
Ndabaningi Sithole, which would lead to a m uch more
serious confrontation than in the Angola war.
Speaking to a session of the E uropean Parliament Jan.
12, British Foreign Secretary Crosland said that a confla
gration of the Rhodesia crisis will bring about an
immediate East-West confrontation . His statem ent was
an echo of remarks made by Ivor Richard, chairman of
the Geneva conference on Rhodesia, who last week told
the Kenyan Daily Na tion that " the risk of disaster is
enormous " if the Rhodesian crisis is not peacefully
settled ; "we would finish by findi n g ourselves in a situa50
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tion as dangerous as the second World War. " Richard's
visit to Kenya coincided with a visit there by British
D efense Secretary Frederick Mulley, and R ichard later
told reporters in Dar Es Salaam that he had " misesti
m ated the force necessary" to solve the Rhodesian
crisis , " according to the Cuban press agency Prensa
Latina Jan. 7.
While British statem ents on the seriousness of the
Rhodesian crisis have expressly om itted allegations of
Soviet designs on the region, and have instead fore
shadowed decisive British action to settle the matter,
American com m entary has concentrated on the "Soviet
m enace . "
" The apparent failure of the U . S . effort for peaceful
transfer of political power . . .in Rhodesia is triggering
direct Soviet intervention there , " say columnists Evans
and Novak on Jan. 1 3 , a situation, they agree with Smith,
which "goes to the heart of U . S . and Western security."
. . . . .the Rhodesian stage is being tragically set to replay
..
Angola . . . .
they continue , " not because of Smith's
obduracy, but because various (black) factions ... could"
not agree among them selves . " " The price will be high , "
they added, " if Congress ignor e s the Kremlin's move
into Rhodesia in ' 77 as it did the S oviet Angola takeover. "
E vidence m ounted this week that the American C IA is
already replaying Angola. American mercenaries have
been recruited for the Rhodesian army, according to one
who deserted last week quoted by Prensa Latina ,
through the same networks used by the CIA to recruit for
the FNLA in Angola, principally " Soldier of Fortune"
m agazine . Another m ercenary who was involved in
Angola, David Bufkin of Kerman California, told the New
York Tim es Jan. 1 1 that he was working for the CIA in
Rhodesia in counterintelligence operations against a
" Cuban spy ring " in Salisbury .
F rom the European side, form er West German
D efense Minister and leader of the right-wing Christian
Social Union Franz-Josef Strauss this week travelled to
the West African country of Togo . During the Angola
war, Strauss was the primary advocate of NATO inter
vention, and advanced the proposal that the alliance
extend its j urisdiction to the Southern Atlantic . This is
the proposal that led to the launching of the South
Atlantic Treaty Organization (SATO) idea , an alliance
which would include Brazil, Argentina , South Africa and
other countries , and which, according to reports in
Brazilian newspapers this week , would extend aid to the

anti-communist National F ront and National Union
guerrillas in Angola.
Visiting Togo simultaneously with Strauss was Zairean
strongman Mobutu Sese Seko , who is the primary
sponsor of the FNLA , and whose country is a possible
SA TO member.
The prospect of Carter Administration support for
S mith-Muzorewa negotiations was boosted this week by a
British Daily Telegraph profile on Carter's U.N. ,
Representative-designate Andrew Young. Young ' s
primary emphasis, the Telegraph says, i s to reverse
Soviet influence in southern Africa. " Ian Sm ith and Dr.
Vorster can wind up in cook pots , " the article continues ,
" i f that is what i t takes to prevent Russian puppets from
creating chaos and destroying woat (Young) perceives
to be a natural evolution of basically pro-American black

m oderate governments i n their p laces . . . "
If Smith negotiates with Muzorewa, however, the cook
pots m ay be dispensed with. Both Muzorewa and Sithole
have long standing c lose relations w ith the same liberal
Christian counterinsurgency organizations particularly the American Comm ittee on Africa (ACOA)
and the National Council of Churches - where Young
gained a good deal of his eady political experience. The
ACOA, in addition, literally founded the Angolan FNLA.
In regard to South Africa itself, Young told the New
York Tim es last week that he would " have no problem "
vetoing a move to throw South Africa out of the United
Nations, adding that he thought that increased American
investment in that country would be a better way to
" foster change . "

N i geria Orga n izes a n I nd ustria l Revo l ut i o n
I� X(�I IJS I V I�
..

A Nigerian governm ent delegation arrived in Moscow
Jan. 6 to continue discussion of the huge steel complex
which the Soviets are now building in Aj aokuta, near
Lagos . The complex has been described by Nigerian
Commissioner for Industries Dr. R. A. Adeleye as " the
most important single proj ect in the whole of our Third
National Development Plan . " The proj ect is part of an
across-the-board industrial program undertaken by the
1 8-month old governm ent of Nigerian President Gen.
Olusegun Obasanj o. Nigeria, with a population of 80
million and invaluable natural resources, is considered
the powerful nation in black Africa.
The mechanization of agriculture has been made a
national priority under the plan. The government
expects Nigeria will have three steel plants and three
rolling mills by 1981 . In oil and gas the government is
expanding exploration, production, storage, refining,
transport and marketing . The purchase of fission
reactors to produce electricity is being negotiated. To
facilitate this national transformation , the government
has created two new banking institutions designed to
serve the needs of national planning and development. A
nationwide road and rail network is about to begin
construction.
The government is concerned to insure that as this
industrial revolution takes place,
the Nigerian
population develops the skills necessary to operate the
new industrial plant. Universa l, compulsory primary
education began last September, and in December the
government issued an expanded national plan for
education for ages three through graduate study.
Nigeria's industrialization drive is relying chiefly on
the import of capital goods from West and East Europe
and is exemplary of the triangular cooperation now
em erging among West European, OPEC and Com econ
states to revitalize world production. Italian Foreign

Trade Minister Ossola, who government has led Western
E urope in this cooperation, will include Nigeria in a tour
this month ranging from Latin America to the Middle
East, and ending in the Soviet Union sometime in
F ebruary.
Oil exports are the basis for Nigeria' s development. As
the world' s sixth largest oil producer, Nigeria is lifting
2 . 1 million barrels per day, and the figure is rising .
Com missioner
for
Petroleum
Resources
Col.
Muhammed Buhari is stream ling the operation of the
nation' s oil industry by consolidating the functions of the
Nigerian National Oil Corp . and the Ministry for
Petroleum Resources into a new National Petroleum
Corporation , whose chairman will sit in the cabinet. The
new corporation reportedly is being planned along the
lines of Algeria' s Sonatrach, and may have Algerian
technical help in getting established.
Nigeria' s only refinery, near Port Harcourt , has a
capacity of only 60 ,000 barrels per day. Two new ones are
p lanned. Contracts have been awarded to the Italian government oil firm ' s construction subsidiary, SNAM
Progetti , for refineries at Warri and Kaduna which will
handle 300 ,000 barrels per day of crude combined. The
Warri plant will have a liquefied petroleum gas unit to
produce 300 tons per day. Roads and j etties at the port
are at an advanced stage of construction, and the
refinery should be in production by April 1978. The 
Kaduna p lant will also produce 250,000 tons of luboil a
year, asphalt and bitum en. It is to be in production by
late 1 979 or early 1 980 :
A system of pipelines to carry refined products to main
consumption centers is under construction with
contracts totalling about $320 m illion. The Japanese
conglomerate Mitsui won the contract to supply the
entire 1 700 miles of pipe for $32 . 2 m i llion, while contracts
for building the pipelines have be � n distributed among
A F R ICA
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TsvetmeprQmexport of the Soviet U nion ($84. 3 million) ,
the Italian state-owned firm Montubi ($106. 5 million) and
Williams International of the U . S . ($34 . 7 million) .
The production of liquefied natural gas will diversify
Nigeria' s energy production. A liquefied natural gas
plant is to be built by Shell-BP near their oil terminal
outside Port Harcourt for a figure variously reported at
$ 1 . 6 to $2.4 billion. It is to be complete by the early 1980s.
Another LNG plant nearby is to be built on a comparable
scale by a consortium of the governm ent, Agip-Philips
and the French E LF . The governm ent will own 80 per
cent of both proj ects .
Because Nigeria ' s oil is found in scattered pockets and
hot huge underground lakes , extensive exploration is
continuously needed, even though it has proven reserves
of 1 9-20 billion barrels, and perhap s as much as 20 billion
more may be discovered. While the oil companies have
been reluctant to maintain the level of exploration the
government demands, the government has been
exploring on its own and with Agip . Nigeria found oil at
the end of August in their first attempt on their own,
although more drilling is necessary to determine
viability. Agip is pushing ahead with a comprehensive
exploration program.
Antic ipating eventual oil dep letion , Nigeria is
negotiating with the West G erman firm Kraft-Werk
Union for the purchase of nuc lear power stations of 500600 megawatts, worth at least $500 m illion , and is setting
up an Atomic Energy Commission with responsibilities
for nuclear research and develop m ent. Nuclear physics
is inc luded in the high school science curriculum .
Nigeria is starved of electric power even at its present
level of development, with certain districts suffering
periodic power losses. The Yugoslav firm Energoproj ekt
has conc luded arrangements with Nigeria of over $250
million for expanding electric power generating
capacity. Ogun State alone - one of Nigeria ' s 19 - p lans
to spend $ 1 5 . 8 million on rural electrification. Borno
State is spending $10.2 m illion for the first stage of the
Marte hydroelectric power station, for which a contract
was signed with Britain ' s Hawker Siddeley Power
Engineering in December. The station will provide 14
maga watts for rural electrification initially, and is to be
scaled up to 30 megawatts .
Iron and steel - the backbone of any industrialized
economy - are to be Nigeria's first major departure
from the production of raw materials. Agreement was
reached with the Soviet Union last June to go ahead with
the huge iron and steel comp lex at Aj aokuta , near
Nigeria ' s largest iron ore deposits , which will
incorporate two direct induction steel plants with a
combined capacity of 1 . 3 million tons per year. The $ 1 . 3
billion contract was awarded t o the S oviet firm Techno
Export. Work on a double track rail line from Port
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Harcourt to service Aj aokuta is underway. Contracts
were awarded in November for two lesser, direct
reduction steel plants , one at Warri and one at Port
Harcourt, to have a combined output of one million tons
of iron and steel per year. Three further rolling mills are
also under consideration for the hinterland .
Dom estic production of iron and steel is small at
present. Nigersteel near Enugu, the country' s largest
steel rolling mill with capacity of 30,000 tons per year,
was destroyed d�ring the Nigerian civil war of 1966-69 ,
and resumed p roduction only in November.
To speed the country' s developm ent on its way, and
integrate all of Nigeria' s 80 million people into it, a new
national road and rail system is planned - under which
even the existing rail lines will be relaid - and ten
additional berths are being added to the port of Lagos. A
Japanese firm has received Ii contract for $33 million in
locomotives and rolling stock. The Ministry of Works was
to have accepted delivery of $ 8 . 5 million in road
construction equipment from the British Braham Millar
G roup by the end of December. The order included 3
mobile asphalt p lants with a capacity of 45 tons per hour
and 48 bitumen heaters .
Nigeria acc epted delivery in July of its first oil tanker
- a super-giant ca p able of carrying 270,000 tons of crude
- which was built in the Ulj anik Shipyard in Yugoslavia
at a cost of $43 . 5 million. Sixteen giant tankers will be
needed j ust to carry the proj ected liquefied natural gas
output.
The Nigerian governm ent is shaping the c rucial
banking sector to serve the needs of rapid development.
It has acquired 60 per cent of all commercial banks in
order to " share with them the risk inherent in the rapid
expansion
of
banking
activity , "
according
to
Commissioner for Finance A . E . E kukina m . For related
reasons ,the Nigerian Bank of Commerce and Industry
(NBC!) was reestablished in November. Ekukinam
explained that the NBCI was being c reated to challenge
the "unprogressive portfolio policies of existing
institutions . . . Impetus will be constantly given to the
banks to go into the agro-industry sector with
enthusiasm . " About the same tim e, the Nigerian
Agricultural Bank was established to provide credits to
the Nigerian farmer at highly subsidized interest rates.
Nigeria seeks to extend its trade relations even
further. Finance Commissioner E kukinam concluded a
m eeting in Lagos Dec. 17 with Polish Vice Minister for
F oreign Affairs Bugenines Kulaga by telling the press ,
" Foreign countries who wish Nigeria well and are ready
to sink capital, expertise and technological know-how
into developing Nigeria' s vast arable land will be
welcomed . " The invitation has been repeated by other
high offic ials with reference to all aspects of national
developm ent.
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Sca n d a l Sha kes U . S . - Ko rea Re l a t i o n s;
Ca rte r Su pp o rt fo r Pa rk i n Do u bt
The ongoing scandal over South Korean bribery and
influence buying on Washington ' s Capitol Hill has
severely shaken relations between the United States and
its ally, South Korea . This crisis is sure to deepen ;
Jim my Carter is comm itted to revamping the relations
between the two countries, including the defense pact
that has been the cornerstone of relations between the
two countries since the post-war period.
The crisis has directly brought into question the future
of South Korean President Park Chung Hee, who is
privately viewed with contempt by Carter' s closest
advisors , and whose ability to rule following the expected
loss of mandate from official Washington is unlikely.
The scandal revolves around alleged bribes to
members of the Congress by operatives of the Korean
governm ent in return for legis lative and diplomatic
support for the Park regim e . The scandal's central
figure is Tong Sun Park, a Korean businessman based in
Washington through whom many of the bribes were
allegedly conduited.
Many South Koreans , including official circles close to
President Park, have suggested that the extensive
publicity surrounding the scandal is aimed at forcing
changes in the South Korean governm ent. Evidence cited
is the apparent close coordination of several wings of the
United States govern m ent, inc luding the State
Department and intelligence agencies, with the press in
publicizing the allegations .
" Insiders " on the Carter team , especially Anthony
Lake, who will be the chief of Policy P lanning in the
Carter State Departm ent, are known to be encouraging
the investigations with the hope of provoking a
replacement of President Park.
The publicity surrounding the scandal also provides an
immediate pretext for Carter to m ore easily carry out his
, p lanned withdrawal of the 40,000 U . S . troops still stationed
in Korea .
Since the initial allegations becam e public , the South
Koreans have issued public attacks on the United States
for the " defection" of an official of the South Korean
Central Intelligence Agency stationed in Washington to
the State Department, where he will now reportedly
cooperate with the investigations into the bribery
charges . The KCIA is a major target of the allegations
because of its reported coordinating role in the influence
peddling activities.
The second focus of the South Korean attack was the
published accounts of U . S . intelligence agencies' bugging

the offices of President Park , which provided evidence
linking Tong Sun Park ' s activities directly to the Korean
President. The transcripts of these tapes have reportedly
been turned over to the Justice Department by Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger.
Last month the South Koreans demanded a public
denial of the reports on U . S . bugging and the release of
the KCIA official from " forced detention. " A series of
negotiations in S eoul between South Korean and U . S .
officials followed these demands a n d l e d t o the issuance
of a South Korean government statement last month. The
statement termed the U . S . charges " groundless
allegations and distorted facts , " and while accepting
p rivat(J U . S . assurances that Park ' s B lue House was not
bugged , warned that such acts would " grossly infringe
upon the national sovereignty of the R epublic of Korea. "
Trila teral Considerations

Park's fears are not without basis . Highly informed
sources report that at a recent, p rivate seminar at the
New York Council on Foreign R e lations , Carter' s chief of
National S ecurity, Zbigniew Brzezinski suggested that
U . S . support for Park be removed, and the U . S . instead
should encourage formation of a government headed by
U . S . -uni versity trained "technocrats " with a new
" liberal capitalist" image.
Brzezinski, well known for his general support of such
" technocratic " governments , believes such a regime in
South Korea would be more acceptable in Japan and the
U.S.
I n addition, Carter advisor Paul Warnke told Japanese
news agency Kyodo recently that "if the Korean people
. should rise against the Park regime, the new U . S .
government would not support it (the regime) . "
The former CIA station chief i n Seoul, Donald Gregg,
p redicted that Park " would not live to serve out another
six year-term if he were re-elected in 1978. " The former
official was station chief in S eoul from 1973 through early
1 9 76 ; he has reportedly been telling private audiences
that Park should be forcibly removed from office.
The withdrawal of U . S . troops from Korea also provides
the needed pretext for a rearming of Japan as the
primary military strength in the region. David
R ockefeller, in a speech two days ago at the Trilateral
Com mission meeting in Japan called on Japan to
"assume its share" of defense spending. With that
charge, the recently elected government in Japan
beaded by Takeo Fukuda will attempt to comply.
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Pe k i n g Poste rs Ca l l fo r Te n g 's Ret u rn ,
Pu rg e of Re m a i n i n g Ma o i sts
Reports from Peking since the start of the mass
demonstrations Jan. 8 conri�m that the anti-Maoist
grouping of senior military men and most top party
leaders is moving for a decisive showdown with the
remaining "form er" Maoists on the Politburo and in
leading provincial posts . The reports indicate that Party
Chairman Hua Kuo-feng himself is under attack,
apparently for trying to shield the intended purge
victims to maintain some independent support for
himself.
The demonstrations were ostensibly called to
commemorate the first anniversary of the death of
premier Chou En-Iai, but turned out to be a show of
support for the restoration of form er deputy premier
Teng Hsiao-ping and the purge of those behind Teng' s
purge last April 7. Teng was dumped two days after mass
demonstrations honoring Chou ended in violence, for
which he was blamed. The support for Teng's return and
the purge of the remaining former Maoists comes from
the senior Peking-based and
regional
military
commanders who have been the prime moving force
behind the anti-Maoist coup d' etat since the arrest Oct. 7
of the "gang of four"-Mao ' s widow Chiang Ching and
three Politburo associate s .
The evidence for this conclusion h a s c o m e largely from
the wallposters plastered all over c entral Peking since
Jan. 7, plus unconfirmed reports of an enlarged Politburo
m eeting attended by the regional party, and perhaps
army chiefs . The fact that none of the Politburo or
provincial
leaders
have
made
any
reported
appearances since Jan. 6 makes it likely a top-level
m eeting is in progress .
"Bring Back Teng "

It appears that the anti-Maoist grouping forced the
enlarged meeting to coincide with the Chou anniversary,
to use the certain mass response to support their
demands . A poster probably instigated by this grouping ,
was put up on Jan. 7 opening the new phase of the
campaign. Under the title " To S traighten Out the
Historical Truth That Was Twisted by the Gang of Four , "
the poster said the " gang o f four" h a d used the April 5
incident to "smear the name of Comrade Teng Hsiao
ping , " and charged that the " gang itself had provoked
the rioting.
On Jan. 8 , a large number of posters began calling for
"arrangements (to be made ) conc erning the question of
Teng Hsiao-ping working again" in the words of one .
Another poster said that Teng' s only " error" had been
that he h�d lacked the strength to dump the Maoists
earlier, concluding with "We don' t know anyone who
struggled harder than him " against the " gang . "
A third poster put the question t o Hua with a n im
plicitly threatening statement saying "We believe the
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Party Central Comm ittee under Comrade Hua Kuo-feng
will take a correct decision on this question. We hope the .
decision will be made quickly and people will be
informed quickly so that the hearts of the w � rld may be
at peace. "
.
Other posters developed the factional implications a
" reversal of verdict" on the April 5 violence. If the
incident heretofore labeled . " counterrevolutionary" is
now to be adj udged a heroic act, then those responsible
for putting down last Apri l ' s violence can be held
accountable and disciplined ac cordingly. One poster
made the first mention of deaths associated with the
April 5 rioting , saying that " if j ustice is not done, people
in their hundreds of millions will not be reconciled, "-a
hint that the whole nation m ight be mobilized behind the
"bring back Teng" movement.
On Jan. 9 the demonstrations and postering continued
unabated, with an escalation of the demands and
charges . Peking's mayor Wu Teh, a Politburo member
who rose as a Maoist in the Cultural Revolution, was
criticized by name for his role in suppressing the April 5
violence. On Jan. 10, the calls to bring back Teng began
nam ing him prime minister, the post held by Chou En-Iai
from 1 949 until his death last year , and now held by Hua
Kuo-feng . One poster said " With Teng as prime minister,
Chou En-Iai can rest in peac e . " On another poster,
"prime minister" was crossed out and replaced with
" chairman . "
In probable response to Hua ' s continued refusal to
support completing the Maoists' purge , posters on Jan . l 0
attacked b y name L i u Chuan-hsin, the Peking city chief
of public security charging him with being " responsible
under the law for the blood-shedding Tien An Men
incident. " Hua , as Minister of Public S ecurity, was Liu's
immediate boss , and is thus implicated as well.
Hua in the Middle ?

The possibility that Hua is vacillating, trying to
maintain a " m iddle" position, was circum stantially
supported by two other reports . One was the surprisingly
undated news release of a m eeting that Hua had recently
with an Honduras delegation, accompanied by Politburo
m ember Wang Tung-hsing . Wang ' s presence was
unprecedented. He is the chief of the secret police , a very
long-term Maoist who has headed Mao's bodyguard unit.
Undoubtedly in danger of purge as well, Wang never
perform s diplomatic functions . The only immediate
explanation for the release was that it was Hua's attempt
to stay in the news , and to give the Maoist Wang support,
S econd , a retrospective view of the events since Oct. 7
suggests that Hua supported the i m mediate purge of the
top Maoist conspirators because they were wrecking the
country and threatened Hua himself, but sought to limit
further purges, especially at top levels , in order not to be

forced to rely totally on the Army-Teng grouping for
support. That grouping , which now dom inates Chinese
politics , probably has offered Hua security as Chairman,
but only if he plays ball. It wguld definitely upset the

population if Hua were suddenly deposed. The reported
poster campaign seems designed m ore to warn Hua and,
urge him to cease blocking Ten-g ' s return' and support of '
'
the Maoists than to prepar e for his actual ouster.

Ja pa n 's ' Reso u rces Fact i o n ' to
Se n d O i l M i ss i o n To Sa u d i Ara.b i a
A top level, 25-member Japanese business delegation
will tour Saudi Arabia, I raq, the United Arab Emirates ,
and other oil-producing Mideast states in F ebruary to set
up extensive oil-for-technology agreements , including
perhaps the development of a new 5-million-barrel-per
day site in Saudi Arabia. I f successful , the mission will
include Japan in the kind of development deals that the
Europeans and Arabs began months ago , and which have
begun to free both from the dollar. The deals will also
weaken the power of Rockefeller's allies in the Japanese '
oil industry , particularly Ataru Kobayashi , chairman of
the (Japanese) Arabian Oil Company.
The mission - the first top-level one to the region since
1971 - includes major leaders of Japan' s pro
development "resource faction , " including Shigeo
Nagano, chairman of the Japan Chamber of Commerce
and Industry and of Nippon Stee l ; S ohei Nakayama,
Chairman of the Comprehensive E nergy Promotion
Committee and senior adviser to the Industrial Bank of
Japan , and Hiroki Imazato , Chairman of the Japan Oil
Development Co. It also includes the chairmen of the
banks and trading companies of Japan' s leading zaibatsu
groups, Mitsui and Mitsubishi.
In Saudi Arabia , the team will m eet with Oil Minister
Sheikh Yam ani to discuss creating large-scale direct
deal oil agreements between Japanese refiners and the
Saudi national firm Petromin, bypassing Rockefeller's
ARAMCO. In addition, the delegation will request that
Japan be perm itted to participate in the development of
a new field between Gawar fields and Riyadh that could
produce up to 5 million barrels per day - equal to
Japan' s present total consumption . According to the
Asahi Shim bun of Jan. 4, "It is reported that Saudi Arabia
is giving friendly consideration to the Japanese
request."

Asahi notes the major " international repercussions"
the agreem ent would have . S audi Arabia reportedly will
not give anyone the rights to develop the new site until it
has settled nationalization of ARAMCO.
The Saudis " will demand Japanese cooperation in
other development proj ects in return for giving oil
development rights and direct supply of oil , " e.g.
petrochem ical and port facilities. According to the
A s a h i , the M i t s u b i s h i g r o u p ( w h i c h financ e s
R ockefeller's chief ally in Japan, c urrent Premier Takeo
F ukuda) is "hesitant" about c reating development
p roj ects there , c laiming they are economically unviable.
This coheres with the statem ent of Fukuda' s new
Minister of International Trade and Industry, Tatsuo
Tanaka , that sales of overseas factories are "too
generous" and "dangerous , " a reversal of the pro
developm ent policies of Takeo Miki, the man Fukuda
ousted as Premier. It is expected that the resource
faction members on the m ission, who backed Miki
politically, will push for the development deals .
If successful the mission will undercut the present
stranglehold on Japan' s access to Saudi oil by ARAMCO
and its ally within Japan, Arabian Oil Co. Chairman
Kobayashi . Kobayashi , a leading backer of Fukuda with
c lose ties to ARAMCO, Caltex , Chase Manhattan Bank
and the CIA, has for years kept Japanis oil refining firms
and access to foreign oil under the control of Rockefeller
networks. Resource faction leader Nakayama has fought
Kobayashi for years , and has had success in some
countries but not - up until now - in S audi Arabia. One
official of a resource faction firm told NSIPS that if the
Saudi mission is successful, " It will greatly reduce the
power of Kobayashi in Saudi Arabia and in the Japanese
oil industry as a whole. "
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Phi l ippines May Oust U .S. Bases
to Deepen Ties to Third Wor l d

Philippine President F erdinand Marcos has appointed
a comm ittee to re-evaluate all a spects of his country' s
m ilitary relations with the United S tates - a move that
could mean the withdrawal of U . s . m ilitary bases from
that country. Speaking before the Law Alumni
Association of the University of the Philippines , Marcos
said it might be time for the Philippines to grow up and
cease "being dominated" by t�e United States.
Marcos called upon the com m ittee to " determine
whether these bases do in fact p rovide us effective
protection, or whether they only increase the danger to
our country because of the p rovocation the bases
represent. " He went on to say that the huge U . S . military
presence is blocking the Philippine entry into the group
of Non-Aligned Nations and leadership among Third
World nations - his government ' s major foreign policy
objective.
In the same speech Marcos attacked the U . S . , using as
a pretext that the Philippine governm ent and people had
been "insulted " by a U . S . State Department report on
alleged violation of human rights in the country .
Marcos' move to force the withdrawal of the last U . S .
military bases i n the Southeast Asian region i s indicative
of regional opposition to any further U . S . attempts to
militarize the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) , comprising the Philippines , Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore. S ince the military
took power in Thailand last October through a bloody
coup , it has been the major advocate - on behalf of the
U . S . - of a regional military alliance . This alliance has
been also supported strongly by S ingapore' s Prime
Minister, Lee Kuan Yew. However, key regional leaders ,
particularly in Indonesia , Malaysia and the Philippines ,
are well aware that any military alliance i s a provoca
tion against the Com munist states of Indochina and the
Soviet Union - with whom these S outheast Asian nations
are seeking closer economic relations .
Though the Western press has characterized Marcos'
sudden nationalism as a mere " bargaining tactic" in
negotiations for the new treaty with the U . S . , the fact that
it comes at a time when the Philippine economy is facing
severe economic problem s , inc luding a $4.9 billion
foreign debt, indicates that it is m ore than posturing .
The Soviet party daily, Pravda , reports Jan. 6 that
Philippine " foreign debt soared 42 per cent in 1 976 as a
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result of the decline of world prices for sugar as well as
the lessening of demand . " A recent m eeting of Philippine
sugar producers and labor officials p redicted that if the
crisis in the industry is not solved , mass layoffs can be
expected in March of this year. S ugar is the Philippines'
most import export ; the industry employs nearly 250,000
workers .
Though Marcos has balked for years on the question of
U . S . military bases it is c lear he feels his country can no
longer afford the isolation from the Third World the
bases represent.
A top analyst for a U . S . " think tank" who recently
returned from a tour of ASEAN capitals confirmed that,
except for Singapore and Thailand , no one wants a
regional m ilitary pact. In fact, he reported that the
Indonesians , Malaysians and F ilipinos wanted a U . S .
policy for the region that includes recognition o f
Vietnam and Cambodia as well as U . S . a i d for the
industrial development and reconstruction of Indochina.
The same source disclosed that Thai Prime Minister
Thanin' s recent tour through the ASEAN countries to
seek support for a regional militarization was a profound
failure . Thanin was told that any return of a U . S . military
presence in the region was " absurd and ridiculous . "
Only Prime Minister Lee Kuan Y e w of S ingapore praised
Thanin , in particular for the new Thai j unta ' s murderous
anti-communist policies.
Despite its isolation in the region, the Thais have
embarked on an "anti-insurgency campaign" and
related provocations against Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam which threaten peace throughout the region.
The Thai Internal Security Operations Command is
c oordinating Vietnam-type village-by-village pacifica
tion operations in the country' s four southern provinces
bordering Malaysia . Two hundred insurgents have been
killed in operations so far.
Nhan Dan, the Vietnamese Communist Party daily,
this week denounced Thailand' s contradictory policy of
"preaching friendship with the countries of southeast
Asia" while carrying out provocations against them. The
paper cited the closing of the Thai border with the land
locked Laos and military activity a long the Cambodian
border. Nhan Dan accused the Thais of " slandering the
governm ent and people of Vietnam to mislead public
opinion" and persecuting Vietnamese residents in
Thailand.

Ma lays i a : A Growth Fact i o n Batt l es
Co l o n i a l Backwa rd n ess a nd Exxo n
Last month, the Malaysian parliament repealed
several clauses in Malaysia' s Petroleum Authority Act
which were of central importance to the overall
nationalization and growth policy pursued by the
country' s Prime Minister, Katuk Hussein Onn. The
relevant c lauses, which empowered the state-owned
P e tr o n a s o i l c o m p a n y to c h e a p l y p u r c h a s e
" management shares" i n the foreign-owned oil majors,
fell victim to a destabilization operation against Onn
conducted by right-wing intelligence networks under the
highly visible management of the Rockefeller family
Exxon Corporation.
Malaysia ' s petroleum controversy is part of a profound
political battle over economic development raging
throughout the region . With strategic rubber and tin
resources as well as oil, Malaysia is potentially a most
important member of the Southeast Asian " Peace and
Development Sphere " envisaged by the Onn governm ent
and Indonesian, Filipino and Japanese progressives, who
have sought detente with Indochina ' s Communist states
to secure a basis for such co-developm ent. The stratum
of intellectuals, nationalists and commercial and
business spokesmen gathered around Onn have fostered
economic cooperation with Malaysia' s neighbors and a
policy of domestic investment control inclusive of some
o.lltright nationalizations of foreign companies to bring
Malaysia 's economic activity into line with national and
regional development needs.
Last month's reactionary parliamentary vote against
state control of petro l e u m w o u l d have b e e n
inconceivable without the preceding six months o f anti
government activity organized by E xxon, including
direct economic sabotage and an intense "red scare"
campaign directed at the leading figures in Onn's growth
faction, and carried out by the right-wing intelligence
faction in Onn's own ruling UMNO party. The campaign
featured a rampage by Malaysia ' s " Special Branch"
security police who arrested or " watergated" many of
the Prime Minister' s closest p arty and government
colleagues as "communist agents . "
The rightists, whose program i s unqualified support
for raw materials extraction under multinational
contro l , heavily interfa c e w i th the Malaysian
intelligence and security establishment, created and
trained in the use of the most advanced, socially
destructive counterinsurgency technology by the post
World War II British special force s . Not coincidentally,
Onn ' s contrasting developm ent perspective is a
continuation of the New E conomic Program of 1 969
which his late predecessor, Tun Razak, introduced as the
only perm enent solution to "communal" bloodletting
between " poor" ethnic Malaysians and llrich"
em igrant Chinese - a periodic rioting whose
manipulation has historically been the most powerful
weapon at the d i s p o s a l of t h e i m p e r i a l i s t s '
counterinsurgency.

Razak demanded a broader industrial growth for
Malaysia based on a public sector, thus singling out the
preponderantly Rbckefeller-controlled raw materials
multinationals - not the Chinese " Jews" - as the
enemy of the Malaysian. In the current Exxon-led
operation to crush Onn ' s continued adherence to the
Razak perspective , speculation is naturally rife that the
" com munal riots" which have marred Malaysia' s
modern history will recur under the guiding hand of
those domestic intelligence services specially trained in
provoking them.
Tun Razak and his . developm ent faction, including
Hussein Onn, took over the Malaysian government in the
spring of 1 969, at the c lose of a weeks-long period of
Chinese-Malay communalist b loodshed provoked by the
rightist intelligence faction in an effort to maintain their
dom inance after serious election reversals in May of that
year. Right UMNO faction leader Harun Idris, who has
been prominent in the most recent " red scares, " is said
to have organized the 1 969 rioting. Razak, however, then
D eputy Prime Minister, mobilized his supporters around
broad disenchantment with the conservative UMNO ' s
policies to take command o f the situation, easing out
Prime Minister Rahman and assuming the premiership
himself. Almost immediately, he advanced high-growth
policies as the m eans to resolve the discrepancy between
"rich" Chinese businessmen and poor Malays , between
the poverty-stricken Malay laborer and his Indian
com munal counterpart. Forming a National Front
coalition with former opposition parties , Razak launched
his New Economic Program on the proposition that 30
per cent of com mercial and industrial ventures must be
brought into Malaysian hands , m eaning a battle with the
raw materials multinationals who then owned 61 per cent
of the country's corporate sector.
Hussein Onn was , at this tim e , one of R azak ' s chief
supporters in the party. Onn ' s father had been the
founder of the UMNO , but had left the organization, by
that time heavily infiltrated by B ritish intelligence� in
1 953 to found a new non-com m unal, interracial party.
This goal, unity of the races and religions, has inevitably
been the special concern of the M alaysian intelligentsia
from the beginning.
The sordid, bloody tradition of communalism, which
continues to represent a potential for social holocaust in
the hands of Rockefeller agencies, is an original product
of the British colonial administration. Malaysia, in
particular, became the social laboratory for Tavistock
Institute and related counterinsurgency technologies
perfected for the enforce m ent of backwardness
throughout the empire. The nature of the legacy with
which pro�growth JlJ.[alaysians must deal is capsulized in
. an official British report on colonial education ..
Malaysian schools, said the report, must be designed "to
teach Malays so they do not lose their skill and craft in
fishing and j ungle work . " The colonial policy largely
ASIA
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shaped by the Rothschild interests emphasized special
care to avoid "the trouble which has arisen in India
through over-education. "
Like the Maharahj a system of India , Malay Sultans
ruled the rural population for the British, who brought in
Chinese comm ercial interests , coolie laborers, and to a
lesser extent, Indian laborers for use in the tin mines and
rubber plantations. The Chinese were kept politically
disenfranchised and separated from the ethnic Malay
" community . " British success in creating and exploiting
such com munal tensions were almost singly responsible
for the defeat of a post-war revolutionary upsurge in
Malaysia .
When Tun Razak became pre m ier, the ethnic problem
was necessarily his foremost concern, and he surrounded
himself with individuals who shared his com mitment to a
resolution of the colonial legacy through industrial
differentiation and growth . One such colleague , Dr.
Mahatir Moham med, authored a controversial book . The
only solution to the Malay ethnicity problem, he wrote , is
" social revolution" predicated on urbanization through
both government and private development proj ects , and
special programs to give Malays industrial skills,
" destroying the old ways and replacing them with new
ideas and values. " Mahatir Moha m m e d ' s book, Malay
Dilemm a , is now banned from the country .
Razak 's first steps included the formation of such
state-owned holding companies as Pernas (tin) and
Maras (rubber) , empowered to buy into foreign owned
companies. Razak subsequently set up Petronas, now the
state oil company. Tengku Razaleigh, who was named
the first chairman of Pernas, was also named chairman
of Petronas , which was modelled on Indonesia ' s
Pertamina o i l company.
Razaleigh, whose resignation from Petronas Exxon
demanded and recently won, p layed a principal role for
Razak in the New Economic Progra m , most importantly
in the government's takeover of S i m e D arby, up to that ·
point one of the largest British owned multinational
companies in Southeast Asia. Denouncing Sime for
taking profits from its lucrative Malaysian mining and
plantation interests to invest elsewhere in disregard of
the country' s crying developm ent needs, Razaliegh
worked through Pernas which owned 9 . 9 per cent of Sime
stock to organize shareholders in Hong King, Singapore
and the Philippines as well as Malaysia to force a change
in the Sime Board of D irectors .
The Rockefeller A ssault

Razak did not secure the passage of the Petroleum
Development Authority Act until April, 1975. It
i m m e d i a t e l y pro m p t e d c r i e s o f " b a c k door
nationalizations" from the Seven S isters cartel and the
Lower Manhattan financial com m unity. Then, following
Prime Ministel' Razak' s death last spring , the Exxon-led
oil majors went on the offensive .
First, Exxon delayed a new production-sharing
agreem ent with Petronas by demanding an 80-20 split in
Exxon' s favor. The stalling of the agreement brought
enormous financial pressures to bear on the new Onn
governm ent, which was already shouldering heavy
paym ents on a new tanker fleet s cheduled to come on
stream early this year, which depended on the
government's share of the oil revenue s . (The tankers are
to carry liquified natural gas from Sarawak , East
Malaysia to Japan. ) Exxon also suspended all expansion
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and exploration plans, and withheld critical information
on oil reserves from the Malaysian government.
In short order, the econom i c sabotage was
complemented by an all-out political campaign against
Onn ' s developm ent faction. Lee Kuan Yew of the

neighbo �ing Singapore city-state , a close associate of the
Rockefeller brothers . announced the arrest of two men
who were closely connected to the noted Malaysian
j ournalist, Samad Ismail, editor of the New Straits
Tim es and an Onn supporter. With Samad ' s colleagues in
Singapore detained for " c o m m unist subversion , "
Malaysian " special branch" police seized Sam ad
himself, placing him under arrest as a " Communist
agent" on the added strength of his detention by the
British from 1951-53 as a card-carrying Communist
Party member. Only one day before his arrest, Sam ad
had been awarded a special literary p rize by Prime
Minister Onn.
.
Samad ' s arrest signaled a broad " McCarthy Era" type
" anti-Communist" purge of growth-advocates from both
the Onn government and the UMNO party, supervised by
Harum Idris, 1969 ' s com munalist provocateur. Those
arrested in the government included D atuk Abdulluh
Ahaad, Onn ' s Deputy Minister of Science and
Technology, once a personal aide to Razak and a major
p roponent of the Petroleum Authority Act ; and Abdullah
Maj id, Deputy Minister for Labor and Manpower, both of
the UMNO . Leading figures in the Malaysian People's
Socialist Party, and the Malayan Chinese Association, a
key part of Onn ' s National F ront coalition, were also
arrested - all as "Communist agents . " The intelligence
networks deploying the " special branch" security police
have also rumored the arrest of R azaleigh, Dr. Mahatir
Moham med, and others , the core of Onn ' s nationalist
inner circle .
Oil Question Unresolved

Despite the gutting of the Petroleum Authority Act and
dismissal of Tengku Razaleigh from the chairmanship of
P etronas , Exxon cannot claim victory. In the
international atmosphere defined by OPEC defiance of
the Rockefeller cartel, Petronas was able to secure a 7030 per cent production sharing agreement in its favor:
Like the Saudi Arabians ( who have frequently taken
P etronas officials to OPE C m eetings as part of their
delegation) , the Malaysian company is actively seeking
independent development and marketing channels, to
secure those crucial aspects of oil supply control now
exercised by the Seven Sisters .
Petronas is carrying on development discussions with
the Norwegian National Oil Company, and technical
experts from West Germany are scheduled to arrive in
the country soon . Pertamina , the more developed
Indonesia state oil company, has a lready sent 40 advisors
to Malaysia. Onn himself has repeatedly hinted
he may nationalize oil to put an end to the multinationals'
power. This month, Onn made a special official visit to
the Middle East, to discuss policies of oil and
d e v e l o p m e n t w i th E g yp t i a n a n d other Arab
counterparts. Though not a member of OPEC, Malaysian
prospects depend on OPE C ' s current round of
discussions with Europe and the Soviet Union. A
counteroffensive by Onn can still succeed against Exxon
intelligence operations, if E urope and the Third World
agree on a new world economic order.

TIN A M ER ICA

Me d i a Wh i p U p Wa r Te n s i o n s
i n Lat i n. Am e r i ca
When ten days ago Tim e magazine ran a lengthy article
discussing the danger of a second War of the Pacific in
the Andean region, few Latin A m erican politicians or .
comm entators - even those who vigorously protested
the provocative nature of the Tim e piece - would have
suggested that this was the beginning of a coordinated
press campaign to heighten tensions in Latin Am erica to
the exploding point, and to prepare the u . s . population
for such a war and likely u . s . interventon. Now it is clear
to all that this is in fact the case. In th e past eight days ,
the following major articles have appeared in the
international press as follow-ups to the argument laid out
by Tim e :
• • • On Jan. 7, the French financial daily Le Nou vea u
Journal published an article entitled " Moscow Master
Coup : The Russians Implant Themselves in Peru , " in
which it is charged that the recent Peruvian purchase of
Soviet war planes establishes a Soviet beachhead in
Latin America. Le Nou vea u Journal reports particular
concern about these purchases in Chile, " where
antagonism with Peru subsists after the War of the
Pacific ( 1 879-1 883) that ended with Chilean occupation of
the mineral-rich Atacama Desert, considered as the
Peruvian Alsace Lorraine " (emphasis added) .
... ... *On Jan. 9, Eliot Janeway - a top advisor to the
editor in chief of Tim e magazine and a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations - pulled Brazil and
Venezuela into the media with an article in the
Washington Star that called for a Brazilian invasion of
Venezuela - on the grounds that Venezuela is the source
of all of Brazil's economic ills. Wrote Janeway :
"Overrunning Venezuela would be easier for Brazil than
s warming over Alsace-Lorraine was for Bismarck,
Hindenberg and Hitler" (emphasis added) .
... ..On
..
Jan. 5, the British magazine Defense and
Foreign Policy ran an article by Leight Johnson which
called for the formation of a South Atlantic Treaty
Organization ( SATO ) , which would be available to
intervene in any "hot spots" in the South Atlantic region.
Previous discussion of SA TO in many press sources has
emphasized the role that Brazil would play in such an
arrangem ent as a " surrogate policeman" for New York
banking interests in the region .
L a tin A merica Pro tes ts

Today, ten days after the Tim e story and three war
scare articles later, most of the Latin American press
and many politicians are outrage d .

Venezuelan Foreign Minister E scovar Salom identified
the Janeway article as an attempt to encourage conflict
where none existed , and the Brazilian daily 0 Globo
sarcastically derided Janeway. Itamaraty, the Brazilian
S tate Department, issued a statem ent refuting Johnson' s
c a l l for Brazilian participation in SATO , stating that
Brazilians had no intention of involving themselves in
such international military accords .
On the Peru-Chile front, the Peruvian Foreign Ministry
denied the Nou vea u Journal slander, and charged the
article was a total fabrication designed to create a
c limate of artificial tension where none existed. The
Foreign Ministry ' s statem ent explicitly denied that any
military accord with the Soviet Union existed, and
predicted that this attempt to poison Peruvian-Soviet ties
would fail. The Chilean Ambassador in Lima called the
Tim e magazine article " nonsense" (un disparate) , and .
Chilean Naval Minister Merino said Tim e was c learly
" dim witted and absurd" for trying to create conflict
where none exists . E ven the Ecuadorean Foreign
Minister this week denounced the creation of a " war
psychosis " in the region.

.

The Rand Corpora tion 's War Scenario

D espite these protestations of pacific intent, and the
rage that the press barrage has provoked in Latin
A m erica , the subcontinent is now closer than ever to
war. The entire media campaign, designed and
orchestrated by the Rand Corporation depends on
creating an atmosphere of paranoia and national
·
chauvinism in the various countries, which can then be
manipulated into overt acts of war under appropriate
:ircum stances of (media-created) regional tension. This
is how press articles based on not one shred of actual fact
lead straight to war .
There are three other distinct goals of the Rand
Corporation ' s m anipulation , in addition to the
p rovocation of war itself.
F irst, to create the political conditioQs advantageous to
the various pro-Rockefeller political factions in the
respective countries. Second , to generate so much war
hysteria among Latin Americ a ' s population that they
can be induced to plead for U nited States or OAS
intervention even before an actual war breaks out. And
third , to psychologically prepare the population in the
U . S . in particular for j ust such an intervention. On all
these counts , this past week' s M edia War has furthered
the Rand Corporation ' s goals s ignificantly.
L AT I N A M E R I CA
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'Ve nezue l a Ou t of L i n e - Po i n t Braz i l at Her'
The follo wing are excerpts from an article which
appeared in the Washington Star Jan. 9 by Eliot Janeway
entitled "Oil Gouge on Brazil Imperils Venezuela ":

When does an idea take hold in Am erica? When The
New York Tim es discovers the realities of the idea and
, reports them as a possibility.
It has j ust done this very thing in Latin America. A
long dispatch from Rio De Janeiro filed by Jonathan
Kandell, remarkable for its j ournalistic clarity and
comprehensiveness , has flushed out the biggest open
secret on the South Atlantic Gold Coast. Brazil is hurting,
and the backlash from her agony is threatening
Venezuela with reprisals .
While Venezuela is the unm entioned villain of the
Tim es piece, OPEC figures prom inently in it. Kandell's
reportage describes the costly effects of the oil price
gouge on Brazil, and rightly names O P E C as the culprit.
But it fails to single out Venezuela as the bad neighbor
directly responsible for Brazil's malaise.
If Latin America ' s sorry substitute for an economy
were all that were involved in the bitter grudge, Brazil
now has reason to bear against Venezuela, the virus now
incubating there would be no worse than a bad cold. But
economic dislocation is the least of Latin Am erica's
endemic problems . . . .
The spectac le of a weak bad neighbor inflicting
intolerable damage upon a restless budding giant is a
first in Latin America. Not even the idiotic history of
aggression in the Balkans, or of warlordism in Asia,
reveals a parallel to Venezuela ' s vampire-like bleeding
of Brazil's overcommitted resource s .
American opinion i s remarkably insensitive t o the
tinderbox in Latin America, despite the systematic
eruption of the disaster that had been brewing these
many years in Mexico . . . .
Ever since Venezuela assumed the role of the rogue
elephant and led the rampage of the world' s oil
producers against its consumers , the conscience of the
civilized world has bled for the Third World. It has indeed
been pillaged. One of the characteristics of the world' s
various oil patches i s that they support more millionaires
than average people . . . .
The school of neo-Machiavellian righteousness has
gone further. Identifying America as the malefactor of
great wealth, ideologues of the Left have welcomed
OPEC as the long-awaited instrument for the
redistribution of wealth. In the grand manner of Lenin,
who rem arked that you can ' t cook omelets without
breaking eggs , it has shrugged off the actual distress and
the threat of depression brought on by OPEC's
dedication to the politics of piracy . . . .
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The j udgment of these ideologues has been as
i mpractical as their righteousness was misplaced. OPEC
has not served as the answer to the shortcomings of our '
industrial syste m , but it has wr e cked and looted ' the
Third World .
Hence the spotlight on Brazil. KandeU's profile
encapsulates all that need be known about this unruly
adolescent of the
Amazon.
Napoleon' s famous
dictum-"An army can do anything with bayonets but sit
on them " -has a less familiar coroUary. Brazil can do
anything with her rich arsenal of resources but sit on
them for the simple reason that, as Kandell says , a full 40
per cent of her present earnings from them are needed to
service her foreign debt. The fact that her debt is the
largest in the developing world is enough to qualify
Brazil as its sorest trouble spot, c ertainly as far as Amer
ica's embarrassed banks are concerned.
But Brazil is suffering from indigestion for another
reason. Not only do her internal stresses make it
impossible for her to sit on her , resources, but they
deliver her political processes over to the military. Her
foreign debts make it impossible for her economy to go
anywhere with these resources unless the military outfit
in charge decides to travel . When it does, it will use the
m odern highway which leads to V enezuela.
Overrunning Venezuela would be easier work for
Brazil than swarm ing over Alsace Lorraine was for
Bismarck, Hindenburg and Hitler. And Venezuela is
asking for it . . . .
The fact that Venezuela i s no S audi Arabia a s to either
the quality or the quantity of her resources will not spare
her
from
the
backlash
of
an
antagonistic
neighbor-especially since the New York Times has
reported that the Brazilian establishment is la m enting
the death sentence OPEC has decreed on its recent
promise to travel the growth road . . . .
"Any tim e Venezuela gets out o f line , " I used to joke ,
" all we need to do is point Brazil at her . " This was a
laughing matter before Brazil started to hurt. Now that
she herself is in a rage, it's no longer funny.
Secretary of State Vance will be training his cool and
practiced eye on this trouble spot in the nick of time. He
knows at first hand how overripe OPEC is for the
plucking , especially now that the Shah has been softened
up by the Saudis' dramatic change of stance. But the
Middle Eastern storm center has been a threat to
prosperity, not to peace.
The real irritant is Venezuela in our own backyard. If
not for the timely changing of the guard in Washington,
Kissinger might very well have been given an
opportunity to
protect
her
from
the military
consequences of her own greed.

Th e Ra n d - l i n ow i tz I l i tt l e Wa rs l Sce n a r i o
The following is excerpted from Rand Corpora tion
docum ent entitled "Future U. S. Security R ela tions in the
Latin Am erican Contexts, " written in 1974 by Da vid
Ronfeldt as a consultan t to the Lino witz Commission.
This docum ent was a working principle for Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger and his chief a dvisor on Peru vian
and general military affairs, Rand Corpora tion 's Luigi
Einaudi.

"While U . S . analysts of the 1 960s regarded internal
security as the proper mission for Latin American
militaries . . . The changing regional and international
context of the 1970s is returning external defense against
neighbors to the priority it held before the Cuban
Revolution . . .
" . . . Governments are turning outward toward their
neighbors . . . . Local neighbors are receiving the level of
foreign policy attention formerly accorded only to
foreign powers . Controversy about Brazil's emergence
as a subregional power. the rival ambitions of Argentina .
j ostling for influence in Bolivia and the other buffer
states. as well as boundary tensions among Chile.
Bolivia . and Peru have all served to raise new doubts
about the future prospects for harmony and cooperation .
The most im portant potential threats perceived by those
states are those that may derive from conflict of interest
within the Latin Am erican region itself. as happened
around the 1 930s (the bloody " Chaco War" between
Paraguay and Bolivia ) .
" Thus it should c o m e a s n o surprise that
militaries are turning once again to traditional
missions of external defense . and to a focus on their
neighbors as potential rivals for regional leadership .
natural res o urces. econom ic markets . investments . and
. the control of border domains that could form issues for
. local conflicts rather than regional integration. Indeed.
there appears to be a resurgence of ' frontier-m inded'
m ilitary nationalism . . . Arms procurements . training.
troop dep loym ent. and doctrinal thinking all reflect a
renewed emphasis on external defense . . .
"In line with these trends. loca l ' geopolitical' analysis
are increasingly prominent elem ents in national security
doctrines and foreign policy processes . . . This trend is
particularly pronounced in Argentina . Brazil. Chile and
Peru ; and relates clearly to their concerns about
regional leadership and strength . . . (after mentioning
conflicting interests between Brazil and
Argentina) . . . Other sensitive areas inc lude : Colombia's
Guaj ira peninsula claimed by Venezuela. the potentially
oil-rich Am azon and Andean territories that border
several countries. Bolivia ' s Santa Cruz region. and
Chile' s northern province once captured from Bolivia
and Peru . . . .
" . . . At present. only a few armed forces have the
capability to engage in regular defensive. much less
offensive. operations against a determ ined neighbor for
more than a week or two. about the time it would take to
arrange international mediation to restore order . "
• . . .

Ronfeldt notes. i n a footnote. that " local press media .
by their capacity to inflam e nationalistic passions . are
more likely to encourage disputes than are local military
policies . "
Stating that " the political interests of Latin American
governments and militaries can be served by avoiding ·
the unbalancing and balkanization that m ight occur if the
U . S . withdrew or favored one country against another (in
arms sales oed) and by m aintaining the U . S . as a
potential mediator in case regional differences lead to
local m ilitary engagements . " Ronfeldt recom mends that
the United States end " restrictive attitudes toward arms
transfer" and follow "a principle of unrestricted but
unsubsidized m ilitary sales" to Latin American nations
on a strictly commercial basis.
The following is excerp ted from "The United Sta tes
and La tin Am erica : Next Steps ". A Second Report by the
Commission on U. S. -La tin A m erican R ela tions. known
a s the "Linowitz Commission. "
The "Linowitz R eport, " although not specifically
a ddressing the problem of regional wars in La tin
A m e ri c a .
a c c ep t s t h e R a n d C o rp o r a t i o n
recomm enda tions on policy for United Sta tes sales of
arm s to the continent.

While Peru has announced its intention to purchase
Soviet j ets. the Comm ission does not believe that such a
development would j ustify variation from the policy it
recom m ended previous ly : that the U . S . should make
available conventional military equipment to Latin
A m erican countries only on a competitive. commercial
and non-discrim inatory basis . . . .

Broo k i ngs :
Th ey' l l Ask OAS to I nterven e
The following is excerp ted from a Brookings
·
Institution policy draft "Setting Na tional Priorities : The
Next Ten Years. " Beginning the Third World section of a
chapter on "Peace or War. " the report sta tes :
G eneralization about the Third World is difficult
because of its diversity. but one thing that can safely be
s a i d i s that the p r o s p e c t s for c o n f l i c t a r e
substantial. . . what follows is a brief description o f those
tensions and conflicts that m ight directly affect the U . S .
Large scale wars have not occurred in Latin America
for many years . They are unlikely to recur. although
major tensions will persist -- notably between Argentina
and Brazil in the east and between P eru and its neighbors
in the west . . . .
. . . W e should distinguish sharply between three types of
conflict situations : where only the local parties are
involved. where material assistance is being provided by
outside com munist countries . and where armed forces of
LATIN A M E RICA
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outside communist countries ar e involved.
In a conflict of the first category, it would be clearly
unwise to commit forces. Our vital security interests are
not involved, and our capabilities are lim ited . . . . W e
should use what political influence we have to help these
countries resolve their disputes ; if this effort fails, the
resulting wars will not be made less bloody or useless by
our intervention . It does not follow, however, that we
should be indiffe rent to the outco m e . . . ln Latin Am erica,
we should be prepared to join any action by the OAS that
may be agreed on in response to uses of force that extend
across national frontiers, leaving it largely up to the
Latin American countries to decide what that response
should be ; and we should be prepared to provide m ilitary
assistance to threatened governm ents .

Co l o m bia Paper
Ca l ls for OAS I nterve ntion
The following are

excerpts

from

the

Colom bian

n ewspaper E I Tiempo 's editorial of January 7:
.

.
. . . . .. .. .

.

. . .. . . .

The North Am erican magazine Tim e has published an
interesting and worrisome report on the possibility, not
all that remote - according to its editors - of a war
between Peru, Chile and Bolivia ; that is to say, the same
protagonists of the so-called "War of the Pacific " which
is nearing its first centennial. . .
Spokesmen of the three countries implicated in this
disturbing chronicle of the almost a lways well-informed
U . S . weekly, have rushed to categorically deny as false
the suppositions alluded to by the important publication.
However, despite the perennial protests , there are - and
this is obvious - multiple and unmistakable symptoms
of ill-feeling in that very noticeable area . . .
. . . in the regular statutes o f the Organization of
A merican States (OAS) the road to all such absurd and
delinquent attempts at devastation and death is shut off.
This could be seen not long ago in the so-called " soccer
war" in Central America between EI Salvador and
Honduras, which was able to be stopped in its barbarous
execution by the rapid and efficient intervention : of the .
OAS . . .

Pressu re o n Braz i l to Go to Wa r
The furor over the War of the Pa cific and the creation
of SA TO has brought to the surfa c e a factional bra wl in
Brazil which has long been building. The following grid of
recent Brazilian press reflec ts this figh t : pro
de velopm ent na tionalist and rela ted forces line up
behind the anti-SA TO and anti-war line of Folha de Sao
Paulo; and the pro- Wall Street right wingers of the
Medici fa c tion aggressi vely p u sh SA TO a n d
confronta tion with the So viets through the pages of
E stado de Sao Paulo.

1 2-29-76

1 - 1 -77

1 -4-77
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Ne w York Tim es article by Jonathan Kandell
on Brazil ' s economic crisis stresses the
importance of oil imports for Brazil's balance
of paym ents deficit. According to Kandell, 40
per cent of Brazil ' s export earnings goes to
pay for oil imports ; another 40 per cent goes to
pay its foreign debt ; leaving 20 per cent of
export income to meet its internal need s .
Estado de Sao Paulo reprints Kande l ' s article
without comment.

A Tim e magazine article on the War of Pacific
entitled "Girding for a B loody War" contends
that "the Russian role in Peru continues to
worry Washington. If war broke out , " Tim e
continues, " . . . it could tempt other countries
into similar action. Potential territorial
disputes, for example, simmer between
Venezuela and Colombia and Guyana . "
LATIN A M E R ICA
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o Globo and Jornal do Brasil report Tim e's
article without mentioning the p roblem of
Bolivian sea access, a major issue of
contention in the War of Pacifi c . The article
reports only on Peru ' s purchase of Soviet
weapons.
Defense and Foreign Policy prints an article
by Leight Johnson pushing for a South
Atlantic Treaty Organization ( SATO) to
replace the OAS ' Interamerican Reciprocal
Assistance Treaty (TIAR ) .

1 -6-77

Folha de Sao Pa ulo ' s editoria l says that
because of its political, economic, and
'
m i litary importance , Brazil should b e
concerned about the hot situation between
Chile, Peru, and Bolivia . It criticizes the arms
buildup between countries who have serious
economic problem s , saying " the road to
developm ent is not through war . "

1 -7-77

Brazil's Foreign Ministry rej ects Defense and
Foreign Policy' s article, saying that Brazil
will " definitively" not participate in a SATO
with Argentina, Chile , Uruguay, and South
Africa . "TIAR will be preserve d as a valid
instrument for the defense of the continent
when and if it is threatened. "
Estado de Sao Paulo's editorial says that the
Leight Johnson article is a U . S . "trial

balloon" for SATO , and reports that there are
rumors that "the foundations of a SA TO are
already being structured . " The editorial,
entitled " Creation of a South Atlantic
Treaty , " favors a "more active" Brazilian
role in the African Atlantic zone , "in order to
influence the evolution and shape the
developments according to our national and
ideological interests . " It then emphasizes that
in order for SA TO to be solidified, " it is
absolutely necessary that the U . S . participate
in it effectively through m eans other than
logistical, armaments , and training support. "
The editorial also praises Brazi l ' s decision to
participate in the NATO-sponsored Carib Ops
naval maneuvers off Puerto Rico later this
month.

reporting that the war between Peru and Chile
is building .
Estado de Sao Paulo claims that Brazil will
have a more aggressive policy towards
Central America and the Caribbean now that
under President Jos6 Portillo, Mexico will
not follow former President E cheverria' s
international policy towards thos e areas .
Estado de Sao Paulo reports that the French
m agazine Defense In teramee published an
article signed by Francois Dutrai that says
that " the political stability and the strength of
the ( B razilian) military regime c reate real
possibilities for an imperial policy by the
Brazilian government. " According to Estado
de Sa o Paulo, Defense In terarm ee contends
that m ilitary power is not part of Braz I l ' s
foreign policy but that Brazil ' s geopolitical
interests will force the country to intervene in
other countries' policy.

The French daily Le Nou vea u Journal calls
the Soviet Union ' s plane sale to Peru a
" master coup for Mos c o w " that now
"threatens a fearful Chile . "
1-8-77

Folha de Sao Paulo reports Brazi l ' s Foreign
and Arm y Ministries answer to the Nou vea u
Journal article. The Foreign Ministry points
out that Peru's arms purchase will not affect
Brazil-Peru relations, which have been at
high point since the Nov. 5, 1 9 76 Geisel
Morales Bermudez m eeting . The Army
Ministry says it is not worried about the
purchase , since Peru is neither Communist
nor Marxist and bought the Soviet equip ment
only because the Soviets offered · the best
term s .
Folha de Sao Paulo prints a s m a l l note

Estado d e Sao Paulo reports on a U . S .
Congress investigation o n the human rights
question and says that Brazilian m ilitary m en
would be very upset if U . S . m ilitary aid is shut
off.

1 -9-77

A New York Tim es article by Jonathan
Kandell comm ents that Brazil is a democracy
and has only minor problems related with
human rights .
E liot Janeway in the Washington Star calls for
a Brazilian invasion of Venezuela to solve
Brazil' s oil supply proble m s .

Ve n ez u e l a n Fo re i g n M i n i ste r
Re p l i es to U .S . Ma n i p u l a t i o n
The following excerpts are from the transcript of
Venezuelan Foreign Minister Ra m on Escovar Salom 's
press conference responding to the article by Eliot
Janeway in the Washington Star. Esco var's commen ts
were printed in the Caracas daily E l Nacional of Jan. 12.
Escovar: The public opinion of our peoples must be fully
warned and conscious of the fact that this is a matter of
the manipulation of international suspicions against the
unity and solidarity of the developing nations .
Question : And what is Venezuela doing to face this ?
Escovar: The best way to fight this kind of campaign is
with the truth.
Q: Does the Washington Star article form a part of all
. this?

Esco var: I have not fully read the article to which you
refer . I have only read what has been published in the
( local) press . I have asked our ambassador in
Washington for a full report. But I can say, without
referring to this item but rather to a series of articles
published in the last few days , that there is a visible and
concrete attempt to present certain aspects of
international affairs in a distorted and incorrect manner.
And Latin Am erica in particular, along with the Third
World in general, must be fully aware of those
m anipulations so as to be able to fight the m .
Q : What circles d o you think are behind this campaign
against the unity of the Third World?
Escovar: There could be several, but the important thing
is that they exist .
LATI N A M E R ICA
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'Wro n g Add ress'
The Rio de Janeiro daily 0 G lobo printed the following
brief article in response to Elliot Jan e way's Washington
Star article.

" Clearly with no news to write and bored with the cold
weather of New York City, E lliot J aneway of the
Washington Star sat down at his typewriter last Saturday
to defend a risky thesi s : since V enezuela , from whom
Janeway has Brazil buying great quantities of
petroleum , is primarily responsible for the ills which
affect the Brazilian economy, the presidency of Brazil
should seriously study the hypothesis of invading this
neighboring country, in a single blow , and free itself

from the inconvenience of oil imports and gobble up thi s
generous source of petroleum . According to this clever .
j ournalist, it would be as easy for Brazil to invade I
Venezuela as it was for Bismarck, Hindenburg and Hitler 
to conquer Alsace-Lorraine .
"If one were to follow the logic of this reasoning, it
would make more sense for Janeway to recommend this
dangerous undertaking to President Carter, because
while the U . S . is the m ain buyer of Venezuela' s
p etroleum , Brazil only purchases 4,000 barrels per day
from Venezuela - which represents a little more than
$44 thousand. "

An I n te rv i ew W i th E l i ot Ja n eway
Q : I ' d like to talk to you about your article which
appeared in the Washington Star on Sunday - "Oil
Gouge on Brazil Imperils Venezuela . "
A : Sure. That horse's ass of a Venezuelan Foreign
Minister is claiming there' s a conspiracy to create
division in the Third World. You can quote me on this. In
the immortal words of King Levinsky? - I should have
stood in bed. Ha ! Conspiracy to create divisions ! There
are divisions.
Q: I ' m wondering what your inform ation on the Brazilian
factional situation is. My sense is that the Brazilian
foreign minister would have nothing to do with your war
plan. He will be visiting Venezuela in the near future.
A: I don 't know anything about Latin American politics.
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Just what I read in the papers . If I ' m not in U . S . politics ,
w h y should I be i n Latin America politics.
Q : The Tim e magazine article on the threat of wars the
week before yours kicked off similar protest throughout
Latin America. With your connections to Tim e, I assume
it was their mention of the V enezuela border problems
that inspired your article.
A: There 's nothing behind m y article. Only what's in
front of it. Only the article - that' s all there is, And I
have nothing to do with Tim e m agazine . I haven't sinc e
1 948.
Q: That's not what Who 's Who says .
A : If you're going to practice some kind of left-wing
McCarthyism , I ' m going to hang up.
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